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Overview
Governments do not provide adequate unclassified reporting on the war The US is scarcely alone, however, in failing to
provide transparency as to the course of the Afghan conflict. No allied government provides credible unclassified
reporting on the progress of the war, and the Afghan government provides little detail of any kind. The UN, which has
major responsibilities for aid, has failed to provide a meaningful overview of how aid requirements are generated, how
aid efforts are managed and coordinated, of how funds are used, of the quality of fiscal controls and auditing, and of the
effectiveness and impact of aid.
There still, however, are many useful unclassified metrics and narratives that do describe the course of the war.
Moreover, some reflect real progress since the adoption of the new strategy for the war. These data also help to highlight
many areas where a more meaningful and transparent reporting system would do a far more convincing job of winning
support for the conflict – as well as provide a way of obtaining the kind of feedback and informed criticism that could
help meet the many problems and challenges that still shape the course of the fighting.
Part One: The Failures That Shaped Today’s War
The Burke Chair has prepared a seven-part analytic overview of unclassified metrics, and of how their current content
relates to the challenges in policy, plans, resources, and management of the war that now reduce the prospects of victory.
It should be stressed that such an analysis is only a way of highlighting key trends and developments within the limits
imposed by using unclassified official reporting. Moreover, metrics are not a substitute for the kind of narrative that is
critical to understanding the complexity of this war, and that can put numbers, charts, and maps in context. This is a case
where facing the real-world complexity of the conflict is essential to winning it.
This first brief provides data that highlight the US failure to resource the Afghan campaign, the US failure to react to the
growth of the Taliban and the Al Qa’ida sanctuary in Pakistan, and the failures of the Afghan government that turned near
victory into near defeat between 2002 and early 2009.
While only part of the data involved can be displayed in a summary brief, the metrics that are provided show that these
failures were driven by the lack of unity and realism in ISAF, an ineffective UN effort, a US focus on the Iraq War, and
by a US force posture whose deployable land forces can only fight one major regional; contingency at a time.
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Overview - II
They also, however, were driven by political decisions to ignore or understate Taliban and insurgent gains from 20022009, to ignore the problems caused by weak and corrupt Afghan governance, to understate the risks posed by
sanctuaries in Pakistan, and to emphasize the value of tactical ISAF victories while ignoring the steady growth of
Taliban influence and control.
Other failures during the period between 2002 and 2009 went further than unclassified metrics can portray – although
some trends are clear and others are illustrated in the future reports in this series. These failures can be summarized as
follows:
• Mirror imaging of US and European values in trying to create a political system, and central government
structure that did not allow for a lack of capacity, effective local and regional government, and a justice system
based on Afghan values and practices.
The end result was a sharply over-centralized structure of government which compounded the problems of corruption;
and a focus on national elections without creating effective political parties;, a functional role for the new parliament,
without focusing on effective governance, and without defining a workable role for the new legislature.
No workable provision was made for funding provincial, district, and local government. The need to keep and expand
the remaining elements of the Afghan civil service was largely ignored. The need to adequately deal with Afghanistan’s
deep ethnic, sectarian, and tribal difference was “solved” largely by assuming that the President and central government
could force a “national” solution on the Afghan people.
• Intelligence failures:
As senior US intelligence officers in ISAF later made clear, a gravely flawed intelligence effort initially grossly
underestimated that ability of Al Qa’ida and the Taliban to recover and adapt, and then kept focusing on the tactical
defeat of the Taliban rather than the constant expansion of its political control of large parts of Afghanistan.
Intelligence also did not address the growing unpopularity and failures of the Afghan government, the impact of power
brokers and corruption, and role of Pakistan and insurgent sanctuaries in that country.
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Overview - III
As some of the maps and graphics in this brief -- and in Part Two -- show, this intelligence effort continued to deny reality in spite
of the fact that the Taliban steadily gathered momentum, set up more and stronger shadow governments, came to dominate the
drug trade, and expanded beyond its traditional power base in the south and east. These errors did not begin to be corrected until
April 2009.
It is disturbing that unclassified reporting on the fighting since June 2010 has increasingly been cut back in content and coverage,
and shows signs of the same emphasis on positive tactical events that plagued ISAF (and MNF-I) reporting in the past.
• Failure to create effective ISAF forces and PRT structures, and coordinate civil-military efforts:
The US initially approached its allies as if they could be little more than peacekeepers in a victory that was already won. It sought
the maximum number of participants for aid and security activity without regard to effectiveness and national caveats.
As Parts Three and Four show in more depth, different national military elements were layered over different civil provincial
reconstruction teams. This structure could not adapt effectively as the war in Afghanistan became steadily more serious. NATO
and ISAF did make progress in military coordination, but they did not begin to develop effective coordinated plans until the
McChrystal exercise in 2009, and national caveats remain a critical problem, as does the lack of an true, integrated, civil-military
plan of operations.

Moreover, while efforts were finally made to create a central coordinator for civil programs, and integrated civil-military plans in
2010, these plans remain largely conceptual. There still are no meaningful unclassified metrics or analyses that show real progress
in these areas, that reflect meaningful fiscal controls and measures of effectiveness, or that provide a picture of how civil
programs in governance, rule of law, and economic aid relate to military efforts
• Failure to create effective Afghan forces:
Parts Two and Five show that no serious effort was made to create effective Afghan forces until 2007, and this effort was never
properly funded or supported with anything like the required number of trainers and emphasis on partnership and transition until
2010. These problems were compound by a failure to provide proper facilities and equipment that continued until 2010, and the
failure to go from an emphasis on combat units to a balanced force that could operate independently and eventually replace US
forces.
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• A failure to focus on creating a functional justice system:
These problems were compounded at the start by trying to deal with creating a police force that was based on German models that
were hopelessly underresourced and did not meet Afghan needs and values. This failure was followed by an equally underresourced
effort by the US State Department that largely ignored the fact that insurgent influence now required a police force that could deal
with guerrilla warfare. A third transfer of effort then occurred to the US Department of Defense, which began to set more realistic
goals for paramilitary and self-defense capability, but was again never properly resourced and effectively increased the burden on the
ISAF and US military training effort.
Worse, the police training and expansion effort was decoupled from a rule of law effort that focused narrowly on creating a new
formal justice system at the top. This allowed the Taliban and local power brokers to become the de facto system for local justices.
Courts and jails were often lacking or unable to operate.
Moreover, the lack of effective local governance – an essential element in winning support for police and a justice system meant all
three elements of an effective justice system were lacking much of the country. This – compounded the problem created by
corruption, power brokers, and ethnic, sectarian, and tribal friction. All of these efforts were made worse by gross underpayment of
salaries, corruption in hiring and promotion at every level, misuse of aid funds, and a lack of any effective effort to manage aid and
development programs in the field.

• Failure to create effective aid and development programs:
The most striking aspect of aid and development is the lack of meaningful data and metrics on the efforts involved. Output metrics
showing the results of aid projects are virtually nonexistent. Ironically, more data are available on military operations and
intelligence about the threat than the impact of civil spending and aid.
Parts Two and Four of this briefing do, however, present summary metrics that show the US and the West set up hopelessly
overambitious mid and long term development goals based on the assumption that Afghanistan was effectively at peace, without valid
plans and requirements, and which can never be resourced at anything like the required levels. (Parts Two and Four of this series
show key graphics illustrating the funding gaps involved.)
Unfortunately there are no metrics to show other critical problems in the aid effort – problems compounded by a similar lack of
management in military contracts. The result was a massive flow of aid money without effective financial controls, contracting
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methods, attention to absorption capability, and without meaningful measures of effectiveness. Moreover, these aid efforts were
divided by sponsoring country, often responding to the aid politics of the capital involved, while NGOs funded projects that served
their own goals and interests.
As Part Four shows in more detail, these problems were often compounded by erratic funding and a failure to sustain programs once
they began. Moreover, major problems occurred because of short tours by key aid personnel, and nearly annual efforts to
“reconceptualize” aid efforts without creating systems that could plan and execute concepts effectively, measure Afghan perceptions
and needs, validate requirements, and measure effectiveness,
The lack of metrics and other reporting on aid also reflects the fact that no one was effectively in charge. The UN failed to provide
effective coordination and oversight, meaningful reporting on spending, and metrics and analysis that show where aid money went or
anything about its effectiveness. Vast amounts of money – by Afghan standards -- poured into a grey economy where side payments
and “fees” are the rule. It offered both Afghans and outside contractors a “get rich quick” option at a time they had no guarantee of
either security or stability.
This played a major role in creating a massive pattern of corruption and waste at every level. This was compounded by growing
military contract expenditures on facilities, transport, and services which also lacked an effective system for awarding and monitoring
contracts and anything approaching meaningful fiscal controls.

A central government lacking in capacity – and provincial and local governments controlled from the center and without resources of
their own – was steadily corrupted by this process while no effective structure existed at the provincial, district, or local level for
planning and executing aid activity. Groups like Oxfam estimate that some 40% of the aid money never reached actual programs and
projects, and no element of the aid effort established any meaningful measures of effectiveness to show where the rest of the aid
effort went or what its impact was.
Moreover, the metrics that are available on aid show that most of the aid effort focused on mid and long term development. The net
impact was that aid did not reach most Afghans at a time the Taliban steadily expanded its control and influence, and often enriched
corrupt officials and power brokers. ISAF’s tactical victories often ended in fighting in populated areas, then leaving them. As the
following reports in this series show, the population in the most sensitive areas in the war were left without meaningful governance
and government services, without a functional justice system and security, and without tangible economic security or benefits from
international aid.
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• Failure to focus on Transition and any form of “End State.”
As is discussed in more detail in Parts Two-Five, no serious effort was made to create and implement a longer term plan to create a
mix of Afghan government and security capabilities that could stand on its own, to define goals that would allow ISAF and the US to
withdraw forces and limit their military and aid efforts over time. Instead, a constant stream of new polices and plans emerged to the
point where the US, ISAF, and other outside actors tended to make every year the “first year” in Afghanistan.
• The Need for More Data and Transparency
Virtually every expert on the Afghan War could add new points to this list of weakness in unclassified reporting and metrics. It is also
obvious from many of these points that the metrics shown in this report can only hint at a few key trends and problems. In far too
many cases, there are no metrics and no reliable detailed histories – although the kind of metrics and analysis that should have existed
are easy to derive from the summary of each problem.
At the same time, it is critical to stress that the other parts of this report show that progress is being made in addressing many of the
issues involved, and metrics are only part of that story. For all of the spin and omissions that still surround reporting on the war, major
progress has occurred over the last two years, and additional major efforts to correct these problems are underway.
These developments are analyzed in the next six parts of this report:
Part Two: Transitioning to the New Strategy
Part Three: Key Ongoing Challenges Part Four: Hold and Build, and The Challenge of Development
Part Five: Building Effective Afghan Forces
Part Six: Showing Victory is Possible
Part Seven: The Problem of Pakistan
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Shaping Today’s War:

The Growth of Insurgency from
2003-2009
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The Rising Insurgency 2003-2009
•The seasonal rise in major acts of violence was far less important that the
growth of Taliban influence to cover much of the country and key population
centers.
•US and ISAF won every major tactical clash, but lost much of the country.
• Taliban influence exploited lack of Afghan government presence, Afghan
corruption, lack of prompt justice system, dysfunctional aid projects, faltering
efforts to develop ANSF.
•US and ISAF lacked the force numbers and civilian aid workers to approach
critical mass and have an impact in much of the country.
•Allied countries ISAF denied the scale of the insurgency and the seriousness of
its rise. Issued intelligence and other reports claiming success that did not exist.
• Combat metrics did not measure key lower levels of violence like threats,
night letters and intimidation, selective attack on tribal leaders, kidnappings,
forced marriages, payoffs to young men.
• The US and ISAF remained kinetic through 2009; the insurgent fought a
battle of influence over the population and political attrition to drive out the
US and ISAF from the start.
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Threat Summary: 2005-2007
The insurgency in Afghanistan has expanded geographically

Security Incidents 2007

Security Incidents 2008

Security Incidents 2009

2005

2009

11 Total

33 Total

The Insurgency
had momentum
in much of the
South and East
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The War Escalates: 2004-2009
Attacks Against Afghanistan Infrastructure and Government Organizations
Bombs (IED and Mines), Exploded
Bombs (IED and Mines), Found and Cleared
Ambush, grenade, RPG, and Other Small Arms Attacks
Mortar, Rocket, and Surface to Air Attacks

•
•

Presidential and Provincial
Council Elections
20 AUG 09

Karzai
Inauguration
19 NOV 09

Threat Assessment
Attack trends are expected to continue with levels of security incidents projected to be higher in 2010
Spike in attacks during Provincial elections not expected to be as high as National elections

POTUS
Speech
01 DEC 09

Ramadan
18 OCT – 14 NOV 04
5 OCT – 4 NOV 05
24 SEP – 23 OCT 06
13 SEP – 13 OCT 07
1 SEP – 28 SEP 08
22 AUG– 20 SEP 09

Presidential
Elections
OCT 04

Transfer of
Authority to ISAF
31 JUL 06

Parliamentary Elections
18 SEP 05

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security
Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, based on Afghanistan JOIIS NATO SIGACTS data as of 15 December 2009 reporting.
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Trends in Terrorism in Afghanistan: 2005-2009

Source: National Counterterrorism Center: Annex of Statistical Information, Country Reports on Terrorism 2009,
Offices of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, Department of State 2009
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Growing Threat to ANA and ANP: 2006-Mid 2009
ANA

ANP

SIGAR, Special Inspector General for Afghan Reconstruction, Quarterly Report to Congress, July 30, 2009, p. 55 & 60.
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The US and ISAF Underreact and Give
Priority to Iraq
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The US and ISAF Waste Eight Years Losing By Default
• Afghan government fails the Afghan people. Power brokers, militias, corrupt
officials alienate the people.
• US, allied, and ISAF failures to control funding and contracts become the
driving force that raises Afghan corruption to unacceptable levels.
•No serious effort to address corruption and lack of capability in Afghan
government, rise of corruption, and alienation of people.
• US gives priority to Iraq while spinning false sense of progress in
Afghanistan.
• Key Allies virtually deny or ignore the fact a serious war is developing.
•Aid focuses on mid to long term programs as if war did not exist, but does not
operate outside the increasingly limited areas which are not safe.
•US and ISAF focus on defeating the insurgent in clashes in the field or in ways
that threaten Afghans without offering any lasting protection.
• No consistent or meaningfully resource effort to create an effective ANSF.
• Failure to deal effectively with Pakistan creates a second war in a nation of
far greater strategic importance.
• No ISAF nation provides meaningful transparency and reporting to its
legislature and people.
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Enemy Initiated Attacks in Iraq and
Afghanistan: May 2003 to August 2009

GAO: “Afghanistan’s Security Environment, November 5, 2009, GAO-10-178R, p.3.
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Terrorism in Iraq vs. Afghanistan: 2005-2009

Source: National Counterterrorism Center: Annex of Statistical Information, Country Reports on Terrorism 2009,
Offices of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, Department of State 2009
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US Troop Levels: Under-Reacting and Losing
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ISAF Troop Levels: Under-Reacting and Losing
2007

Source: NATO/ISAF Placemats

2008

2009
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Following the Money:
Iraq Got It;
Afghanistan Did Not Until FY2010,
and the Future is Now Uncertain
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Funding Iraq at the Expense of the
Afghan War: FY2001-FY2011
(In Current $US Billions)
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FY10
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FY11
Enacted
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Request

FY01/02

FY03
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FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

FY09

FY10
Enacted

FY10 Total
w Request

FY11
Request

Total War Funding

*33.8

*81.1

*94.1

*107.6

*121.4

*170.9

*185.7

*155.1

*135.6

*170.7

*170.7

*1085.5

*1,291.3

Enhanced Security

*13

*8

*3.7

*2.1

*0.8

*0.5

*0.1

*0.1

*0.1

*0.1

*0.1

*28.5

*28.6

*28.7

Afghanistan

20.8

14.7

14.5

20

19

39.2

43.5

59.5

72.7

104.8

119.4

*303.8

*455.2

*574.6

0

53

75.9

85.5

101.6

131.2

142.1

95.5

62.8

65.8

51.1

*747.6

*801.9

*853

Iraq

Source: Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since
9/11,” Congressional Research Service, RL33110 CRS Report RL30588, July 16, 2010.

*1,462
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Afghan War Costs Rise as Iraq War
Cost Drops: FY2001-FY2011
(In Current $US Billions)
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53
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85.5

101.6

131.2

142.1

95.5

62.8

65.8

51.1

Cum
FY01FY10
Enacted
0

20.8

14.7

14.5

20

19

39.2

43.5

59.5

72.7

104.8

119.4

0

0

Enhanced Security

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total War Funding

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Iraq
Afghanistan

FY01/02

FY03

FY04

FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

FY09

FY10
Enacted

FY10
Total w
Request

FY11
Request

Cum
FY01FY10 w
Request
0

Source: Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since
9/11,” Congressional Research Service, RL33110 CRS Report RL30588, July 16, 2010.
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CRS Estimate of Average Monthly DOD Spending on Iraq
and Afghan Wars FY 2001 - FY2011
70.00

(Billions of $USD)

60.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00
FY11
Request

Cum
Enacted:
FY01-10

Cum:
FY01-11
w
Pending
Reqs

FY01&02

FY03

FY04

FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

FY09

FY10
Enacted

FY10
Supp
Request

Iraq

0.00

4.17

4.70

6.95

8.18

10.60

11.54

7.67

4.97

0.08

3.82

58.77

62.67

Afghanistan

1.67

1.17

1.03

1.43

1.49

3.10

3.38

4.68

5.76

2.50

9.46

23.69

35.66

Source: Adapted by Anthony H. Cordesman from data provided by Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11.
Congressional Research Services (RL33110). Updated, 16 July 2010.
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Billions of $USD

CRS Estimate of Annual Foreign Aid Spending on Iraq
and Afghan Wars FY 2001 – FY2011
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Cum
FY10
Enacted
FY10
FY11
Supp
Enacted
Request : FY01Request
10

Cum
Tot al:
FY0111*

FY01&0
2

FY03

FY04

FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

FY09

Iraq

0.0

3.0

19.5

2.0

3.2

3.2

2.7

2.2

1.6

2.1

3.9

37.4

43.4

Afghanistan

0.8

0.7

2.2

2.8

1.1

1.9

2.7

3.1

3.2

2.0

4.6

18.5

25.2

* Includes pending requests
Source: Adapted by Jordan D’Amato from data provided by Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror
Operations Since 9/11. Congressional Research Services (RL33110). Updated, 16 July 2010.
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(Billions of $USD)

CRS Estimate of Total Spent on Iraq and Afghan Wars
FY 2001 – FY2011: Cumulative
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0
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FY10 Total w
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Enacted Reques
t
t

FY01/0
2

FY03

FY04

FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

FY09

0
20.8

53
14.7

75.9
14.5

85.5
20

101.6
19

131.2
39.2

142.1
43.5

95.5
59.5

62.8
72.7

65.8
104.8

51.1
119.4

Enhanced Security

13

8

3.7

2.1

0.8

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Total War Funding

33.8

81.1

94.1

107.6

121.4

170.9

185.7

155.1

135.6

170.7

170.7

Iraq
Afghanistan

Source: Adapted by Jordan D’Amato from data provided by Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global
War on Terror Operations Since 9/11. Congressional Research Services (RL33110). Updated, 16 July 2010.
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DoD FY2012 Budget Request: Uncertain
Resources for the Future

These data show only a limited decline in the FY2012 military effort. Such figures are
preliminary but some working estimates for for FY2013 go much further and cut US OCO
spending to $80-$90 billion. The projections for aid reflect much more immediate cuts, and fall
far below current development goals. These data are shown in Part IV of this series.
Source: Overview, US Department of Defense Fiscal Year 2012 Budget Request, OUSD (Comptroller) February 2011, p. 6-4.
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The Future Cost of Underspending: Guesstimate of Annual and Cumulative Cost
of “Worst Cost” Success in the Afghan War: FY2010-FY2020
(In Current $US Billions)
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--Extremely intense fighting with
dropping allied support.
--"Supplemental" in FY2010
--Make decisive gains by FY15.
--US and ISAF withdrawal
cautiously during FY15-FY17
--Fully fund ANSF and civil
programs through withdrawal
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100

--Maintain significant support
funding of Afghan forces and
government through FY2020 &
beyond
--DoD pays cost of police as well
as armed forces, and protection
of remaining civil & military
advisory presence though
FY2020.
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17.2

17.9

37.2

40.6

56.1

69.1

99.1

118

110

100

84

23

8

6

6

6

State/USAID

0.8

0.7

2.2

2.8

1.1

1.9

2.7

3.1

3.2

5.2

*18.5

*25.2

4.6

7

10

8

7

6

5

4

3

3

*57.6

*76.1

0

0

0

0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.5

*1.0

*2.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.3

0.9

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

*6.7

*7.7

*20.8

*14.7

*14.5

*20

*19

*39.2

*43.5

*59.5

*29.2

*13.1

*10.1

*9.1

*9.1

VA Medical
Total War Funding

*284.3 *427.9 113.5

FY12

*72.7 *104.8 *303.8 *455.2 *119.4 *126.4 *121.4 *109.3 *91.9

Source: Adapted by Anthony H. Cordesman from data in Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11,” Congressional
Research Service, RL33110 CRS Report RL30588, July 16, 2010.

*568.5 *852.8

*632.8 *936.6
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How Under-Reaction Shaped Today’s War:

Expansion of combat Areas and
Insurgent Influence at the End of 2009
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Prelude to a New Strategy
Key Security Trends: 2009-2010
•DoD reports insurgents perceived 2009 as their most successful year.
•DoD recorded more than 21,000 enemy-initiated attacks in 2009—a
75% increase over the number recorded in 2008.
•From September 2009 to March 2010:
• Attacks against coalition forces were up 83%, compared with the same time period
one year earlier
• Attacks against civilians were up 72%,
• Attacks against the ANSF were up 17%,

•Insurgent now have shadow governments in every province but Kabul;
have active influence in more districts than Afghan government.
• Election crisis highlights lack of popular confidence in government;
impact of corruption and power brokering.
• Growth in dollar value of GDP disguise critical hardship and lack of
effective distribution of income. Nearly one-third of population is below
subsistence and dependent on aid from UN food program.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 66.
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Taliban Influence and Military Activity Coincided
with Population Density

Source: globalsecurity.org
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Where the Fighting Was: End 2009
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But the Fighting Was Only Part of the Story: Insurgent Influence &
Capability by District: End-2009
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Losing the War? Security Situation as the
New Strategy Begins to be Implemented
•In June 2010, the Acting Minister of Interior told the press that only 9 of Afghanistan’s 364 districts
were considered safe.
•IJC reported that attacks were up by 53% over last quarter; however, DoD reported that this was due
to the increased presence of ISAF troops in areas they had not previously occupied.
•IJC reported 6,880 attacks on the ANSF, coalition forces, and civilians:
• 3,918 direct fire attacks
• 1,026 indirect fire attacks
• 1,428 improvised explosive device (IED) attacks
• 508 complex attacks

•Nearly half of all direct fire attacks occurred in Helmand.
•Armed clashes and IED incidents accounted for one-third of incidents reported.
• The rate of IED attacks within the first four months of 2010 was 94% higher than during the same
period in 2009. According to IJC, 1,449 IEDs were identified and cleared during the quarter about the
same number as last quarter/
•On average, about three suicide attacks occurred per week-half of which were carried out in the
southern region. Complex suicide attacks occurred at an average rate of two per month, double the
figure recorded in 2009.
•In addition, insurgents assassinated approximately seven people per week (mainly in the southern and
southeastern areas where Operation Moshtarak has been under way since February)- 45% increase
over the same period in 2009. In the city of Kandahar, assassinations targeted civil servants, clerics,
and elders.
•Direct fire attack: Any engagement or at- tack initiated with only direct fire weapons.
•Indirect fire attack: Engagements and attacks involving indirect fire weapons systems, including mortars, rockets, etc.; does not involve other weapons.
•IED attack: An incident caused by the detonation of an improvised explosive device.
•Complex attack: Any engagement involving a combination of weapon deployment systems, such as direct fire following an IED attack or a direct attack following a
mortar attack.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 57-58
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Key Elements of Progress Since 2009
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Progress in Many Key Areas - I
• Clear recognition of the seriousness of the war, and that it must be won on a population-centric, rather than kinetic level.
• Viable approach to strategy that can deal with the realities of this war and is flexible and adaptive enough to adjust to the
insurgent response.
• Growing operational understanding that the goals for Afghan development have been fundamentally unrealistic in timing
and scope, and acceptance of a much more limited and practical endstate based on Afghan priorities and perceptions and key
needs for security and stability. However, this understanding is still far from a realistic management of goals and expectations,
but is moving towards acceptance of the fact that we must plan for "Afghan good enough" and not "Afghan unachievable."
• Fundamental reorganization of the intelligence efforts to provide far more honest reporting, better metrics and
judgments, and the kind of "net assessment" and civil-military approach necessary to understand what is happening and to
support a meaningful campaign. This is supported by considerably more realistic strategic assessments that still have a long
way to go to getting it right -- perhaps a year more -- but still prove to be major progress.
• Build up of a US force large enough to deal with the most critical threats, and a de facto recognition that -- as was the case
in Iraq -- the US must lead to win, rather than hope for allied efforts that will not come.
• Deployment of US forces on the basis of overall strategic priorities, rather than by zone of operations. In addition, a real
partnership with the British, and an understanding that we must play a role in the center and north, rather than rely on our
allies, or see continued insurgent gains.
• Progress in providing civilian assets in the field. While still badly short of what is needed, it represents the core of the effort
required.
• Shifts in aid and civil/governance efforts that give priority to key security and stability needs, and lay the groundwork for
building up more effective governance and economic progress at the key district and population center level.
•Sufficient progress in the counter-IED effort to prevent it from being the Taliban's equivalent of the Stinger.

• Growing understanding that the primary problem the US faces in strategic communications is to build transparency,
credibility, and trust in the US public, Congress, allies, and media and to do so in ways that have lasting credibility and
impact, rather that spinning the war in ways that build ignorance and mistrust.
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Progress in Many Key Areas - II
•Growing understanding that the US, ISAF, and aid funds and contracts are the main source of today's unacceptable level of
Afghan corruption and wealthy power brokers, but the steadily improving efforts to control the flow of aid and contract
money. Specifically, limiting it to the Afghans who use it properly and focusing on the effectiveness of our efforts rather than
the size and rate of spending. While it is probably a year away from broad effectiveness and two years away from the level of
control that is really needed, it still proves to be some significant progress.
• First real effort to adequately resource and organize the ANSF development effort. While there are still serious problems,
they seem to be solvable over time and this effort is already making real progress at the ANA level.
• Acceptance of the need to create Afghan forces and structure of local governance that
• Growing understanding that the US country effort must be a truly integrated civil-military effort, or we will lose the war.
There is at least some progress in reorganizing the US country team both in Kabul and the field. Though this is still about a
year or so from the effort we need, it shows real progress.
• Some matching progress on the part of our allies, and in restructuring the ISAF/PRT effort in the field.
• Serious efforts in the field to go from a conceptual approach to shape-clear-hold-build to actual operations in Helmand, and
the beginning of operations in Kandahar. A new degree of coherence in similar efforts in RC East. This is all still experimental
and uncertain -- particularly in the ability to sustain progress over time -- but is also inevitable given the limited level of effort
when the new strategy was put in place.
• Real, if still imperfect, progress in making Pakistan a meaningful partner in the war.
• Deployment of enough UCAV, Special Forces, and other intelligence assets to pose a continuing threat to insurgent networks
in Afghanistan and Pakistan. More effective use of "counterterrorism" tools as well as counterinsurgency tools.
• Changes in counternarcotics tactics: moving away from the focus of broad eradication that effectively drove narcotics into
the control of the Taliban to a focus on higher level traffickers and networks and key areas of insurgent control.
• Serious effort to find a working balance between the real world limits imposed by the Karzai and Pakistani governments,
and finding the practical work arounds to these limits. Though an extremely uncertain process, and some impossible efforts to
transform the Afghan and Pakistani power structure exist, it is still better and less pointless confrontation.
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But, “Winning” Must Still Address Seven Centers of Gravity
•Defeating the insurgency not only in tactical terms, but by eliminating its
control and influence over the population.
•Creating an effective and well-resourced NATO/ISAF and US response to
defeating the insurgency and securing the population.
• Building up a much larger and more effective (and enduring base for
transition) mix of Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF).
• Giving the Afghan government the necessary capacity and legitimacy (and
lasting stability)at the national, regional/provincial, district, and local levels.
• Creating an effective, integrated, and truly operational civil and civilmilitary effort. NATO/ISAF, UN, member country, and NGO and
international community efforts.
• Dealing with Pakistan both in the NWFP and as a potential failed state.
Finding stable relations in India, Iran, “Stans,” Russia, and China
• Making effective trade-offs with other US domestic and security interests
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Overview
The war in Afghanistan is now in its tenth year. In spite of that fact, the US, allied countries, ISAF, and the UN have failed to
develop credible unclassified reporting in the progress of the war, provide meaningful transparency on the problems and
challenge it faces, and present a clear and detailed plan for the future. Moreover, since June 2010, the unclassified reporting the
US provide has steadily shrunk in content in ways that may reflect changes in the US priorities for conducting the war but also
has eliminated content that helps illustrate the full scale of the challenges ahead.

Part Two: Transitioning to the New Strategy
The first report in this series is entitled Part One: The Failures that Shaped Today’s War. It highlights the US failure to resource
the Afghan campaign, and the extent to which US failure to react to the growth of the Taliban, the al Qa’ida sanctuary in Pakistan,
and the failures of the Afghan government turned near victory into near defeat.

This second report highlights graphics and tables that summarize the new strategy and campaign plan, the initial impact of the
result build-up of US forces and changes in tactics and strategy on the intensity of the war, and early estimates of how the changes
in strategy will impact on the US budget and the affordability of the war.
Setting the Stage: The Key Areas of Uncertainty that Shaped the New Strategy and Which Remain Key Challenges
The first chart highlights seven major challenges that drove the formation of the new strategy, that still affect every aspect of the
war, that are reflected in the metrics shown in the following five parts of this series, and where the US and other ISAF and donor
governments need to do far more to provide credible and transparent unclassified reporting:
Tactical victories against insurgents are meaningless unless they are used to provide the population with lasting security and the
kind of stability, prompt justice, and governance that wins loyalty and leads most insurgents to reconcile. Short term tactical
successes and US-ISAF ability to secure the population in scattered areas do not measure the Taliban and other extremist
capability to carry out terror and night campaigns, keep sleepers in place, move to different areas, and outwait the US and ISAF in
a war of political attrition. As the metrics in this and the following reports show, these issues have not been addressed in
meaningful form.
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Overview - II
The effectiveness of an alliance has nothing to do with the number of countries involved or the size of the forces involved. It
depends on effective unity of effort in carrying out a strategy that can win. ISAF has removed even its “map” of force strength
from its web site. There is no listing of the national caveats that severely limit the role many national military contingents can
play, and there are no effectiveness measures of the national forces involved. The same is true of the national Provincial
Reconstruction Teams and civil-military efforts critical to implementing the “hold, build, and transition effort” essential to
providing the kind of stability, prompt justice, and governance that wins loyalty and leads most insurgents to reconcile. Ten
years into the war DoD reporting does indicate that the number of major caveats has continued to grow, and there are no
meaningful metrics that address any aspect of the effectiveness and coherence of ISAF efforts – either military or civil.
ISAF has removed its “map” of force strength from its web site. There is no listing of the national caveats that severely limit
the role many national military contingents can play, and there are no effectiveness measures of the national forces involved.
The same is true of the national Provincial Reconstruction Teams and civil-military efforts critical to implementing the “hold,
build, and transition effort” essential to providing the kind of stability, prompt justice, and governance that wins loyalty and
leads most insurgents to reconcile. Ten years into the war DoD reporting does indicate that the number of major caveats has
continued to grow, and there are no meaningful metrics that address any aspect of the effectiveness and coherence of ISAF
efforts – either military or civil.
The creation of effective Afghan forces is critical to providing security and the “clear and hold” phase of the war on a national
level. It is equally critical to allowing “build” to provide stability, prompt justice, governance, and a functioning economy, as
well as some form of transition where Afghan forces replace US and ISAF forces. The integrated NATO and US training
mission in Afghanistan (NTM-A) is the one aspect of reporting on the war that consistently provides transparent, credible
metrics and narratives on the war. As Part Six shows, however, NTM-A is drastically short of the trainers it needs to succeed,
and there is intense pressure to produce manpower numbers the possible expense of manpower quality. More seriously, there is
no matching mix of transparent, credible metrics and narratives on the quality and effectiveness of Afghan forces once they
leave formal training and enter the field, and little data on the quality of the partnering they need to succeed.
The unclassified effectiveness measures that are reported measure formal training and equipment resources and not
performance in the field. Uncertain loyalties, ties to power brokers, retention and attrition problems, corruption are not
addressed. The capability to both support the new strategy and support transition is not rated or analyzed in objective terms.
Moreover, the police are rated independently from the rest of the justice system and the presence of effective governance –
ratings that are virtually meaningless if the police are to play a key role in “hold, build, and transition” and free the Afghan
Army to perform is military mission.
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Overview - III
Effective Afghan governance at the national, provincial, district and local levels is equally critical to providing security and the
“clear and hold” phase of the war on a national level. It is the core of creating the “build” capability necessary to providing
stability, prompt justice, governance, and a functioning economy. So far, negative progress seems to have occurred over the
last two years. Two election crises, and friction between Karzai and the US has offset limited progress at the ministerial,
provincial, district and local levels. A failure to create effective military and civil contracting systems has led to both vast
waste and a flood of funds into a unstable Afghan power structure that has turned the low-level corruption normal in grey
economies into a crisis.
There is still inadequate coordination within the overall UN, national, and NGO aid effort. As Part Five of this series shows,
there also is uncertain realism in setting either achievable mid and long-term goals that aid might actually achieve, or finding
ways to allocate, manage, and measure the effectiveness of the short term civil and civil-military efforts that are critical to give
tactical success in the “clear” mission lasting meaning through “build” and “hold.” The limited metrics and reporting on aid
consists largely of uncoordinated spending activity, funding requests, project titles, and “spin” as to accomplishments that have
little credibility. There is no evidence of fiscal responsibility, validated requirements, and above all lasting effectiveness – even
in meeting the most urgent Afghan grievances and needs.
It is equally important to note that each ongoing challenge involves issues that raise serious issues as to whether the US, its
allies, and GIRoA can create a successful transition to a lasting end state, and whether the future cost of the Afghan War
represents the best overall international investment of US and allied national security and aid spending. As recent US metrics
do show, there is no real prospect that the kind of ambitious goals set in the Afghan Compact, Afghan Development Plan, and
various international conferences will be funded.
The need to objectively examine realistic end state and transition plans and the ability to achieve them. It is far from clear that
it will be possible to achieve a successful end state in Afghanistan even if r more modest and realistic goals are set for what
ISAF, the UN, and US must accomplish. It is uncertain they can create the more limited “end state” defined in the ISAF
campaign plan shown in this brief:
…the insurgency is defeated and no longer able to threaten the security of GIRoA. Afghanistan is stabilized, legitimate
government extends to local levels, socio-economic programs benefit the majority of the Afghan people. GIRoA, with ISAF in
support, is capable of assuming the lead for the provision of security. (ISAF, May 2010.)
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Overview - IV
Equal problems exist the those unclassified reports and metrics that risk making “transition” an exercise in political
symbolism, rather than real world planning. Little effort is made to show how either 2011 nor 2014 can be realistic deadlines
for reducing or ending the US and allied combat presence, or putting an end to major civil and military aid. In fact, one of the
critical aspects of official plans, analyses, and metrics of the war is that they do not lay out a detailed or credible path forward
to any meaningful end state, or even reduced level of troop presence and aid expenditure. Far too many unclassified reports and
metrics only describe vague conceptual end states – whose generalization are often in direct conflict with other official
statements.
Facing the reality that Pakistan is far more critical than Afghanistan. Virtually all unclassified US, ISAF, and allied metrics
and analyses focus on Afghanistan. They not address the critical role of Pakistan in shaping the fighting in Afghanistan and the
extremist threat as an integrated part of the war, or involve matching analysis of the risks that Pakistan will become unstable or
refuse to support the US and ISAF in ending Taliban, Al Qa’ida, and other extremist sanctuaries.
As is seen in Part Seven of this series, the US and ISAF have not produce unclassified analyses and metrics on the course of the
war in Pakistan in ways that that show how Pakistan’s actions affects the war in Afghanistan, and Al Qa’ida’s role and
sanctuary in Pakistan. This is critical because the stability of, and end state in, a nuclear armed Pakistan is far more important
than the end state in Afghanistan, and the Afghan War loses most or all of its grand strategic purpose unless Pakistan becomes
both friendly and stable. The same is true of reporting on the role of Iran and other Central Asian states, China, and Russia; and
the limited amount of “end state” analysis ignore them completely.
Dealing with the strategic cost-benefit of continuing the war. No government has made a public effort to either estimate the
future cost of the war in money and casualties, or to justify its strategic value relative to other uses of these resources. This is a
critical failing, given the intense pressures on national security spending, shrinking forces in most countries, the risks in other
regions of the world, and the severe limits to even US power projection capabilities.

Seeking the Right Strategy and Campaign Plan
All of these issues have to be considered in examining every aspect of the war, but especially the current strategy for winning
it.
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Overview - V
No graphics can adequately summarize the details of this strategy, whose evolution is laid in far more detail in various ISAF
reports, and the Department of Defense Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, November 2010
Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public
Law 110-181), http://www.defense.gov/pubs/.
Even a brief review of the key graphics in this section does, however, reveal the emergence of a focused new strategy and an
effort to create a more effective NATO, ISAF, UN and US effort. It is clear that NATO, the US, and ISAF did try to address
most of the challenges that have just been discussed in formulating the new strategy, that it focused on the Afghan people and
creating a meaningful “end state,” and no tactical victories that did much to alienate Afghans and nothing to build their loyalty.
It is also clear that it set more realistic goals for such an “end state.”
There has, however, not been an adequate follow-up since mid-2010. The ISAF web site does little more than provide topic or
daily data. The April 2011 edition of Department of Defense Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan
does update key activities like efforts to define and plan transition, and the growth of the ANSF,, but does not address many of
the key analytic problems listed earlier.
Neither it, nor the President’s quarterly report to Congress, provide a clear path towards each stage of transition, or address the
major problems in creating a truly integrated civil military effort. They do not address the gap between the realism of the ISAF
campaign plan and the more ambitious US and NATO “strategic framework” shown in some of the metrics in this section. For
example, the bottom chart on page 17 shows that the there might be as much as a 70% shortfall in available aid resources in
2012-2013.

Transitioning to the New Strategy
The second section in this brief shows the initial operational focus of the new strategy. This is one of the few areas where
unclassified reporting has been updated since mid-2010, and these new data data placed in context in Part Six of this series.
The problem is that there are so few supporting analyses and metrics that provide any consist picture of progress – of the lack
of it – in any major part of the campaign now underway.
There have not been, unclassified follow-ups to the reports and metrics ISAF and the Department of Defense issued from late
2009 through mid-2010 that showed progress in terms of the level insurgent activity and influence by district, progress in
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Overview - VI
governance, and progress in aid and development. There are also no indications as to whether limited areas of success can be
scaled up on a national level. Reporting by ink spot is not a meaningful way of reporting on the success of the new strategy and
the progress of the war.
Measuring the Rising Intensity of Combat Following the New Strategy: 2010-2011
There are metrics that show the rising intensity of the fighting, and of its impact on security and stability as measured in terms
of access to aid efforts. There is broad agreement the that level of the fighting – as measured in terms of major security
incidents -- has doubled over the last year. As Part Seven shows, there are also reports and metrics that show major progress in
Helmand and a steady movement forward in the Kandahar area. There are also media and think tank reports that indicate major
progress in the use of Special Forces and UCAVs.
Such progress is almost inevitable, however given the US military build-up in these areas, and increase in resources. US
military activity is far more intense, and the metrics in the next section show the cost of US military operations in Afghanistan
has risen from $29 billion in FY2008 to a budget of $101 billion in FY2011 – a roughly 250% increase since the new strategy
began to be implemented. (See page 38.) What is not yet clear, for the reasons listed earlier, is whether this is reversing enemy
gains and providing a lasting movement towards “hold,” “build,” and “transition.”
Uncertain Cost and Affordability
The cost of the war in blood is analyzed in the Part III of this series. There is no way as yet to analyze the total cost of the war
to Afghanistan or to ISAF, and comparable breakouts of the financial cost of the fighting to individual allied countries is not
available on their Ministerial web sites.
The US data in this section, however, do provide metrics that are a warning of the steadily rising cost of the war, and the risk
that the US and allied publics will not sustain such efforts. So far the US, ISAF, and participating allied countries do not
attempted to explain and justify war costs. No public effort was ever made to cost the new strategy, and no in depth estimate
seems to have been made of the cost to any major stop towards transition. Virtually every estimate of US costs also differs in
detail from the others – and the estimates of aid costs are grossly inconsistent.
It is also clear that the US – which clearly leads ISAF spending on the war -- is under intense pressure to cut all federal
spending. It shows that the direct cost of the Afghan War alone will be close to one trillion dollars by the end of FY2011. (It.
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Overview - VII
would be over $1.2 trillion if related longer-term medical and reset costs were considered.) It also seems likely that only full
political accommodation or sudden collapse of the Taliban/Haqqani network could keep costs below $100 billion a year
through 2014, and remove the need for major military and economic aid expenditures well beyond 2020
As noted earlier, this highlights the need to have a credible end state and transition plan for both Afghanistan and Pakistan, and
to explicitly consider whether funding the overall war is the best global use of US strategic resources. The answer may still be
yes, but current unclassified reporting does not even address the issue.

The Need for More Data and Transparency
Virtually every expert on the Afghan War could add new points to this list. It is also obvious from many of these points that the
metrics shown in this report can only hint at a few key trends and problems. In far too many cases, there are no metrics and no
reliable detailed histories – although the kind of metrics and analysis that should have existed is easy to derive from the
summary of each problem.
At the same time, it is critical to stress that the other parts of this report do show that major progress is being made in
addressing many of the issues involved, and metric are only part of that story. For all of the occasional omissions that limit
unclassified reporting on the war, major progress has occurred over the last two years, and additional major efforts to correct
these problems are underway.
These developments are be analyzed in following parts of this series:
Part Three: Key Ongoing Challenges
Part Four: Hold and Build, and The Challenge of Development
Part Five: Building Effective Afghan Forces
Part Six: Showing Victory is Possible
Part Seven: The Problem of Pakistan
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―Winning‖ Must Still Address Seven Centers of Gravity
•Defeating the insurgency not only in tactical terms, but by eliminating its
control and influence over the population.
•Creating an effective and well-resourced NATO/ISAF and US response to
defeating the insurgency and securing the population.
• Building up a much larger and more effective (and enduring base for
transition) mix of Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF).
• Giving the Afghan government the necessary capacity and legitimacy (and
lasting stability)at the national, regional/provincial, district, and local levels.
• Creating an effective, integrated, and truly operational civil and civilmilitary effort. NATO/ISAF, UN, member country, and NGO and
international community efforts.
• Dealing with Pakistan both in the NWFP and as a potential failed state.
Finding stable relations in India, Iran, “Stans,” Russia, and China
• Making effective trade-offs with other US domestic and security interests
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Seeking the Right Strategy
and Campaign Plan

10

The ISAF View of
Challenges and Risks
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But, ISAF Concludes the
War is Still Winnable
The situation is serious -- significant change is required.
• We have a key advantage – Taliban is not a popular movement (yet); population is frustrated
by GIRoA, we must make them believe ISAF / GIRoA can succeed

• Taliban represents an existential threat -- only they have sufficient organizational capability
and support to pose a threat to GIRoA’s viability (they are most coherent in the south)
• Regional instability is rapidly increasing and getting worse
• New strategy will incur risks -- not properly executing the strategy has greater risk
– Longer war
– Greater casualties
– Higher overall costs
– Loss of political support
• Taliban strength is the perception that its victory is inevitable; reversing momentum
requires protecting the population and changing perceptions
• Under-resourcing significantly elevates risk, increases lag time, and is likely to cause failure
• Success requires operating / thinking, in a fundamentally new way

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security
Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009
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Campaign Strategy

ISAF, May 2010
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COMISAF Intent
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Campaign Design

ISAF, May 2010
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Phasing of Progress Toward Stability
Civil Progress

Operational Progress

Strategic Progress

Effects

Upturn in Violence

Increased
operational
tempo results
in temporary
increase in
violence

Governance
lags security

Confidence
lags both

Time
COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010
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Strategic Framework for US Efforts: June 2010 - I
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Strategic
Framework for
US Efforts:
June 2010 - II
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Transitioning to the New
Strategy: 2009-2010
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ISAF Campaign Plan – June 2010
Strategic Main Effort:
Grow the ANSF

Operational Main Effort

Kunduz-Baghlan

Shaping/Supporting Effort

#6 – Shayr Khan Bandar
#3 – Hairatan

Economy of Force

BadghisGhormach
#7 – Torah Ghundey
#4 – Islam Qal’eh

#1 – Tor Kham

Nangahar, Kunar,
Laghman
#8 – Ghulum Khan

Paktika, Paktiya, Khost
and Ghazni
#5 - Zaranj
#2 – Wesh (Chaman)

(81)
Central Helmand

Kandahar
COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 201021

ISAF Campaign Plan – November 2010

Source: Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public Law 110-181), as amended, November 2010, p. 45.
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Must Show Can Reverse Insurgent
Momentum at a Broader Level:
Struggle for the Rest of the Population

ISAF, May 2010
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ISAF, 25.1.2011
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Measuring the Rising
Intensity of Combat
Following the New Strategy:
2009-2010
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ISAF Warns that ―Time is Running Out....‖
• The Taliban-led insurgency has the momentum...but additional effective
counterinsurgency forces and operations will challenge them in select districts
and provinces
Kinetic Events by Geography

01 Jan 05 – 15 Dec 05

01 Jan 07 – 15 Dec 07

Kinetic Events by Week and Type
PAK STATS (Open Source—as of 12 NOV):
Suicide Attacks: 66 (793 KIA / 2086 WIA)
Other IED Attacks: 83 (760 KIA / 875 WIA)
39 attacks since 17 OCT (~ 30 days)

01 Jan 09 – 15 Dec 09
• Taliban influence
expanding; contesting and
controlling additional
areas.
• Kinetic events are up
300% since 2007 and an
additional 60% since
2008.
• The Taliban now has
“Shadow Governors” in 33
of 34 provinces (as of DEC
09)

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security
Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009
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GAO Trend Analysis: 3/2004-3/2010

DOD attack data as of March 2010 show that the pattern of enemy-initiated attacks in Afghanistan has remained seasonal in nature, generally
peaking from June through September each year and then declining during the winter months (see fig. 1). As the graph indicates, while attacks
have continued to fluctuate seasonally, the annual attack “peak” (high point) and “trough” (low point) for each year since September 2005 have
surpassed the peak and trough, respectively, for the preceding year. Similarly, while attack levels have fallen since their August 2009 peak, they
remain higher than comparable figures from prior years. For example, total attacks against coalition forces between September 2009 and March
2010 increased by about 83 percent in comparison to the same period last year, while attacks against civilians rose by about 72 percent. Total
attacks against the ANSF increased by about 17 percent over the same period.
Source: GAO, 4/2010
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The War Becomes Real:
Total Weekly Kinetic Events 7-08 to 9-10

There have been increases in all methods of attacks, except IEDs, which were lower in August 2010 than they were in August 2009, and direct fire (DF) is increasing
at a higher rate than indirect fire (IDF). This is possibly due to the amount of resources it takes to attack utilizing IDFs versus DF and IEDs. Overall kinetic events are
up 300 percent since 2007 and up an additional 70 percent since 2009.Total kinetic events increased nearly 55 percent over the previous quarter and 65 percent
compared to the third quarter, 2009, as Figure 12 below indicates. The overall increase was driven primarily by increased incidents of direct fire. Insurgent-initiated
attacks also increased this quarter by over 60 percent, and direct fire attacks comprised the majority of this increase. The rise in violence is partly attributable to the
increase in Coalition Forces and ANSF as well as greater operational tempo. The sharp increase in insurgents’ use of direct fire attacks may be significant, as it
suggests capacity limitations for the insurgents.

Source: Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public Law 110-181), as amended, November 2010, pp. 42 & 53.
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Cache: A facility or location where supplies are hidden or otherwise concealed and are not readily available. A cache may consist of weapons or
other
equipment
that
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devices,
paraphernalia,
ammunition,
uniforms,
as
Cache:
A facility
or supports
location where
supplies
are hidden
or otherwise
concealed and are not
readily IED
available.
A cache may
consist of radios,
weapons
or
wellother
as narcotics
and
explosive
equipment
that
supportsprecursors.
insurgent activities. Examples areUNCLASSIFIED
unarmed/incomplete devices, IED paraphernalia, ammunition, radios, uniforms, as
2
well as narcotics and explosive precursors.

Source: ISAF, March 24, 2011
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ANSO Patterns in Insurgent Attacks 2006-2010

Consistent with the five year trend (above) attacks by armed opposition groups
continue to rise. This year they were 64% higher than 2009, the highest
inter‐annual growth rate we have recorded (see inset graph above). If averaged,
the total of 12,244 armed operations (mostly small arms ambushes, below right)
represents roughly 33 attacks per day, every single day of the year. In
September this rate jumped to more than 50 attacks per day, or 1,541
operations, as they ramped up their efforts to disrupt parliamentary elections
that month. The year followed a familiar pattern with Jan/Feb starting slow, as
AOG remobilize from the winter retreat, followed by seven solid months of
expansion and a rapid de‐escalation back to December. The final month closing
out at 47% higher than December 2009.
Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.4 2010,
http://www.afgnso.org/2010Q/ANSO%20Quarterly%20Data%20Report%20%28Q4%202010%29.pdf, p. 11.
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UN Estimate of Security Incidents Per Month:
1/2003 to 7/2010
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Afghanistan

OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM/International Security Assistance Force
Close Air Support
Weapons Releases

2007
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33,869

Sorties w/Weapons
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37%
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15%

2007
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Iraq

2007
2008
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Sorties
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Sorties w/Weapons

2007
2008
2009
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9%
5%
1%
0%

Intel, Surveillance and Recon Sorties
Airlift Sorties
Airlift Cargo (Short Tons)
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OEF Supplies Airdropped (Pounds)
Tanker Sorties
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Aircraft Refueled
Personnel Recovery Sorties
Saves
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Jul
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236
138
159
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752
369
381

875
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405
467

163
358
185
132

381
388
335
177

276
243
438
187

275
427
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300

448
984
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2007 132 48 77 45
2008 400 104 133 64
2009 3 34 41 26
2010 3
0
0
0
2005
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55,264
205,816
1,075,583
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1,043
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12,391
778

More Activity
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OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM/OPERATION NEW DAWN
Close Air Support
Weapons Releases

Combined Data

Combined Air and Space Operations Center

Combined Forces Air Component Commander
Major
Increases
in the(from
Impact
ofPublic
USAffairs
AirDirectorate)
PowerAs of 31 Dec 2010
2007-2010
Airpower
Statistics
the USAFCENT

Jul

Nov Dec

Total

451 422 5,198
210 110 5,051
271 211 4,184
880 91 5,104

More Activity

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Total

52 207 360 177 237 173 109 91 1,708
71 25 35 70 8
1
3
1
915
3
0
3
1
6
2
0
0
119
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
8

2007

2008

2009

2010

11,202
16,193
18,898
28,747
56,179
51,945
52,905
63,324
270,007
251,738
264,839
298,079
1,177,533 1,269,710 1,301,740
1,369,002
8,182,066 16,576,297 32,267,606 60,400,000
15,875
18,361
17,465
17,296
946
1,106
1,076
1,050
79,798
86,288
82,095
82,603
51
184
6,903*
9,701
69
120
768
1,981
0
52
3,594
3,004

Source: Tracking of U.S. Air Force Personnel Recovery aircrews assisting the U.S. Army casualty-evacuation mission began
*Tracking of U.S. Air Force Personnel Recovery aircrews assisting the U.S. Army casualty-evacuation mission began in January 2009
in January 2009 POC: AFCENT/AFFOR (CAOC) Public Affairs – DSN 318-436-1624
POC: AFCENT/AFFOR (CAOC) Public Affairs – DSN 318-436-1624
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The Key Risk is Still in the South:
UN Security Ratings in March 2010
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The War is National: District Security Ratings in
November 2010

The map shows the 02 September 2010 security district assessment results. The arrows indicate positive or negative change
compared to the 18 March 2010 security district assessment. The change captured in the above figure is a district that changed to or
from a “satisfactory” rating. A “satisfactory” rating is equal to green (secure environment) or yellow (occasional threats).The proportion
of the population residing within the 124 key terrain and area of interest districts living in areas rated as “satisfactory” remains relatively
unchanged over the past three quarters, (a “satisfactory” rating comprises the highest two rating levels, “Secure Environment” and
“Occasional Threats.”) The map in Figure 10 below depicts the current ratings of the 124 key terrain and area of interest districts as
assessed by IJC. The arrows indicate districts that have increased to or decreased from a rating of “satisfactory” compared to June
2010. In RC-East, three districts’ ratings decreased from June to September 2010. In particular, the Nawah ye Barakzai district in RC
Southwest improved its security rating.
Source: Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public Law 110-181), as amended, November 2010, p. 52.
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The War is National: ANSO (NGO) Security
Ratings by Provide in January 2011

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.4 2010,
http://www.afgnso.org/2010Q/ANSO%20Quarterly%20Data%20Report%20%28Q4%202010%29.pdf, p. 13.
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ANSO Growth in Attacks by Province: 2009 vs. 2010
This table provides raw AOG attack rate
data per province for 2009 and 2010,
plus the percentage growth rate, per
province. The average referred to is the
64% overall growth rate countrywide.
Notable is that of the 10 provinces in
RC‐North six of them saw above average
growth from 107%‐252%. As a bloc, the
provinces of P2K (Paktya, Paktika &
Khost) plus Ghazni saw the sharpest
deterioration with an average 158%
increase of attacks across all four. Only
five provinces saw less violence than last
year with one being the capitol.

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.4 2010,
http://www.afgnso.org/2010Q/ANSO%20Quarterly%20Data%20Report%20%28Q4%202010%29.pdf, p. 12.
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Uncertain Cost and
Affordability

39

Putting The Economic Burden of Defense Spending into
Perspective (% of GDP)

CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook: Fiscal Years 2011 to 2021, January 2011, p. 79
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Funding Iraq at the Expense of the
Afghan War: FY2001-FY2011
(In Current $US Billions)
200
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Total with
FY11
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*33.8
*13
20.8
0

*81.1
*8
14.7
53

*94.1
*3.7
14.5
75.9

*107.6
*2.1
20
85.5

*121.4
*0.8
19
101.6

*170.9
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142.1
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*1085.5
*28.5
*303.8
*747.6

*1,291.3
*28.6
*455.2
*801.9

*1,462
*28.7
*574.6
*853

Source: Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11,”
Congressional Research Service, RL33110 CRS Report RL30588, July 16, 2010.
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CBO Estimate of Cost of Afghan War to
US: FY2001-FY2011
(In Current $US Billions)
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Source: CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook, Fiscal Years 2011-2021, January 2011, p. 77.
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CBO Estimate of U.S. Cost of Wars: 2001-2011
In $US billions

CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook: Fiscal Years 2011 to 2021, January 2011, p. 77
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CBO “Guesstimate” of Future U.S. Cost of Both Wars
In $US billions

CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook: Fiscal Years 2011 to 2021, January 2011, p. 23
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The Future Cost of Underspending: Guesstimate of Annual and
Cumulative Cost of ―Worst Cost‖ Success in the Afghan War:
FY2010-FY2020
(In Current $US Billions)
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Source: Adapted by Anthony H. Cordesman from data in Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11,” Congressional Research
Service, RL33110 CRS Report RL30588, July 16, 2010.
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Overview
The first two parts of this seven part series provided an introduction and overview to the specific issues and
developments contained in this brief:
•

Part One: The Failures that Shaped Today’s War: http://csis.org/files/publication/110215_AfghanMetrics.pdf This report
highlights the US failure to resource the Afghan campaign, and the extent to which US failure to react to the growth of the Taliban,
the al Qa’ida sanctuary in Pakistan, and the failures of the Afghan government turned near victory into near defeat.

•

Part Two: Transitioning to the New Strategy: http://csis.org/files/publication/110215_Afghan_Metrics_part_two.pdf This
briefing highlights graphics and tables that summarize the new strategy and campaign plan, the initial impact of the result build-up of
US forces and changes in tactics and strategy on the intensity of the war, and early estimates of how the changes in strategy will
impact on the US budget and the affordability of the war.

Part Three: Key Ongoing Challenges
Part Three: Key Ongoing Challenges highlights the unclassified graphics and tables that describe the key individual
challenges that affect the course of the fighting and the ability to implement the new strategy. The metrics and narratives
in this brief focus on six key sets of issues.
An Evolving Insurgency: Informal, Adaptive, Distributed Networks
The US and ISAF are making progress in defeating the insurgency in the field, and attacking its leaders and networks in
both Afghanistan and Pakistan. Most recent reporting, however, is by background briefing to the media, and is highly
localized and anecdotal. While the summary metrics describing the Taliban and other insurgents have value, they ignore
critical areas in the fighting.
Claims about tactical victories at the local level may or may not be significant, since the insurgency can recruit and
promote new volunteers, disperse, shift targets, move to more secure areas, or go underground.
Similarly, vague claims that insurgents are tired of fighting have little historical credibility. Even successful attacks on
leaders and senior cadres usually only have a temporary effect.

2

Overview - II
Failures to look at popular, ANSF, and insurgent opinion about who is winning or losing, and the need to
accommodate the insurgents in some political settlement, do not evaluate the Taliban and GIRoA in net
assessment terms.
A focus on the areas where ISAF and the US are most active ignores Taliban and other insurgent gains and losses
in other areas. It also ignores areas in Afghanistan where the threat forces may be exploiting a lack of ISAF and
ANSF/GIRoA effectiveness, and the nature and impact of sanctuaries in Afghanistan and Pakistan.
An emphasis on temporary gains – particularly at the tactical combat level -- does not deal with the reality that
the Taliban can win by outlasting ISAF and the US in a war of political attrition, and that it can maintain
influence through shadow and sleeper structures, and low-level terrorism, assassination, extortion, kidnapping,
night operations, and other forms of intimidation of officials, police, and the Afghan people.
Moreover, the way in which district and provincial numbers are aggregated does not spotlight the areas where
Taliban and insurgent influence is increasing or static.
Focusing on Afghanistan to the exclusion of Pakistan denies one of the fundamental realities of the war.
Insurgent structures are networked with power brokers, a countrywide system of checkpoints and fees, elements
in GIRoA and the ANSF, and Pakistani officials and officers. Analysis that only looks at the threat by group does
not address their real world operational power structure.
Case after historical case has shown it is critical to maintain chronologies that show how given groups change
their targets and tactics, and how well they adapt over time.
Mirror imaging Afghan popular perceptions to show they do not support the Taliban does not measure anger,
resentment, and indifference to GIRoA, ISAF, and US values and actions. It also does not provide an adequate
picture of why the Taliban and other groups attract volunteers and public support. Focusing on pay rather than
ideology, status, faction, and religion creates similar problems.
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Overview - III
Casualties: A Perceptual Weapon
The US and allied countries publish realistic death estimates for Afghanistan, within the severe limits imposed by the
inability to measure civilians killed with any accuracy. Such estimates are inherently uncertain and controversial. They
do not, however, cover wounded and injured for Afghan forces or civilians, and historically, these totals are around 5 to 7
times higher than the figures for those killed. Moreover, these data do not cover Pakistani forces and civilians, or the
Taliban and other insurgents in Pakistan.
What is more important in an insurgency, however, is that current unclassified analyses and metrics do not cover critical
aspects of Afghan and Pakistani patterns and perceptions of both casualties and other threats and violence, and do again
do not report on the efforts of the Taliban to can maintain influence through shadow and sleeper structures; suicide
attacks and other bombings; and low-level terrorism, assassination, extortion, kidnapping, forced relocations, night
operations, and other forms of attack and intimidation of officials, police, and the Afghan people.
Like counting the intensity of the war in terms of major acts of violence, this kind of reporting treats an insurgency as if
it were something approaching a conventional war. Estimate and metrics are needed to show the full range of insurgent
activities that threaten and intimate, and not simply the number killed.
Survey data is need on Afghan perceptions of the source and type of violence and intimidation for the full range of ISAF,
ANSF, and insurgent actions. As these surveys showed in Iraq, they can provide a far better picture of how Afghans
perceive the war, and the actions of the US and IASF to accomplish hold and build.
Such studies need to examine crime and corruption as part of the overall Afghan perception of GIRoA, ISAF, and ANSF
ability to provide security. Before and after analysis is needed to measure the impact of clear, hold, and build. This is
particularly important because peaks in the fighting are almost certain to create concern and anger while lasting security
can quickly reverse such perceptions.
Reporting should regularly comparing ISAF, UN, ANSO and other estimates. As Iraq has shown, the data are often
uncertain enough to require regular revisions, and perceptions are often based on estimates by other sources.
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Overview - IV
Alliance: Unity of Effort versus National Caveats and “Branding”
Avoiding any detail discussion of the differences and lack of unity in the alliance in military, civil-military, and aid
operations may be politically correct, but it does little to improve unity of effort and effectiveness, and ensure that ISAF,
the US, and allied countries do not pursue tactics and strategies they cannot implement.
Decoupling the UN and other national efforts to measure the size, integrity, and impact and effectiveness of aid efforts
presents similar problems. So does the failure to analyze the integration of military and PRT efforts, and relevance of aid
activity to the course of the fighting and efforts to determine whether “hold” and “build” are receiving the right priority
and effectiveness.
Analysis and metrics are also needed of the integrity of the military and civil contract efforts and fiscal controls. The
flood of money into poorly managed efforts has been a driving force in abusive Afghan corruption, the growth of power
brokers and private forces, and the growing disparity of income in Afghanistan. It also interacts heavily with the impact
of narcotics.
Finally, in other cases, surveys of the different perceptions of national military and aid efforts have proved to be
important ways to identify both successful and failed approaches to tactics and aid.
Coping with the “Second Threat:” Afghan Governance and Corruption versus Popular Support in a War of
Perceptions
This section shows that some important efforts were made to measure Afghan perceptions of GIRoA that have since
ceased to be reported in unclassified terms. It is all too clear that efforts to improve the integrity of GIRoA have lagged.
It is also clear that the ability to work around this through rewarding effective ministries and central government
officials, governors and provincial officials, their District-level equivalents, and local officials and Jirgas will be critical
to achieving any successful forms of “end state” and transition.
NGO surveys reinforce these points. Corruption and power brokers are critical problems at every level, as is the lack of
any effective presence of government officials and services, functioning courts and detention facilities, and regular police
activity.
5

Overview - V
The metrics and analysis in past reports needed to be resumed and refined. The current failures and weaknesses in
GIRoA – at every level – are as much a threat as the Taliban and other insurgents.
Counternarcotics: Aid and Comfort to the Enemy? Or, Growing and Lasting Gains?
Nearly a decade after the start of the war, far too much of the reporting on narcotics focuses on total volume of
production. Moreover, past reporting has ignored the fact that much of the counternarcotics effort was corrupt, and drove
production into Taliban controlled areas.
At the same time, it often took credit for drops or shifts in production that were the result of market forces, weather, and
crop disease. As is the case with every form of civil aid activity, little accounting was made for expenditure, fiscal and
management controls were minimal, and far too little effort was made to create credible measures of the total and
marginal effectiveness of aid and other spending.
ISAF’s major gains in Helmand, market forces, weather, and crop disease have all combined to create an opportunity to
limit production, but realistic analysis and metrics will be needed to determine effectiveness and trade-offs in creating
other crops and forms of economic security.
Metrics and analysis need to focus far more on Afghan motivations and perceptions, and the impact of given programs,
rather than simply estimate total crop area and output.
Moreover, integrated analysis is needed of the impact of the Taliban, corruption, and narcotrafficking. Narcotics need to
be evaluated as a key force affecting hold and build and perceptions of GIRoA. It is particularly critical that this be done
in evaluating the role of the police and justice system. There is little point in raising salaries, conducting anti-corruption
drives, or simply cutting crop output if narcotics income is added to salaries, anti-corruption drives punish an easily
replaceable few, and the destabilizing impact of narcotics on Afghan power structures continues by growing less and
raising prices.
IEDs: The “Stinger” of the Afghan Conflict
Reporting on the trends in IEDs highlights a key threat, and measure of the intensity of serious conflict. It is also one of
the few areas of consistently good unclassified reporting, although more needs to be done to highlight tends in key
6

Overview - VI
combat areas, rather than simply on a national basis.
Important (and useful) as IED casualties are, however, they are only one measure of casualties and violence and
spotlighting them to the exclusion of other causes of casualties and perceived violence can creating misleading priorities.

The Need for More Data and Transparency
Virtually every expert on the Afghan War could add new points to this list. It is also obvious from many of these points
that the metrics shown in this report can only hint at a few key trends and problems. In far too many cases, there are no
metrics and no reliable detailed histories – although the kind of metrics and analysis that should have existed are easy to
derive from the summary of each problem.
At the same time, it is critical to stress that the other parts of this report show that major progress is being made in
addressing many of the issues involved, and metric are only part of that story. For all of the spin and omissions that still
surround reporting on the war, major progress has occurred over the last two years, and additional major efforts to correct
these problems are underway.
They will be analyzed in the future parts of this report:

Part Four: Hold and Build, and The Challenge of Development
Part Five: Building Effective Afghan Forces
Part Six: Showing Victory is Possible
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Key Ongoing Challenges:

An Evolving Insurgency: Informal,
Adaptive, Distributed Networks

8

A Complex Mix of Weakness and Strengths
• Weaknesses:
• Extreme ideology, hardline religious and social practices. no capability for development, largely
Pashtun ethnicity.
• Serious internal divisions rivalries.
• Still have limited numbers.
• Influence and control is usually tenuous and driven more by vacuum in GIRoA and ISAF presence
and effectiveness.

• Cadres have proved vulnerable. Many fighters driven more by need for income than true support.
• Some argue fighters are tired, losing faith in leaders that stay in safe areas.

• Strengths:
• Insurgency have eight years in which to learn; has same language and ethnicity as most of
population it occupies; far less limited by “rules of engagement” that US, allies, and GIRoA.

• Perceived as violent but honest. Can exploit corruption and lack of capability in Afghan
government.
• Major role in providing prompt justice. Able to exploit lack of aid and governance with minimal aid
efforts and by paying fighters.
• Adaptiveness, and lack of rigid hierarchy and central control, creates informal distributed networks
that are very difficult to defeat and largely self-healing in replacing lost cadres and leaders.
• Can largely self-finance.
• Does not have to defeat US, ISAF, or GIRoA -- Just has to outlast them.
• Ongoing links to ISI and Pakistani officials, partial sanctuary in Pakistan.
9

Main Areas of Insurgent Activity: April-July 2010

Does not include areas
of lower levels of
insurgent infiltration and
influence
Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 67
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A Complex Mix of Informal, Distributed,
and “Redundant Networks”

PAK STATS (Open Source—as of 15 DEC):
Suicide Attacks: 66 (793 KIA / 2086 WIA)
Other IED Attacks: 83 (760 KIA / 875 WIA)
39 attacks since 17 OCT (~ 30 days)

•
•
•
•

We face a TB dominated insurgency -- Two groups emerging; Afghanistan and Pakistan Taliban
Overarching strategy and plans remain unclear, but strategic goals are clear and coming into alignment
Operational level coordination occurs across the country; most frequent observed at the tactical level
AQ provides facilitation , training and some funding while relying on insurgent safe havens in Pakistan

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security
Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009
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Some Tactical Progress in
Areas with High ISAF Troop Density

Source: RC SW briefing, May 2011
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Key Insurgent Groups: Quetta Shura Taliban
Mullah Mohammad Omar’s Taliban regime in Afghanistan sheltered Osama Bin Laden and
his al-Qaeda network following the September 11, 2001 attacks.
Omar’s group relocated to Quetta, Pakistan, in 2002, according to the Institute for the Study
of War (ISW) and is now called the “Quetta Shura Taliban” (QST). The QST, however, refers
to itself as the Islamic Emirates of Afghanistan and considers itself Afghanistan’s legitimate
government. According to the ISAF commander, the QST’s aim is to capture the city of
Kandahar, their philosophical home.
Almost all Afghan insurgent groups have sworn allegiance to Omar. According to U.S.
military and Afghan estimates, the number of Taliban fighters in Afghanistan is more than
20,000, as reported in June 2010 by the Congressional Research Service (CRS).
On June 10, 2010, the ISAF commander reported that coalition forces killed or captured 121
Taliban leaders during the preceding 90 days. The CRS report noted that several key Taliban
figures have been captured or killed this year, including the February arrests of Omar’s top
deputy and two Taliban “shadow governors” and the March arrests of Omar’s son-in-law and
another notable QST member.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 66-67
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Key Insurgent Groups: Haqqani Network
Jalaludin Haqqani, the Minister of Tribal Affairs in the pre-2001 Taliban government, founded the
Haqqani terrorist network.
Sirajuddin (“Siraj”) Haqqani, Jalaludin’s son and a senior leader of the Haqqani Network, maintains close ties to al-Qaeda. According to DoS, Haqqani admitted to planning a 2008 attack against a
Kabul hotel that killed six people, including an American, as well as an attempted assassination of
President Karzai in April that year.
More recently, the Haqqani Network may have been responsible for a January 2010 attack near the
presidential palace in Kabul, according to the CRS. Believed to be residing in Pakistan, Haqqani has
coordinated and participated in cross-border attacks against coalition forces, according to DoS.
According to a DoD press report, the younger Haqqani represents a style of leadership that is more
aggressive than past leadership and often uses brutality as a means to secure power. He has been
responsible for training, influencing, commanding, and leading the Haqqani Network, using
kidnappings, assassinations, beheadings of women, indiscriminate killings, and suicide bombings.
In March 2010, DoS offered a reward of up to $5 million—through a program administered by the
DoS Bureau of Diplomatic Security—for information leading to the location and arrest of Siraj
Haqqani. U.S. military and Afghan estimates set the number of Haqqani Network fighters in
Afghanistan at approximately 1,000, according to the CRS. These fighters are mainly active in
provinces around Khowst.
In April-June, ISAF reported that joint ANP and coalition forces captured a Haqqani Network IED
cell leader and several other insurgents in a compound in Khowst. The cell leader was responsible for
emplacing IEDs, acquiring and distributing weapons, and coordinating suicide bombings against
coalition convoys.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 66-67
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Key Insurgent Groups: Hezb-E Islami Gulbuddin
Hezb-e Islami Gulbuddin (HIG) is led by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, one of the main
mujahedeen leaders supported by the United States during the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan.
Active in Kapisa, Kunar, Nangarhar, and Nuristan, the HIG is allied with al-Qaeda and
Taliban insurgents,
According to the CRS. It reported that U.S. military and Afghan estimates set the
number of HIG fighters in Afghanistan at approximately 1,000.
On March 22, 2010, representatives of the GIRoA and the HIG confirmed that they were
holding talks, including meetings with President Hamid Karzai.
Since 2007, Hekmatyar has expressed a willingness to discuss a cease-fire with the
GIRoA; some of President Karzai’s allies in the National Assembly are former members
of Hekmatyar’s mujahedeen party.
In January 2010, Hekmatyar outlined conditions for reconciliation with President Karzai
that included elections under a neutral caretaker government following a U.S.
withdrawal.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 66-67
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Key Ongoing Challenges:
Casualties: A Perceptual Weapon

16

Critical Impact of Civilian Casualties

ISAF, May 2010

17

Civilian Casualties vs. Security Incidents

The trend line for 2010 in the figure below manifests a decreasing trend in ISAF caused civilian casualties during a sample 12-week period,
compared to the same time period during 2009. ISAF and coalition forces have experienced a reduction in civilian casualties in spite of a spike in
total violence during the summer fighting season. Insurgent-caused CIVCAS increased during the summer months, in line with the seasonal
violence trends. Figure 15 illustrates the total number of ISAF-caused civilian casualties during this reporting period. The drop in CIVCAS
compared to last year is attributable to both ISAF and insurgents. Insurgent-caused CIVCAS from direct fire doubled during the second half of the
reporting period compared to 2009, which is likely due to insurgent shift in TTPs to a much greater use of direct fire.

Source: Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, Report to Congress In accordance with section 1230 of the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (Public Law 110-181), as amended, November 2010, p. 55.
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Figure 24: Weekly Civilians Wounded or Killed (April 2009 – March 2011) 25

Civilian Casualties: April 2009-March 2011

.
Civilian casualties (CIVCAS) caused by ISAF and Afghan forces decreased by 20 percent during 2010 (558 in 2010; 697 in 2009) even though
violence increased by 80 percent and ISAF force levels increased by 53 percent. Coalition-caused CIVCAS pose strategic risks that undermine
ISAF's mission, jeopardize the coalition's credibility, and alienate the Afghan population; thus NATO and ISAF continue to proactively manage
CIVCAS incidents to mitigate the occurrences and effects of these unfortunate events.
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Insurgents were responsible for approximately 88 percent of civilian casualties,
65 primarily a result of IED activity. The number of civilians wounded or
killed by insurgent activity increased by 2.2 percent in 2010 from 2009 (2,597 in 2010; 2,567 in 2009), trends that were supported in a March 2011
report on civilian casualties in Afghanistan.24
Recent high-profile IED attacks by insurgents in Kandahar, Khost, Kunduz, Paktika, and Nangarhar
Provinces caused significant numbers of civilian casualties in the first quarter of 2011.
Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 65.
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Afghan Civilian Casualties – 2007-30.9.2010

a. United Nations Assistance Mission to Afghanistan, Human Rights Unit, Afghanistan: Mid-Year Report on Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, 2010, August 10,
2010, p. i, http://unama.unmissions.org/Portals/ UN AM A/Publication/August102010_MIDYEAR%20REPORT%202010_Protection%20of%20Civilians%20in%20Armed%20Conflict.pdf; U.S. Department of Defense, Report on Progress Toward Security and
Stability in Afghanistan, November 2010, p. 56, http://www.defense.gov/pubs/November_1230_Report_FINAL.pdf.
b. United Nations Assistance Mission to Afghanistan, Human Rights Unit, Afghanistan: Annual Report on Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, 2009, January 2010,
p. I, http://unama.unmissions.org/Portals/ UN AM A/human%20rights/Protection%20of%20Civilian%202009%20report%20English. pdf.
c. United Nations Assistance Mission to Afghanistan, Human Rights Unit, Afghanistan: Annual Report on Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, 2008, January 2009,
p. 12, http://unama.unmissions.org/Portals/ UN AM A/human%20rights/UN AM A_09february- Annual%20Report_PoC%202008_FIN AL_11Feb09. pdf.

Source:.Susan G. Chesser, “Afghan Casualties: Military and Civilians,” Congressional Research Service, R41084, 20.12.2010.
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Afghan Military Casualties – 2007-30.11.2010

d. Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, Quarterly Report to the United States Congress, April 30, 2010, p. 58,
http://www.sigar.mil/pdf/quarterlyreports/Apr2010/SIGARapril_Lores.pdf; response via e-mail from the staff of the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan
Reconstruction, August 9, 2010; and press reports from Reuters and the Pajhwok Afghan News agency.
e. Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, Quarterly Report to the United States Congress, July 30, 2009, p. 55.
http://www.sigar.mil/pdf/quarterlyreports/Jul09/pdf/Report_-_July_2009.pdf; Quarterly Report to the United States Congress, October 30, 2009, p. 62,
http://www.sigar.mil/pdf/quarterlyreports/ Oct09/pdf/SIGAROct2009Web.pdf; and Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, Quarterly Report to the
United States Congress, January 30, 2010, p. 64, http://www.sigar.mil/pdf/ quarterlyreports/jan2010/pdf/SIG AR_Jan2010. pdf.
f. Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, Quarterly Report to the United States Congress, July 30, 2009, p. 55,
http://www.sigar.mil/pdf/quarterlyrepor/Jul09/pdf/Report_-_July_2009.pdf.
g. Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, Quarterly Report to the United States Congress, April 30, 2010, p. 64,
http://www.sigar.mil/pdf/quarterlyreports/Apr2010/SIGARapril_Lores.pdf; response via e-mail from the staff of the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan
Reconstruction, August 9, 2010; and press reports from Reuters and the Pajhwok Afghan News agency.

Source:.Susan G. Chesser, “Afghan Casualties: Military and Civilians,” Congressional Research Service, R41084, 20.12.2010.
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UNAMA Estimate of Civilian Casualties - 8.2010
Rise in insurgent attacks has led to a 31 per cent increase in the number of civilians killed in Afghanistan in the first six
months of 2010 compared with the same period in 2009.
The total number of civilian casualties in the first six months of 2010, according to (UNAMA), is 3,268 – including 1,271
deaths and 1,997 injuries.
Of the total number of casualties, 2,477 were attributed to anti-government elements (AGEs), representing 76 per cent
of all casualties, up 53 per cent from 2009,
o 386 were attributed to pro-government forces (PGF) activities, representing 12 per cent of all casualties, down
from 30 per cent in 2009.
o The number of children killed or injured has risen 55 per cent, along with 6 per cent more women, over the
same period in 2009.
The report also noted a 30 per cent drop in the number of casualties attributed to PGF during the reporting period,
which it said is driven by a 64 per cent decline in deaths and injuries caused by aerial attacks.
UNAMA identified two major developments that increased harm to civilians in the first six months of 2010 compared
to 2009.
o First, anti-government elements used a greater number of larger and more sophisticated improvised explosive
devices (IEDs) throughout the country.
o Secondly, the number of civilians assassinated and executed by AGEs rose by more than 95 per cent and
included public executions of children.
The report stated that aerial attacks by the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) remained the most harmful
tactic used by pro-government forces, causing 69 of the 223 civilian deaths attributed to PGF in the first six months of
2010 (31 per cent) and injuring 45 Afghan civilians.
o However, it added, civilian deaths caused by PGF aerial attacks decreased 64 per cent from the same period in
2009, reflecting growing implementation of ISAF’s July 2009 Tactical Directive regulating the use of air strikes
and other measures to reduce civilian casualties.
Civilian casualties increased the most in southern Afghanistan in the first six months of 2010, with over half of
assassinations and executions occurring there.

Source: UNAMA 10.8.10
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Conflict related civilian fatalities grew by 18% this year
(above left), to a total of 2,428 persons killed, with 17% caused by IMF and 83% caused by AOG. The lead
ing cause of death was roadside IED strikes (below) with 820 people dying this way, 58% of them in the
Southern provinces. This reflects the increased volume of pressure plate(VOIED) devices utilized as AOG
sought stand off strike capability against overwhelming IMF numbers. The IMF have succeeded in reducing
both the volume and percentage of fatalities caused by them, although IMF airstrikes killed a comparable
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this year (above left), to a total of 2,428 persons
killed, with 17% caused by IMF and 83% caused
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roadside IED strikes (below) with 820 people
dying this way, 58% of them in the Southern
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security forces*, the ANP still account for the
majority of fatali‐ ties (above right) with a roughly
5:1 ratio against ANA/IMF deaths.

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.4 2010,
http://www.afgnso.org/2010Q/ANSO%20Quarterly%20Data%20Report%20%28Q4%202010%29.pdf, p. 14.
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ANSO Provincial Insecurity Ratings, Q12011

Note: Rating Based on analytical assessment and not just incident rate. Total AOG attacks for 2011 indicated in map. A lack of AOG attacks
can indicate uncontested AOG presence. Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.1 2011,
http://www.afgnso.org/2011/ANSO%20Q1%202011.pdf p. 10.
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Coalition Forces Killed in Action
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Coalition Forces Wounded in Action

28
28

Allied Casualties in Afghanistan – 20.12.2010

Source:.Susan G. Chesser, “Afghan Casualties: Military and Civilians,” Congressional Research Service, R41084, 20.12.2010.
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DoD Estimate of US Casualties in Afghanistan – 1.19.2011
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Source: defenselink, “casualties,” 19.1.2011, and U.S. Department of Defense, Statistical Information Analysis Division,
http://siadapp.dmdc.osd.mil/ personnel/CASUALTY/oefmonth.pdf.
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JEIIDO Estimate of US IED Casualties in Afghanistan:
2005-2010
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ANSF Casualties by Province: 4-1 to 6-30 2010

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 53
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Key Ongoing Challenges:

The Alliance: Unity of Effort
versus National Caveats and
“Branding”

33

The Need for Unity of Effort: ISAF in a
“Nationwide” War

Source: NATO/ISAF: http://www.nato.int/isaf/docu/epub/pdf/placemat.html, as of 21 June 2010
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The Problem of “Stand Aside” Forces:
ISAF Troops in Afghanistan by Level of
Engagement: June 21, 2010
Allied Fully
Committed
16%
18,835

US Fully
Committed
66%
78,430

22,235

Allied
Caveat &
Stand
Aside
18%
At least 4,715 of 18,835 fully committed allied forces leave in
2011
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Key Ongoing Challenges:

Coping with the “Second Threat:”
Afghan Governance and
Corruption versus Popular
Support in a War of Perceptions

36

War of Perceptions

ISAF, May 2010
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Winning Popular Support is
As Much a Challenge as the Threat

“Department of Defense, Report on Progress toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan/United States Plan for
Sustaining Afghan Security forces, April 2010, defenselink.mil (publications), p. 36
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Governance is a Main Effort: A Real
Campaign Plan or An Empty Slogan?

ISAF, May 2010
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Low Quality of District Government is a Critical Issue
Governance

•Key district assessments in Governance and
Development improving slightly
•Since Dec 2008, perceptions of GIRoA’s
performance improving
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In March 2010, 30% of Afghans believed that the government was less corrupt than one year prior while only 24% believed that it was
more corrupt. Eighty-three percent of Afghans stated that government corruption affected their daily lives --a 1% decrease from
December 2009 but still 4% higher than September 2009. Twenty-nine percent of Afghans believed their president to be corrupt, while
33% believed their provincial governor to be corrupt, and 34% believed their district governor to be corrupt. These results actually
represent drops of 5% from the previous quarter (a positive indicator).

Despite their feelings about government corruption, Afghans confidence in their government reached a new high (since polling started in
September 2008). Between September and March of 2009, Afghan confidence in the national administration increased by six percentage
points to 45%, confidence in the provincial governor increased by five percentage points to 47%, and confidence in the district governors
increased by six percentage points to 44%. When asked if the government was heading in the right direction, 59% of Afghans responded
“yes” This represents an increase of eight percent over the previous September 2009.

COMISAF Command Brief, June 2010
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Trends in Key Districts: 12/09 vs. 4/10
Support for Afghan Government

Comparative Security

“Department of Defense, Report on Progress toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan/United States Plan for
Sustaining Afghan Security forces, April 2010, defenselink.mil (publications), p. 36-37
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The Challenge of Corruption
GIRoA’s High Office of Oversight (HOO) has attributed corruption in Afghanistan to several factors:
• Legacy of a quarter-century of conflict
• Erosion of state institutions
• Irregular financing of the conflict from various sources
• Worsening tensions among ethnic and tribal groups
• The growth of informal and illicit economic activities
The HOO also has noted that the growth of the drug trade and the influx of international aid have created more
opportunities for corruption within the country.

Integrity Watch Afghanistan (IWA) released the results of a corruption survey in June 2010 which found
that Afghans consider corruption to be the third-largest problem in the country, following security and
unemployment.
Approximately 75% of respondents believed that the problem of corruption became more significant over
the course of 2009: 28% of adults paid a bribe to obtain a public service.
70% of Afghans perceived corruption as a common way of doing business with their government;
however, 90% of respondents stated that they felt guilty for taking part in corrupt activities.
The average bribe that respondents paid in 2009 was Af 7,769 ($156), according to the survey;
this amount represents 31% of the average annual income in Afghanistan ($502).
Afghans who earned less than Af 3,000 ($60) a year reported the highest exposure to bribery; they listed
corruption as the largest problem in Afghanistan.
•The IWA survey showed that the highest levels of corruption occur in connection with the following government
services: registration and issuance of ID cards and passports
•Police services
•Justice in the court system
•Respondents also reported increasingly high levels of corruption in the health and education sectors, where bribes
tend to entail larger sums of money
Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 67
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Winning the War of Perceptions
The war will be lost without better civil-military coordination, and a far more honest, capable,
and actively present GIRoA:
• Need immediate progress in governance, prompt justice, jobs, and economic
opportunity in the ﬁeld as part of each operation.
• Police, rule of law, and formal and informal justice efforts must be integrate and
proactive at the local level.

• Military and PRT cooperation must be far better and more operationally relevant.
• UNAMA/UN, national, and NGO aid efforts need to focus on real world short and midterm needs to get to long term. Need far more focus on validated requirements, Afghan
perceptions, measures of effectiveness, and honest contracting.

• Corrupt and incapable Afghan officials, officers, and power brokers need to be
excluded from outside funding and support, kept under constant pressure, and “outed.”
• Honest and capable Afghan officials, officers, and local leaders should be rewarded and
encouraged at Ministerial, provincial, district, and local levels.
• The US, ISAF, UNAMA, and all aid workers must address their role in causing
corruption and waste, and funding the Taliban. The civil side of the war needs ruthless
national, UN, and ISAF accountability and transparency.
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Key Ongoing Challenges:
Counternarcotics: Aid and Comfort to the
Enemy? Or, Growing and Lasting Gains?
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Going South & Aiding the Taliban: Opium Poppy Cultivation Trends in
Afghanistan 2002-2009 (at province level)

Source: Afghanistan opium surveys, 2002-2009 UNODC
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Security Incidents from Poppy Eradication

Source: SIGAR, January 2010, p. 119
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Counternarcotics : 8% of All Aid

The DoD CN fund provides support to the counter-narcotics effort in the following ways: Supporting military
operations against drug traffickers, expanding Afghan interdiction operations, building the capacity of Afghan
law enforcement--including the Afghan Border Police with specialized training, equipment, and facilities As of
June 30, 2010, nearly $1.43 billion had been appropriated to DoD for counter-narcotics efforts in Afghanistan almost 2.8% of total U.S. reconstruction assistance.
As of June 30, 2010, more than $2.68 billion had been allotted to INL for INCLE-funded efforts-More than
5.2% of total U.S. reconstruction assistance in Afghanistan. INL reported that of this amount, nearly $2.13
billion had been obligated, of which nearly $1.68 billion had been liquidated.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 48, 50
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But, Recent Fighting has Drastically Reduced Output in
Taliban Controlled Areas

Source: Afghanistan opium surveys, UNODC, 2010, p. 4
48

In 2010, opium production in Afghanistan decreased by almost half (48%) compared to
2009 and was lower than in any year since 2003. This was due to a strong decline in
opium yield in the main cultivation areas in the South and West of the country, while the
overall
areain under
Potential opium production in Afghanistan had a 48%
decline
2010 opium poppy cultivation remained at level of 2009.

Trends in Opium Production: 1994-2010
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smaller ones such a Badakhshan and Nimroz provinces experienced a strong
production increase, which, however, did not make up for the decreases elsewhere.

Table 5:
Table 5: Potential opium production by region (mt), 2009-2010

Potential opium production
by region
2009-2010
Table 6: Potential
opium(mt),
production
in main opium producing provinces (mt), 2009-2010

Change
Change
Change Change
Production Production
Production
PROVINCE Production
2009-2010
2009-2010
2009- 2009-2010
(mt)
2010 (mt)
(mt)
(%)
2009 (mt)
20102009
(mt)
(mt)
2010 (%)
(mt)
2010
(%)
Hilmand
4,085
1,933
-2,152
-53%
Central Region
NA*
8
NA
NA
Central
Region
NA*
8 1,159
NA
NA
Kandahar
768
-391
-34%
Eastern Region
21
56
+35
+167%
Farah
545
349
-195
-36%
Eastern
Region
21
56
+35
+167%
North-eastern Region
19
56
+37
+195%
Uruzgan
218
-322
-60%
North-eastern
19
56 540
+37
+195%
Northern Region
Poppy-free
Poppy-free
NA
NARegion
Badghis
238
71
-167
-70%
Southern Region
6,026
2,979
-3047
-51%
Northern
Region
Poppy-free
Poppy-free
NA
NA
Badakhshan
19
56
+37
+205%
Western Region
825
478
-347
-42%
Southern
Region
6,026
2,97919
-3047
-51%
Nimroz
49
+30
+158%
Total (rounded)
6,900
3,600
-3,300
-48%
Western Region
825
478176
-347
-42%
Day Kundi
46
-130
-74%
* In 2009, no specific regional production figure was calculated for the Central region due to a low number
Total (rounded)
6,900
3,600
-3,300
-48%
of yield measurements in that region.
* In opium
2009, no
specific regional
figure was calculated for the Central region due to a low number
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contributing 83% to total opium production, followed by the Western regiona (13%).
48% reduction from the 56.1 kg/ha estimated in 2009. As a consequence, potential
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similar trend observed in 2004, but that the peak is still far from the very high levels
reached in 2001 and 2003 when the market was affected by the lowest level of
production.

opium had started to show an increasing number of farmers stopping opium cultivation
due to its low sale price. It is worrying that the current high sale price of opium in
combination with a lower wheat price may encourage famers to go back to opium
cultivation.
Figure 10: Opium prices reported by traders in Kandahar and Nangarhar, Jul 1997 – Aug 2010
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In 2010, the average farm-gate price of dry
opium at harvest time (weighted by
production) was US$ 169/kg, a 164%
increase from 2009. The rapid increasing
trend is a market response to the drastic
reduction of the opium production which is
due to the spreading of the opium disease
in the major growing areas.
After a steady decline between 2005-2009,
opium price started a rapid increase in
2010 reaching nominal levels observed
only at the end of 2004, a year when
opium cultivation was also heavily affected
by diseases. The long-time trend of opium
price observed in the two provinces of
Nangarhar and Kandahar shows that the
price trend in 2010 followed a similar trend
observed in 2004, but that the peak is still
far from the very high levels reached in
2001 and 2003 when the market was
affected by the lowest level of production.
Price trends in the next months will show
how the opium market will be affected by
the production decrease in 2010, however,
the current high price may play an
encouraging factor for farmers to cultivate
opium. In 2009 data on famers motivation
to cultivate opium had started to show an
increasing number of farmers stopping
opium cultivation due to its low sale price.
It is worrying that the current high sale
price of opium in combination with a lower
wheat price may encourage famers to go
back to opium cultivation.

Counternarcotics
Did Not Reduce Prices
Price trends in the next months will show how the opium market will be affected by the
production decrease in 2010, however, the current high price may play an encouraging
Trend
1997-2010
factor for But
farmers War
to cultivateDid:
opium. In
2009 data on
famers motivation to cultivate

Unweighted average

Nominal prices converted to US$ at local exchange rate, not adjusted for inflation.

MCN/UNODC has monitored opium prices on a monthly basis in selected provinces of
Afghanistan since 1994. In all regions monthly prices showed a decreasing trend since
22

Source: UNODC, Annual Report, 2010. p. 22.
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Security Versus Opium Cultivation in 2010

Source: Afghanistan opium surveys, UNODC, 2010, p. 29
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Massive Price Increases Drive Resurgence in
Opium Cultivation
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Farmers in Afghanistan usually cultivate crops twice a year in irrigated
areas, typically growing maize, rice, vegetables or cotton after harvesting
opium or wheat. Some farmers grow cannabis after the first summer
harvest. None of Afghanistan‟s licit agricultural products can currently
match the gross income per hectare from opium.
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Expected Opium Cultivation in 2011
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Map 2: Expected opium cultivation level in 2011 (by province)
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Some Success in Poppy Cultivation: Marjeh

Source: RC SW briefing, May 2011
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US Reporting on Progress in Counternarcotics as
of April 2011
According to the UNODC, the total area devoted to opium cultivation in Afghanistan in 2010 was unchanged from
2009, and the number of poppy-free provinces remained static at 20.
However, there was an overall decline by almost 50 percent in both total opium yielded and total opium produced
– a decline that resulted primarily from disease that affected opium plant development.
As part of the overall CN effort to reduce poppy production and narcotrafficking, ANSF and ISAF CN components
maintained the high pace of CN operations from the previous reporting period, a result of effective collaboration
between ISAF and the ANSF.
During the reporting period, the ANSF, ISAF, Combined Joint Interagency Task Force (CJIATF)– Nexus, and the
Interagency Operations Coordination Center (IOCC), conducted a robust campaign of law enforcement and CN
operations, resulting in the seizures of: 38,184 kilograms (kg) of opium; 4,776 kg of morphine; 6,749 kg of heroin;
124,574 kg of hashish; 8,102 kg of solid precursor chemicals; 13,924 liters of liquid precursor chemicals; and the
arrest of 267 suspects.
The first three months of 2011 period saw an 82 percent increase in seized opium, a 156 percent increase in seized
morphine, a 5 percent decrease in seized heroin, a 423 percent increase in seized hashish, a 5 percent increase in
seized solid precursor chemicals, a 196 percent increase in seized liquid precursor chemicals, and a 29 percent
decrease (a total of 111 individuals) in the total number of suspects arrested. Of note, while heroin seizures are
down, targeted seizures tied to on-going narcotics trafficking investigations are up. This upward trend is the
outcome of an effective strategy to combat both drug flow and broader narcotics networks.

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining
the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 100.
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Success in Narcotics Seizures: 2010-2011

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining
the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 100.
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Key Ongoing Challenges:

IEDs: The “Stinger” of the Afghan
Conflict
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Afghanistan - IED Incidents by Province
March 2010 IED Incidents

This slide shows the 5 provinces with the
most IED activity during March 2010, which
accounted for 80% of the IED activity in
Afghanistan.

JIEDDO J-9 (703) 601-4365 /

14 APR 2010

Source: IDA Scrubbed SigActs (CIDNE)
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IED Incidents in Afghanistan
Jan 2004-May 2010
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JIEDDO J-9 (703) 601-4365 /

14 APR 2010

Source: IDA Scrubbed SigActs (CIDNE)
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IED Trends: July –December 2010

NOTES:
1) Effective IED Attacks are those that caused Coalition Force (CF) and/or Host Nation (HN) casualties.
Ineffective IED attacks caused no casualties, and include detonations with no casualties, early detection, predetonations, and turn ins.
2) Data source (CIDNE Tampa SIGACTS) was pulled on 2 Jan 2011. All data, including totals for preceding
months, are subject to revision as new reporting becomes available.

• IED efficacy has decreased despite an increased OPTEMPO

• IED severity has decreased
• IEDs are less lethal against US forces -- US KIA per Effective
IED Attack have decreased, but Non-US Coalition Force KIA
remains relatively constant
JIEDDO J9 – 3 Jan 11

Source: CIDNE
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IED Events: April 2009-March 2011
RC-SW continues to
experience the
highest levels of IED
activity (40 percent
overall), though this is
slightly less than its
overall share of
national violence (45
percent).
RC-S experiences
disproportionately
high IED activity
compared with its
share of overall
violence (33 percent
vs. 20 percent).
However, IED foundand-cleared rates in
RC-S are the highest
among regional
commands (70
percent).

Overall, IED activity remained elevated during the reporting period. Elevated IED activity suggests that ISAF and ANSF operations have eroded insurgent
capacity to conduct effective direct fire attacks. IED “found-and-cleared” rates currently remain above 60 percent, a level not seen since reporting began in
2007. ISAF assesses that this is attributable to several factors:
• Increased local national assistance turning-in devices primarily in Helmand and Kandahar Provinces;
• •Improved detection technologies employed by ISAF;
• Hasty emplacement of IEDs by insurgents due to increased ISAF and ANSF presence, as well as improvements in intelligence surveillance, and
reconnaissance assets;
• Increased ANSF capability and capacity;
• Increased and improved ISAF and ANSF partnering; and
• Better IED awareness training for ISAF forces.
Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011,
p. 69.
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IED Incidents by Type

JIEDDO J-9 (703) 601-4365 /

14 APR 2010

Source: IDA Scrubbed SigActs (CIDNE)
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IEDs Found and Cleared
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Effective IED Attacks
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64

Ineffective IED Attacks
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65

IEDs Turned In
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IED Casualties in Afghanistan
Jan 2004-May 2010

JIEDDO J-9 (703) 601-4365 /

14 APR 2010

Source: IDA Scrubbed SigActs (CIDNE)
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Overview
The war in Afghanistan is now in its tenth year. In spite of that fact, the US, allied countries, ISAF, and the UN have failed to
develop credible reporting in the progress of the war, provide meaningful transparency on the problems and challenge it faces, and
a meaningful plan for the future. Moreover, since June 2010, the unclassified reporting that is provided has steadily shrunk in
content.
There still, however, are useful unclassified metrics in spite of the tendency to limit their content “spin” and “message control.”
Moreover, some reflect real progress since the adoption of the new strategy for the war, and indicate a more frank, meaningful, and
open reporting system would do a far more convincing job of winning support for the conflict – as well as be a way of obtaining
the kind of feedback and informed criticism that could help meet the many problems and challenges that still shape the course of
the fighting.

The Seven Part Series Analysis of the War
The Burke Chair has prepared a seven-part analytic overview of these unclassified metrics, and of their current content relates to
the challenges in policy, plans, resources, and management of the war that now reduce the prospects of victory. It should be
stressed that such an analysis is only a way of flagging key trends and developments within the limits imposed by using
unclassified official reporting. Moreover, metrics are not a substitute for the kind of narrative that is critical to understand the
complexity of this war, and put numbers, charts, and maps in context. This is a case where facing the real-world complexity of the
conflict is essential to winning it.

Part Four: Hold and Build, and the Challenge of Development
This Fourth report highlights the progress and challenges in what remains the weakest link in the US and allied effort in
Afghanistan: Developing integrated civil-military operations, making effective use of aid, and making “hold, build, and transition”
a functional reality.
This US and allied effort faces several major challenges that grow out of both the history of the conflict before the new strategy
and the ongoing challenges discussed in Parts One and Two of this series:
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Overview - II
Failure to create effective aid and development programs: The most striking aspect of aid and development is lack of
meaningful data and metrics on the efforts involved, and their results. Ironically, more data are available on military
operations and intelligence about the threat than the impact of civil spending and aid.
This briefing does, however, present some summary metrics that show the US and the West set up overambitious mid
and long term development goals based on the assumption that Afghanistan was effectively at peace, without valid
plans and requirements, and which ignored Afghan absorption capacity. It also set goals that can never be resourced at
anything like the required levels.
Unfortunately there are no metrics to show other critical problems in the aid effort – problems compounded by a similar
lack of management in military contracts. The result was a massive flow of aid money without effective financial
controls, contracting methods, attention to absorption capability, and without meaningful measures of effectiveness.
Moreover, these aid efforts were divided by sponsoring country, often responding to the aid politics of the capital
involved, while NGOs funded projects that served their own goals and interests.
These problems have been compounded by erratic funding and a failure to sustain programs once they began.
Moreover, major problems occurred because of short tours by key aid personnel, and nearly annual efforts to
“reconceptualize” aid efforts without creating systems that could plan and execute concepts effectively, measure Afghan
perceptions and needs, validate requirements, and measure effectiveness,
The lack of metrics and other reporting on aid reflects shows the fact that no one is effectively in charge. The UN failed
to provide effective coordination and oversight, meaningful reporting on spending, and metrics and analysis that show
where aid money went or anything about its effectiveness. Vast amounts of money – by Afghan standards -- poured into
a grey economy where side payments and “fees” are the rule. It offered both Afghans and outside contractors a “get rich
quick” option at a time they had no guarantee of either security or stability.
This has played a major role in creating a massive pattern of corruption and waste at every level – a problem
compounded by even more corruption and waste causes by growing military contract expenditures on facilities,
transport, and services which also lacked an effective system for awarding and monitoring contracts and anything
approaching meaningful fiscal controls.
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Overview - III
A central government lacking in capacity – and provincial and local governments controlled from the center and
without resources of their own – have been steadily corrupted by this process while no effective structure existed at the
provincial, district, or local level for planning and executing aid activity. Groups like Oxfam estimate that some 40% of
the aid money never reached actual programs and projects, and no element of the aid effort established any meaningful
measures of effectiveness to show where the rest of the aid effort went or what its impact was.
Moreover, the more detail metrics that are available on how aid has been spent that most of the aid effort focused on
mid and long term development. The net impact was that aid did not reach most Afghans at a time the Taliban steadily
expanded its control and influence, and often enriched corrupt officials and power brokers. ISAF’s tactical victories
often ended in fighting in populated areas, then leaving them. As the following reports in this series show, the
population in the most sensitive areas in the war were left without meaningful governance and government services,
without a functional justice system and security, and without tangible economic security or benefits from international
aid.
Failure to create effective ISAF forces and PRT structures, and coordinate civil-military efforts: An alliance is not
measured by the number of its members, but by their effectiveness. The US initially approached its allies as if they
could be little more than peacekeepers in a victory that was already run. It sought the maximum number of participants
for aid and security activity without regard to effectiveness and national caveats.

Different national military elements were layered over different civil provincial reconstruction teams. This structure
could not adapt effectively at the war in Afghanistan became steadily more serious. NATO and ISAF did make progress
in military coordination, but they did not begin to develop effective coordinated plans until the McChrystal exercise in
2009, and national caveats remain a critical problem, as does the lack of an true, integrated, civil-military plan of
operations.
Moreover, while efforts were finally made to create a central coordinator for civil programs, and integrated civilmilitary plans in 2010, these plans remain largely conceptual. There still are no meaningful unclassified metrics or
analyses that show real progress in these areas, that reflect meaningful fiscal controls and measures of effectiveness, or
that provide a picture of how civil programs in governance, rule of law, and economic aid relate to military efforts
Failure to focus on creating a functional justice system: These problems were compounded by initially trying to deal
4

Overview - IV
with creating a police that was based on German models that were hopelessly underresourced and did not meet Afghan
needs and values. This failure was followed by an equaled underresourced effort by the US State Department that
largely ignored the fact that insurgent influence now required a police that could deal with guerrilla warfare. A third
transfer of effort then occurred to the US Department of Defense, which began to set more realistic goals for
paramilitary and self-defense capability, but was never properly resourced and effectively increase the burden on the
ISAF and US military training effort.
Worse, the police training and expansion effort was decoupled from a rule of law effort that focused narrowly on
creating a new formal justice system at the top and allow the Taliban and local power brokers to become the de facto
system for local justices. Courts and jails were often lacking or unable to operate.
Moreover, the lack of effective local governance – an essential element in winning support for police and a justice
system meant all three elements of an effective justice system were lacking much of the country – compounding the
problem created by corruption, power brokers, and ethnic, sectarian, and tribal friction. All of these efforts were made
worse by gross underpayment of salaries, corruption in hiring and promotion at every level, misuse of aid funds, and a
lack of any effective effort to manage aid and development programs in the field.
So far governance aid has been offset by a series of political tensions and crisis. Effective Afghan governance at the
national, provincial, district and local levels is equally critical to providing security and the “clear and hold” phase of
the war on a national level. It is the core of creating the “build” capability necessary to providing stability, prompt
justice, governance, and a functioning economy. Governance aid has gradually come to focus on creating more effective
ministries, and support of effective governance at the provincial, district, and local levels.
However, there may well have been negative progress over the last two years. Two election crises, and friction between
Karzai and the US has offset limited progress at the ministerial, provincial, district and local levels. The failure to
create effective military and civil contracting systems has led to both vast waste and a flood of funds into a unstable
Afghan power structure that has strengthen power brokers, and efforts to create stronger provincial, district, and local
levels have met serious resistance and been affected by Taliban an d Haqqani assassinations and attacks.
There is still grossly inadequate coordination within the overall UN, national, and NGO aid effort. There also is far too
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Overview - V
little focus on creating achievable mid and long-term goals that aid might actually achieve, and on finding ways to
allocate, manage, and measure the effectiveness of the short term civil and civil-military efforts that are critical to give
tactical success in the “clear” mission lasting meaning through “build” and “hold.” The limited metrics and reporting on
aid consists largely of uncoordinated spending activity, funding requests, project titles, and “spin” as to
accomplishments that have little credibility. There is no evidence of fiscal responsibility, validated requirements, and
above all lasting effectiveness – even in meeting the most urgent Afghan grievances and needs.
Aid and civil-military efforts are not tied to a clear definition of a realistic end state and transition, and to credible
plans to achieve them. It is far from clear that it will be possible to achieve a successful end state in Afghanistan even if
far more modest and realistic goals are set for what ISAF, the UN, and US must accomplish. It is uncertain they can
create the more limited “end state” defined in the ISAF campaign plan summarized on page 15:

…the insurgency is defeated and no longer able to threaten the security of GIRoA. Afghanistan is stabilized, legitimate
government extends to local levels, socio-economic programs benefit the majority of the Afghan people. GIRoA, with
ISAF in support, is capable of assuming the lead for the provision of security. (ISAF, May 2010.)
Equal problems exist by making “transition” an exercise in political symbolism, rather than an achievable result of real
world planning. Neither 2011 nor 2014 are realistic deadlines deadline for the end to a US and allied military presence
or an end to major civil and military aid. In fact, one of the critical aspects of official plans, analyses, and metrics of the
war is that they do not lay out a detailed or credible path forward to any meaningful end state, or even reduced level of
troop presence and aid expenditure. They remain vague conceptual end states – whose generalization are often in direct
conflict with other official statements.
“Hold and Build:” The Challenge of Aid and Development
Many of these issues are illustrated in the metrics in the first section of this report. They show how small an economy
Afghanistan has compared to Iraq, and its inability in the short and near term to fund its own development and security.
They also show that the current goals for development cannot be funded with anything like projected Afghan revenues
and donor aid.
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Overview - VI
A summary graphic on strategy quoted in a GAO report last year projected some thing approach a 70% shortfall in
funding for 2012-2013. A recent USAID projection shows a far greater shortfall in both the near and mid-term, as well
as the risk projected US aid may be cut in the outyears. Much of this gap, however, is driven by the almost totally
unrealistic, politicized goals for mid and long-term economic development set in the Afghan Compact, Afghan National
Development Strategy, and London Conference Communiqué.

“Hold and Build:” Spending to Date and the Civil-Military Ratio
The metric also show that the volume of US foreign aid has been extremely low relative to US military spending and
spending on the development of Afghan national security forces (ANSF). While SIGAR calculated that total aid
reached $51.5 billion through FY2010, security spending dominated such activity once the war began to receive serious
funding in FY2007. Actual ESF aid only totaled $5.39 billion in disbursements as of March 31, 2010.
CBO and CRS estimates also show that the ration of civil aid and activity to military operations and ANSF development
remained at token levels through FY2011. This is critical, given the emphasis on giving Afghans “hold” and “build,”
and reasons to support GIRoA. The CBO estimates all diplomatic activity and civil foreign aid totaled only $13 billion
of $386 billion in appropriated through FY2011 – only a little more than 3% of the total. Complaints that the US has put
large amounts of money into nation building are simply wrong. If anything, the US has failed to finance the “hold” and
“build” operations that are critical to military success.
The metrics show that CRS estimates are higher, and these figures do not include CERP and other aid transfers from
DoD. At the same time, it is important to stress that much of this aid went to near and long term projects, and does not
support the “hold, build, and transition” activities that directly affect the ability to implement the new strategy and the
outcome of the war.

“Hold and Build:” The Very Uncertain “Surge”
Reports of a US civilian surge reflect a real build up, but scarcely a massive surge for so large and poor a country. It is
unclear that they offset the decline in allied and NGO aid personnel and the US only has responsibility for 13 of 27
Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) base. Allies lead the rest, and 8 Provinces do not have a PRT base.
7

Overview - VII
While some reports not that civilians are building up to over 1,000, USAID only reported a total of 473 personnel in
country in late January 2011, and only 215 were in the field outside Kabul. The total numbers of civilians in the field
still seem to be around one quarter of the military in the field, and DoD reported that there there were nearly 1,100 US
military in such roles at the start of 2010.

“Hold and Build:” Risk Assessments for Aid Activity
The current level of aid also has to be related to the fact that securing the population, and hold and build, has to succeed
in high risk and combat areas. The US reports a far lower level of risk in such areas than the UN and NGOs. It is also
unclear whether such risks are increasing or decreasing as combat becomes more intense. In any case, it is clear that
such risks also limit current ability to actually implement “hold, build, and transition.”

“Hold and Build:” Performance and the Problem of Priorities
As yet, there are no unclassified metrics or analyses that indicate aid is becoming more effective, better managed, and
more focused on supporting the new strategy. In spite of years of promises, USAID and the State Department still
cannot provide credible estimates of the impact and effectiveness of aid, or demonstrate that funds are used with proper
fiscal controls. This situation is not better for other countries, and the UN has made no progress in providing such
reporting.
The State Department and USAID have provided a metric showing the need to support both stabilization efforts to
support the war and long-term development efforts, but have not provided data to show the requirements for activity,
relative effectiveness, or how current funding is distributed.
The limited progress reporting that is available lacks statistic back up and does not seem credible. Claims that school
enrollment is 7.1 million seem remarkably uncertain for a country where many schools still lack formal structure, and
the data on the number of girls and women attending school may be little more than spin driven guesstimates. It is far
from clear how 640,000 Afghan farmers could receive serious “hands-on agricultural productivity and food security
training with the resources USAID and other US aid efforts have available.
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Overview - VIII
Reports on increase access to basic health care from 8% to 84% seem to be little more than estimates of how much of
the population is within a given travel distance from such care. A focus on road building seems heavily concentrated on
a ring road, many portions of which lack security and are subject to extortion, rather than meeting the broad Afghan
expectations required for “hold and build.”
The one metric surveying the progress of aid in the critical districts affecting the war shows no progress between
February and April 2010, and it has since been deleted from unclassified reporting. To the extent there is positive
reporting, it takes the form of metrics that show a high level of per capita spending in key districts, but spending per
capita is scarcely a measure of effectiveness or impact on the population.
Aid has set broad priorities for the future – and provided an indication of how they affect the road to transition and
long-term development -- but these seem largely conceptual and it is not clear how these affect total USG, allied, UN,
GIRoA, or NGO efforts. UN priorities are aid dominated in more than half the country, and vague and unclear in the
rest.
Assessments of the Afghan economy and “rising prosperity” seem to credit the direct and indirect impact of massive
inflows of aid, and outside military and civil spending, as if they were some form of real growth in GDP, per capita
income, and prosperity. They largely ignore income distribution and its impact on the poor and ordinary Afghans,
corruption, inflationary effects, and the outflow of aid money and GIRoA revenues.
There is little focus on the large class of impoverished Afghans, their dependence on UN and other food aid to survive,
the impact of combat, their ability to find alternative source of income to drugs, demographics pressures, and inflows to
urban slums. Idealized goals for regional development, mining potential, and becoming a key trade route for Central
Asia all seem idealized to the point where the war will be decisively lost and won before they have any major impact –
if ever.
The success of “hold and build,” and efforts to give Afghans (and Pakistanis) stability, hope, economic security, ad
reasons to trust their governments cannot be based on summary econometrics. The analysis and metrics of short, near,
and long-term development and stability must examine:
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Overview - IX
• The "demographic challenge" and “youth bulge” that will continue for at least two decades. The dynamics of these
population shifts are highly complex and are not simply a matter of population growth, income, and jobs/employment.
They are also matters of expectations, of whether jobs are real and productive, direct and disguised unemployment and
lag in getting meaningful jobs. It is the relevance of education. How society and governance treat the young and how
young men and women relate to their country and society.
• Every country needs to carefully examine the causes of the alienation and polarization that tie demographics to
extremism. Rather than focus only on numbers and jobs, the key megatrend is the ability to safely integrate young men
and women into society in a stable, productive way, and one they see as giving them value and purpose.
• The role of women is a key megatrend that deserve more than “political correctness” and statistics that lack credibility.
This may be a sensitive issue, but it cannot be ignored – or dealt with in symbolic terms – indefinitely. Moreover,
Muslim societies need to consider the role of women in terms of productivity gain, not simply women's rights. How do
you compete on a global basis if you sharply limit the productivity of half the population?
• The economic threats from non-state actors, extremists, organized crime, and piracy – domestic and foreign – drive
security efforts and the black and grey sectors of the economy. Their impact is compounded by the growth of complex
distributed networks and the interaction between states that use asymmetric They also affect the real world dynamics of
education, job creation, the role of legitimate religious education, quality of governance and the ties between effective
internal security and reeducation and the rule of law.
• The Western focus on human rights and democracy often leads to a failure to focus on the quality of governance, and its
impact on investment and the economy. These are impacts that are far more important to the vast majority of people
and shape their perceptions and loyalties. Are the in the quality of governance – in social, economic, and security terms
– positive or negative? Can they cope with demographic and global economic challenges? Are security efforts and the
rule of law bringing stability or buying time at the cost of alienation?
• As has become all too clear from popular unrest in Egypt and Tunisia, there is a need to rethink how economic analysis
and metrics are applied to countries like Afghanistan and Pakistan:
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Overview - X
• First, GDP growth and per capita income growth do not provide the right measures of megatrends,
since an economy and level of governance that fail a nation's youth and poorer citizens can exhibit
steady growth while actually moving towards instability.
• Second, traditional measures of poverty levels have become absurd in many states. The issue is not
who only gets $1 or $2 a day. It is the level of income that meets social standards, provides the floor
or level of protection every citizen needs. The ability to stay at a given income level, or increase
income, is critical. So is the ability to maintain social status, to marry, to educate children, and meet
other critical needs. The economics of stability need far more examination
• Third, literacy and level of education are far less meaningful where urban areas and other elements of
given societies have evolved to the point where the quality of jobs, the time gap in getting jobs, and
the ability to change values so that seeking private employment – and actually working hard to shape
a career – have the same or higher priority than public employment.
• Fourth, the black and gray sectors of the economy need explicit metrics and analysis. Corruption and
extortion have a major impact at every income level, and interact with government policies and
barriers to growth and economic stability. They directly affect the quality of governance as well.

• Access to, and the use of water resources are key issues. The supply of water per se is only a part of the
problem. It is critical to establish the efficiency of water use relative to supply and cost, whether water is
properly priced, reliance on fossil vs. renewable water, and problems in sharing international supplies.
• The role of subsidies and aid needs to be analyzed for both positives and negatives. Far too often, subsidies
reduce efficiency, mitigate the effectiveness of market forces, distort consumption and limit productivity
rather than protect local industries. At the same time, programs like the World Food Program can be critical
to the portion of a society that effectively lives below the subsistence level.
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Overview - XI
• This highlights the fact food supply and prices present serious problems for significant portions of the Afghan
population and now for parts of Pakistan. The commodity and supply problems caused by rising petroleum prices
are mirrored in terms of food.
The US and its allies have now been at war in Afghanistan for nearly a decade, and the US is increasingly involved in aid to
Pakistan and its problems with economics and governance. It is time to reject the kind of economic analysis that ignores the
real world progress of hold and build, and the ability to transform an exercise in armed nation building where aid funds fall far
below plans and goals, into practical plans, analysis, and metrics for both “hold” and “build” and a practical form of
“transition.
The Need for Credibility, Integrity, and Transparency

Virtually every expert on the Afghan War could add new points to this list. It is also obvious from many of these points that the
metrics shown in this report can only hint at a few key trends and problems. In far too many cases, there are no
metrics and no reliable detailed histories – although the kind of metrics and analysis that should have existed is easy to derive
from the summary of each problem.
At the same time, it is critical to stress that the other parts of this report show that major progress is being made in addressing
many of the issues involved, and metric are only part of that story. For all of the spin and omissions that still surround reporting
on the war, major progress has occurred over the last two years, and additional major efforts to correct these problems are
underway.
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“Hold and Build”
The Challenge of Aid and
Development

13

Development: Growing Progress
• Funding levels now far more consistent, now high enough to have major impact.
• Improved civil-military coordination and overall coordination of aid effort.

• Serious effort to create integrated civil-military teams and break down “stovepipes”
•Far more civilians and military performing civil-military roles in the field.
• New focus on what Afghans want; aid that will improve their current lives and
governance, economy, and prompt justice. Address “worst grievances.”

• New focus on providing aid broadly in critical districts and population centers.
• Focus on accountability in spending, directing funds to honest officials and leaders at
the Ministerial, provincial, district, and local levels.
• Beginning to seek validation of requirements, Afghan consensus and transparency.

• Seeking to develop meaningful measure of effectiveness and impact on popular
perceptions.
• Increase in cadres of experienced aid workers, military, and Afghans.
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The Challenge of Development
Category
Population
Life Expectancy
% 0-14
Years
Growth Rate
Urbanization
Urbanization Rate
Ethnic Groups

Afghanistan
29.1 Million
44.7 years
42.9%
2.47%
24%
5.4%

Pakistan
177.3 Million
65.6 years
36%
1.51%
36%
3%

42% Pashtun
27% Tajik
9% Hazara
4% Aimak
3% Turkmen
2% Baluch
4% Other

44.7% Punjabi
15.4% Pashtun
14.1% Sindhi
8.4% Sariaki
7.6% Muhairs
3.6% Baluchi
6.3% Other

80% Sunni
19% Shi’ite

75% Sunni
20% Shi’ite

Sects

Literacy
28.1%
Economy
GDP
$23.5 Billion
GDP Rank
113th
Per Capita Income
$800
Per Capita
Rank
2 1 9th
Unemployment
3 5 %
Labor Forc e
15
Million
Structure
31% Agriculture
26% Industry
43% Services

Source: CIA, World Factbook, August 2010

49.9%
$449.3 Billion
28th
$2,600
170th
14%
53.8 Million
43% Agriculture
20.3% Industry
36.6% Services
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CRS Estimate of Annual Foreign Aid Spending on Afghan
War FY 2001 – FY2011
Afghanistan
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Afghanistan

FY01&
02

FY03

FY04

FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

0.8

0.7

2.2

2.8

1.1

1.9

2.7

Cum
FY10
FY10
FY11 Enacte
Supp
FY09 Enacte
Reque
d:
Reque
d
st
FY01st
10
3.1

3.2

2.0

4.6

18.5

Cum
Total:
FY0111 Inc
Pendin
g Reqs
25.2

Source: Adapted by Jordan D‟Amato from data provided by Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since
9/11. Congressional Research Services (RL33110). Updated, 16 July 2010.
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State Department and USAID Program for FY2012
Afghanistan: Supporting Stable, Transparent, Representative Government and Capable, Sustainable Security Forces ($2.3
billion): $2.2 billion in assistance to target the priority sectors of governance, rule of law, counternarcotics, agriculture,
economic growth, health, and education in Afghanistan. $111 million in Operations to support infrastructure for maintaining
U.S. government civilian and diplomatic presence and to support educational and cultural exchange programs to build bridges
with civil society.
Maintains increased civilian staffing to support President Obama’s goal of disrupting, dismantling, and defeating al-Qaeda.
Provides $1.0 billion to sustain an expanded civilian presence -1,500 staff in the next two years – to support the Afghan
government.
Includes $1.2 billion for targeted development and governance programs that will support stabilization and counterinsurgency
efforts, such as cash for work and
Provincial Reconstruction Teams, as well as counternarcotics efforts that promote alternative livelihoods to poppy production.
Supports large infrastructure programs that have a combination of short-term stabilization and long-term economic growth
outcomes.
Pakistan: Helping Eliminate Violent Extremist Elements and Strengthen Regional Security ($1.9 billion): $1.9 billion in
assistance to promote a secure, stable, democratic and prosperous Pakistan with a focus on energy, economic growth,
agriculture, the delivery of health and education services, and strengthening the Government of Pakistan’s capacity to govern
effectively and accountably. $45 million in Operations to support infrastructure for maintaining U.S. government civilian and
diplomatic presence and to support educational and cultural exchange programs to build bridges with civil society.
• Includes $1.1 billion for the Pakistan Counterinsurgency Capability Fund to provide critical equipment and training for
Pakistani security forces, increasing the ability of the Pakistani government to combat insurgents inside Pakistan and
eliminating the insurgent’s capacity to conduct cross-border operations in Afghanistan that jeopardize U.S. lives and the
mission there

Source: US State Department, Fact Sheet, “State and USAID – FY 2012 Budget Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO), 14.2.2011.
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Spending On and Off Budget
4,000.0

3,500.0

3,000.0

2,500.0

69%
50%

2,000.0

Off Budget
On Budget

50%

1,500.0

83%

1,000.0
94%
91.5%

500.0

0.0

96%

90.5%

50%
31%

50%

FY 10

FY 11

91.5%
98%
2%
FY 02

86%
14%

8.5%

6%

FY 03

FY 04

FY 05

8.5%
FY 06

4%

9.5%

FY 07

FY 08

17%
FY 09

FY 12

* FY 11 Levels are based on a CR at FY 10 levels; FY 12 levels are based on OMB passback levels.
Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011
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Coping With Impossible Goals

Source: GAO, 10-655R, June 15, 2010
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Transitioning to Mission Impossible
12

GIRoA Spending Expectations Inconsistent
with Future Budget Restrictions
Requested ANDS
Resource Ceiling**

US Dollars Billions

10

8
GIRoA Estimated Total Spending*
(On Budget NOT INCLUDING ANSF Spending)

6
4

FY2010

Civilian Assistance

FY2011
Senate Level

60% of Peak Budget

2

40%

GIRoA Revenues

0
2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

20%

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

*Source GIRoA 1389 Budget, (Total Pending = Operational Budget + Development Budget)
** Source: Afghan National Development Strategy 2008-2013, (Budgeted Core + External
Expenditure)
Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011
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Coping With Impossible Dreams

Source: GAO, 10-655R, June 15, 2010
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“Hold and Build”
Spending to Date and the
Civil-Military Ratio
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Cumulative appropriations as of FY
2010 increased by almost 30.1% over
cumulative appropriations as of FY
2009, to more than $51.50 billion.

Total US Aid: $51.5 Billion +

Since FY 2002, security efforts have
received the largest cumulative
appropriations. Appropriations for
security (nearly $26.75 billion) account
for more than 51.9% of total U.S.
reconstruction assistance.
In FY 2010, security had a large gain in
cumulative appropriations over FY
2009 (more than 32.5%), followed by
governance and development (nearly
27.6%), and counter-narcotics (more
than 20.8%).
Appropriations for FY 2010 amounted
to nearly $11.91 billion, surpassing FY
2009 levels by over 15.0%. This is the
largest amount appropriated in a single
year for the reconstruction effort.
FY 2010 appropriations for security
increased by more than 17.0% over FY
2009 appropriations, to more than
$6.56 billion.

Of the total appropriations for FY
2010, security initiatives accounted for
almost 55.1%, followed by governance
and development with almost 26.8%.
Appropriations in FY 2010 for security
(more than $6.56 billion) are the
second-largest appropriations made in
a single year; the largest (nearly $7.41
billion) occurred for security in FY
2007. (nearly $41.72 billion) of total
reconstruction assistance in
Afghanistan since FY 2002.
Of this amount, almost 82.9% (more
than $34.56 billion) has been obligated,
and more than 73.1% (nearly $30.50
billion) has been disbursed.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 50
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Erratic and Limited Flow of ESF Aid

The FY 2010 Consolidated Appropriations Act provides almost $2.04 billion for ESF programs in Afghanistan.
As of March 31, 2010, this brings the cumulative total funding for the ESF to nearly $9.74 billion, more than
18.9% of total U.S. assistance to the reconstruction effort. As of March 31, 2010, USAID reported that of this
amount, more than $7.57 billion had been obligated, of which more than $5.39 billion has been disbursed.27
USAID reported that cumulative obligations as of March 31, 2010, increased by more than $36.81 million over
cumulative obligations as of December 31, 2009. In addition, cumulative disbursements as of March 31, 2010,
increased by nearly $419.65 million over cumulative disbursements as of December 31, 2009.28
Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 50
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The Low Ratio of US Civil Aid to
Military Effort: FY2001-FY2011
(In Current $US Billions)
120
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Total
Other activities
Diplomatic Operations and Foreign Aid
ANSF Development
Military Operations & DoD activities

FY01/02
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FY09
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FY01-FY11

*12
0
@
@
12

*13
0
1
0
12

*15
0
2
0
13
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@
1
1
8
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@
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12
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@
1
7
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@
1
3
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@
5
6
38
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@
2
9
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*110
0
?
9
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*386
*0
*13
*38
*335

Source: CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook, Fiscal Years 2011-2021, January 2011, p. 77.
5/10/2011
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CBO Estimate of Annual US Spending
on Afghan War By Category: FY2001-FY2010
(BA in Billions of $USD)

100%
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40%
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AFGHANISTAN
--Defense Ops & Activities
--ANSF Development
--Diplomatic Ops & Act.
--Other
--Subtotal

FY01

FY02

FY03

FY04

FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

FY09

FY10

2001-2010

14
0
*
0
*14

18
0
2
0
*20

34
0
5
0
*39

21
0
2
0
*23

18
1
2
*
*21

22
2
1
*
*25

39
7
2
1
*49

42
3
2
1
*48

49
6
6
*
*61

91
9
2
0
*102

*347
*29
*23
*2
*402

Source: Congressional Budget Office, The Budget and Economic Outlook, August 2010, Box-1-3, p. 15
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CRS Estimate of The “Guns to Butter Ratio:” Comparative Spending
by Agency on the Afghan War: FY2001-FY2011
(In Percent)
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Enacted

FY10 Total
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FY11
Request

20
0.8
0
*20.8

14
0.7
0
*14.7
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2.2
0
*14.5

17.2
2.8
0
*20

17.9
1.1
0.1
*19

37.2
1.9
0.1
*39.2

40.6
2.7
0.2
*43.5

56.1
3.1
0.2
*59.5

69.1
3.2
0.5
*72.7

99.1
5.2
0.5
*104.8

113.5
4.6
1.2
*119.4

Cum FY01- Cum FY01FY10
FY10 w
Enacted
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284.3
18.5
1
*303.8

Source: Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11,” Congressional
Research Service, RL33110 CRS Report RL30588, July 16, 2010.

427.9
25.2
2.1
*455.2
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CERP Aid Surges through FY2010
and Crashes in FY2012
Total CERP Aid
funding is $1.2
billion in
FY2010, and
request was
$1.3 billion for
FY2011, but
only $400
million in
FY2012
The FY 2010 DoD Appropriations Act provided $1.20 billion for CERP to promote and support development
activities. Of this amount, $1.00 billion was for initiatives in Afghanistan. This brought the cumulative total
funding for CERP to nearly $2.64 billion - more than 5.1% of total U.S. reconstruction assistance in
Afghanistan. As of June 30, 2010, DoD reported that of this amount, nearly $1.64 billion had been obligated,
of which more than $1.24 billion has been disbursed. The FY2011 request was for a slight rise to $1.3 billion,
but became caught up in the continuing resolution debate. However, the total DoD request for CERP for both
Iran and Afghanistan then dropped to only $400 million in the FT2012 budget request
Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 44-46; DoD Defense Budget Summary, FY2011 and FY2012
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“Hold and Build”
The Very Uncertain
“Surge”
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Provinces with PRT Bases

SIGAR: January 31, 2010, P. 91
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The USAID “Surge”
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“Hold and Build”
Risk Assessments for Aid
Activity
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UN Estimate of Accessibility

UNDAF, 2010, Annex C
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ANSO Estimate of Insurgent vs. Criminal Security Incidents
Affecting NGOs
A total of sixty eight NGOs were victimized in eighty eight
separate AOG attacks this year (above), 14% down from
the previous year. 51 one these were rated as „serious‟
including abductions and kinetic attacks. The rate of attacks
per month fluctuates significantly and with no obvious
correlation to the rate of general conflict. A long term
downward trend remains visible, between the peaks of
2008 and 2010 for example, likely reflecting incremental
changes in NGO behavior rather than AOG intent or
changes in demographics. The data still solidly supports the
conclusion that NGO‟s are not broadly or routinely targeted
by AOG otherwise this would be visible in this data set.
Exposure to crime (below) remains low, an additional 38
incidents, and has been dropping over time. Armed robbery
is the main concern.

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.1 2011 http://www.afgnso.org/2011/ANSO%20Q1%202011.pdf
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ANSO Estimate of Kidnappings of NGOs by Province

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.4
201.0http://www.afgnso.org/2010Q/ANSO%20Quarterly%20Data%20Report%20%28Q4%202010%29.pdf, p 8.
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ANSO Estimate of Attacks on NGOs by Province

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.1 2011
http://www.afgnso.org/2011/ANSO%20Q1%202011.pdf
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“Hold and Build”
Perceptions of Local
Conditions: 2009 vs. 2010
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Positive Ratings of Local Conditions
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70%

Perceived Changes in Local Conditions
ABC News/BBC/ARD/Washington Post poll
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“Hold and Build”
Perceptions of Governance
and Corruption
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Preferred Political System for Afghanistan
ABC News/BBC/ARD/Washington Post poll
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Democracy and the Parliamentary Election
ABC News/BBC/ARD/Washington Post poll
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Official Corruption: A Problem in Your Area?
ABC News/BBC/ARD/Washington Post poll
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Afghan Perceptions of Corruption
22. Is it your opinion that corruption among government officials or the police has
increased over the la st year or so, decreased, or has it remained about the same?
11/13/10
12/23/09
1/12/09

Increased
37
42
50

Decreased
33
30
22

Same
29
24
21

No opinion
2
4
7

23. Beyond any corruption occurring in your local area, what is your view of the
level of corruption [ITEM] - is that a big problem, a moderate problem, a small
problem or not a problem?
11/13/10 – Summary table
----Big/Moderate---NET
Big
Moderate
a. Within the government
of this province
b. At the national level
within the government
in Kabul

------Small/No problem ----NET
Small
Not a problem

No
opin.

93

61

31

7

6

1

1

88

65

22

11

9

2

2

Trend:
a. Within the government of this province

11/13/10
12/23/09

----Big/Moderate ---NET
Big
Moderate
93
61
31
90
64
26

------Small/No problem ----NET
Small
Not a problem
7
6
1
8
6
2

No
opin.
1
2

b. At the national level within the government in Kabul

11/13/10
12/23/09

----Big/Moderate ---NET
Big
Moderate
88
65
22
83
64
19

------Small/No problem ----NET
Small
Not a problem
11
9
2
11
9
2

No
opin.
2
5

Source: ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD/WASHINGTON
POST POLL, AFGHANISTAN:
WHERE
THINGS
STAND,
December
6, 2010
24. From today’s perspective,
do you think
it was
very
good,
mostly
good, mostly bad

or very bad that U.S. military forces came into our country to bring down the Taliban
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do you think it depends and may be corrupt in some cases but acceptable in others?
11/13/10

Corrupt
73

Acce ptable
8

Depends
17

No opinion
2

Afghan Experience with Corruption

12. Has it ever happened to you personally that a representative of (ITEM) has asked
for money or other payment in exchange for favorable treatment in the performance of
his official duties?
11/13/10 – Summary table
a. Afghan National Police
b. Afghan National Army
c. The provincial government

Yes
21
7
27

No
78
92
72

No opinion
1
1
1

13. (IF YES) The last time this happened, did you regard this as corruption or did you
see it as acceptable behavior in this case?
11/13/10 – Summary table
a. Afghan National Police
b. Afghan National Army
c. The provincial government

Corruption
75
55
78

Acceptable
22
40
17

No opinion
3
5
5

12/13 NET:
11/13/10 – Summary table
a. Afghan National Police
b. Afghan National Army
c. The provincial government

---Asked for money/payment --NET
Corruption
Acceptable
21
16
5
7
4
3
27
21
5

No
79
93
73

No opinion
1
*
1

14. Imagine that you have a complaint about a government official. Do you think
filing a complaint with the authorities would make your situation better, make your
Source: ABCsituation
NEWS/BBC/ARD/WASHINGTON
POST POLL,
AFGHANISTAN: WHERE THINGS STAND, December 6, 2010
worse, or have
no effect?
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Spring 2011: A New ISAF & Aid Approach
to Fighting Corruption

Source: ISAF, April 15, 2011.
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“Hold and Build”
Perceptions of US (Foreign)
Role in Operations and Aid:
2009 vs. 2010

48

11/7/07
48
48 have no 4
situation
worse,
or
effect?
e. Police Better
stations Worse
No effect
No opinion
11/13/10
30
28
37
5
Yes
No
No opinion
11/13/10
42
55
3
15.
Changing46subjects,
have 4
any of the following been built, rebuilt, or reopened in
12/23/09
50
the
past five
area:
1/12/09
44 years
51 in your 4
11/7/07
40
55
5
11/13/10 – Summary table
f. Roads
Yes
No
No opinion
a. Schools Yes
62
38
*
No
No opinion
b.
Health clinics
47 1 52
1
11/13/10
58
41
c.
Government
30 1 66
4
12/23/09
56 offices
43
d.
Mosques 47
54 1 44
2
1/12/09
52
e.
Police stations
42 3 55
3
11/7/07
35
61
f. Roads
58
41
1

Afghan Perceptions of All Aid Activity to Date

27

Trend:
16. Have any of the following projects been started in this area in the past five
years, but then been stopped for security reasons?
a. Schools
11/13/10 – Summary table
Yes
No
No opinion
11/13/10
62
38
Yes*
No
No opinion
12/23/09
69
30
1
a. Schools
20
79
2
1/12/09
72
27
1
b. Health clinics
14
84
2
11/7/07
65
33
2
c. Government offices
12
84
3
d. Mosques
15
82
3
b. Health clinics
2
e. Police stations
17
79
4
f. Roads Yes
22
75
3
No
No opinion
11/13/10
47
52
1
12/23/09
50
49
1
Source: ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD/WASHINGTON POST POLL, AFGHANISTAN: WHERE THINGS STAND, December 6, 2010
17.
Thinking
now
about
just
1/12/09
45
54
1 the last year, have any such projects been started in the
49

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Health clinics
Government offices
Mosques
Police stations
Roads

26
19
37
31
45

71
77
59
66
52

3
4
3
4
3

Afghan Perceptions of Aid Since New
Strategy Began to Be Implemented

18. Thinking now about foreign aid money – that is money from foreign sources used for
community development and support – as far as you are aware, is foreign aid money
being spent (ITEM) in this area, or not?
11/13/10 – Summary table
a. On infrastructure projects
b. To provide food, medical assistance
and other necessities

Yes
51

No
46

47

49

No opinion
3
4

19. (IF YES) Do you feel this foreign aid money is mainly being put to good use, or
mainly being wasted?
11/13/10

Good use
51

Wasted
41

No opinion
9

20. How much of the foreign aid money coming into this country do you think is being
misdirected for personal gain by government officials – a great deal of it, a good
amount, just some, or hardly any?

11/13/10

-----Great/Good---Great
Good
NET
deal
amount
67
28
39

----Some/Little---Just
Hardly
NET
some
any
27
19
8

None
(vol.)
4

No
opinion
2

21. Overall, how much of a problem is the issue of corruption among government
problem, a
small problem or not a problem?

or the policePOST
inPOLL,
this
area – WHERE
is that
a STAND,
big problem,
a moderate
Source:officials
ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD/WASHINGTON
AFGHANISTAN:
THINGS
December 6, 2010
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Attitudes Toward the U.S.
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ABC News/BBC/ARD/Washington Post poll
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U.S. Progress Towards Goals
ABC News/BBC/ARD/Washington Post poll
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22%
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20%
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U.S. and NATO/ISAF Performance
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U.S. and NATO Troop Surge
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ABC News/BBC/ARD/Washington Post poll
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“Hold and Build”
Performance and the
Problem of Priorities
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Efforts Across the Continuum

Stabilization vs. Development
Stabilization Efforts:

Long-Term Development Efforts:

Through the use of the District Stability
Framework, identify the root causes of
instability and quickly apply resources to
mitigate their effects.

In secure areas, help the Afghan people
prepare a sustainable development strategy
and support their efforts to pursue it directly
and through other donors & private investors.

Implementation of Sub-National
Governance Policy/
Coordination of Formal and
Informal Justice

Support GIRoA
Governance and Rule of
Law at District Level

Governance

Food Security and
Subsistence Farming

Agriculture

Commercial Agriculture Sector
and Value Chains

Short Term, Income
Generating Activities

Economic
Growth

Business Climate that
encourages Private Sector
Investment

Small Scale, Community
Based Infrastructure
Projects

Infrastructure

Regional, Large-Scale
Infrastructure Projects

Establishment of Basic
Services

Social
Services

Connection of National Level
Ministries to the District
13

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011
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USAID’s Uncertain Claims
of Progress
Agriculture: Meet basic food security needs and grow rural economies.
• In FY 2010, 633,878 Afghans received hands-on agricultural productivity and food security training.
Economic Growth: Support diversified and resilient economic growth.
• In FY 2010, helped establish 49 Public-Private Partnerships, leveraging $95 million in private investment.
Education: Develop human capital through support to basic and higher education.
• Since 2002, school enrollment has increased from 900,000 boys to 7.1 million students, 38 percent female.
• In FY 2010, trained 40,850 public school and community based education teachers and over 3,800 literacy
teachers, reaching an estimated one third of Afghan school children.
Gender: Advance gender equality.
• In FY 2010, extended 108,799 micro-finance loans to women worth $24.6 million. Governance: Promote
inclusive governance and effective dispute resolution.
• In FY 2010, trained 9,000 civil servants to improve public administration functions, provided basic legal training
to shura and jirga members and supported the development of Afghan legal associations.
Health: Improving the health of the Afghan population, especially women and children
• Since 2002, increased access to basic health care from 8 percent of the population to 84 percent
• Midwife training programs that contributed to a 22 percent drop in infant mortality.
Infrastructure: Improve infrastructure services, particularly in energy and roads.
• In FY 2010, rehabilitated over 1,800 km of regional and national highways, and provincial and rural roads.
Stabilization: Address drivers of instability and establish an environment for social and economic development.
• Pioneered the District Stability Framework , a tool that utilizes situational awareness to identify key sources of
instability, develop activities to diminish or mitigate the causes, and monitor and evaluate the impact of
programming.
Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011
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Little or No Progress in Development in Many Areas
Development

04-Feb-10
6
16
47
40
10
3
COMISAF Command Brief, June 2010

29-Apr-10
7
19
46
41
7
2

Governance Assessment
Development
Assessment
Sustainable Growth
Dependent Growth
Minimal Growth
Stalled Growth
Population at Risk
Not Assessed
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2010 Estimated Disbursements per Capita

USAID Dispersal Per Capita in 2010

* FY 11 Levels are based on a CR at FY 10 levels; FY 12 levels are based on OMB passback levels.
Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011
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USAID View of Key Challenges
• Foundational Investments: Agree with GIRoA on immediate possibilities for
foundational investments that can induce sustainable, long run growth.
• Resources: Align USAID and GIRoA resource expectations based on realistic
and sustainable planning parameters.
• Absorptive Capacity: Increase on-budget assistance while building the
capacity of GIRoA to manage resources.

• Transition: Ensure sufficient resources for transition period to Afghan
leadership and from stabilization to development program.
• Corruption: Protect USG resources in areas of high risk for corruption.
• Civilian-Military Coordination: Leverage resources for key infrastructure
and stability projects.
• Staffing: Increase and maintain staffing levels.
• Project Oversight: Provide project oversight in insecure areas.
• Partner Security: Keep our partners safe under the parameters of the PSC
decree.
Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011
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USAID’s Priorities for Change
Prioritizing Assistance Among Competing Resource Demands: Road to Transition
• Identify minimum development conditions that should be in place by 2015 to ensure that Afghanistan can
successfully continue along its chosen development path

• Align USG and GIRoA resource expectations based on realistic planning parameters
• Focus security, governance, and development interventions so as to increase the legitimacy of GIRoA in the eyes of
Afghans
• Agree with GIRoA on near-term opportunities for foundational investments that can induce sustainable, long-term
growth
• Address policy trade-offs to deal with competing demands for resources

Priority areas for sustainable and durable development in Afghanistan:
• Legitimate, effective governance through inclusive, representative bodies; effective
resolution of conflicts; and reduction of impunity.
• Robust economic growth that will generate food security, jobs and trade opportunities driven by
development of the agriculture sector.
• Strong Afghan leadership through capacity development at national and local levels and USG
commitment to accountable on-budget assistance.

Source: USAID, “USAID Afghanistan: Towards an Enduring Partnership,” January 28, 2011
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UN Estimate of Priorities

UNDAF, 2010, Annex B
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The Role of the World Food Program in Afghanistan
The 2007-2008 National Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (NRVA) found that 7.4 million people – nearly a third of the population – are
unable to get enough food to live active, healthy lives. Another 8.5 million people, or 37 percent, are on the borderline of food
insecurity. Around 400,000 people each year are seriously affected by natural disasters, such as droughts, floods, earthquakes or extreme
weather conditions.
In 2008, Afghanistan was hit by both drought and globally high food prices, which saw the price of wheat and wheat products increase
dramatically across the country. Despite prices beginning to fall in 2009, they remain higher than normal.
Insecurity is a major and growing concern. Insurgent activity and military operations have affected food security in some regions,
undermined reconstruction efforts and restricted humanitarian interventions. Environmental degradation is also a severe problem. War,
uncontrolled grazing, pastureland encroachment, illegal logging and the loss of forest and grass cover have worsened drought conditions
and reduced agricultural productivity.
While life expectancy has increased slightly to 44.5 years for men and 44 for women, many of the country‟s health indicators are alarming.
Along with a high infant mortality rate, Afghanistan suffers from one of the highest levels of maternal mortality in the world (1,600 deaths per
100,000 live births). More than half of children under the age of five are malnourished, and micronutrient deficiencies (particularly iodine and
iron) are widespread.
WFP has been working continuously in Afghanistan since 1963, and is active in all 34 provinces. In recent years, WFP‟s focus has shifted
from emergency assistance to rehabilitation and recovery. WFP fed about 9 million people in 2009, primarily in remote, food-insecure rural
areas. WFP‟s food assistance targets poor and vulnerable families, schoolchildren, teachers, illiterate people, tuberculosis patients and their
families, returning refugees, internally displaced persons and disabled people – with an emphasis on vulnerable women and girls.
In 2009, WFP assisted more than 4.4 million people through Food-for-Work programmes, which provide food to vulnerable Afghans as
they build or repair community assets, including roads, bridges, reservoirs and irrigation systems. These projects are agreed upon in
consultation with the government and local communities.
In 2009, WFP relief operations supported over 1.4 million people affected by natural and man-made disasters. Food reached people
affected by drought and floods, as well as returning refugees and people displaced by conflict.
A separate appeal spanning August 2008 to July 2009 was aimed at assisting another 5 million Afghans most severely affected by the
dramatic increase in staple food prices and drought.
Under a pilot Purchase for Progress (P4P) programme, WFP hopes to buy wheat directly from small-scale farmers for distribution
elsewhere in the country, strengthening Afghan grain markets and small-scale producers' access to them. Through P4P, WFP is also
exploring the local purchase of specialized nutritional products, including fortified biscuits.
Under a separate WFP pilot project being launched in Kabul in 2009, beneficiaries receive vouchers instead of food rations, allowing them
to buy their choice of food from participating retailers and avoiding distortion of functioning markets.
The Green Afghanistan Initiative (GAIN) is a joint UN programme aiming to improve Afghanistan‟s devastated
environment. Administered by WFP, the three-year project helps widows and other vulnerable groups build a sustainable livelihood by
starting their own nurseries,. It also increases natural vegetation and forest cover, trains local officials in environmental protection, and
boosts environmental awareness through education.
The United Nations Humanitarian Air Service (UNHAS) provides safe and efficient air transport and cargo services for the humanitarian
community around Afghanistan and to neighbouring countries. In 2009, UNHAS carried more than 37,424 passengers and 722 metric tons
of light cargo.
Source: http://www.wfp.org/countries/afghanistan
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A “Rich” Future? Mining Potential

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 102-103
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Development: Continuing Challenges
• Far too much aid still goes to showpiece projects.
• Fiscal controls and accountability still weak. Many corrupt contractors, Afghan power brokers.
• Aid, coupled to lack of adequate accountability and control of all other US and ISAF forms of
contracting, still has a near crippling impact in increasing Afghan corruption.
• Still fail to properly validate requirements for many efforts, poor overall prioritization, and much of
aid still goes to mid-to-long term projects and efforts of limited priority and practical value.
• Still often fail to provide basic accountability and transparency. Corruption, waste are still critical
issues.
• Still often fail to provide credible and meaningful measures of effectiveness.
• Shortage of both experienced and effective aid workers and Afghan government personnel.
• Lack of coordination between donor countries and NGOs.
• Activity often responds to priorities of donor or capitals and not Afghan needs or wartime priorities:
National branding.
• Many aid and advisory personnel still lack experience, and rotate in assignments too short to allow
them to be fully effective.
• Deteriorating security in many areas sharply reduces ability to operate outside secure areas.
• Efforts at integrated civil-military plans are still largely a facade on the civil side.

• Anti-corruption efforts largely cosmetic and without any broad effect. Afghan power brokers
dominate much of activity.
• Hollow “spin” about near to mid term prospects for “new Silk Road” and mining wealth.
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Overview
The Seven Part Analysis of the War
The Burke Chair has prepared a seven-part analytic overview of unclassified metrics, and of their current content relates to the
challenges in policy, plans, resources, and management of the war that now shape the prospects of victory. It should be stressed
that such an analysis is only a way of flagging key trends and developments within the limits imposed by using unclassified
official reporting. Moreover, metrics are not a substitute for the kind of narrative that is critical to understand the complexity of
this war, and put numbers, charts, and maps in context. This is a case where facing the real-world complexity of the conflict is
essential to winning it.
An overview of the strengths and weakness of unclassified metrics does, however, provide considerable insight into what is
known about the war, and the many areas where meaningful reporting is lacking and the reporting available is deceptive and
misleading. This is particularly true in the case of the metrics and narratives available on the ANSF, which represent the one area
where the US, ISAF, and other sources have not sharply reduced the amount of unclassified data since mid-2010.

Part Five: Hold and Build, and the Challenge of Development
This report highlights the progress and challenges in creating the Afghan national security forces necessary to defeat the Taliban
and other insurgents and allow a transition in which Afghanistan assumes responsibility for most military, internal security and
police action.
The metrics in this section portray major progress in proving adequate funding for the Afghan National Security Forces, (ANSF)
and in creating an effective training base and operation to support the creation of forces necessary to do the job. The also reflect
one of the only areas where ISAF provides meaningful detail and transparency on the current progress of the war – reporting
further supported by the Department of Defense semi-annual reports on the war.
At the same time, the still reflects severe problems in the Afghan force development effort that raise serious questions as to
whether these forces can have the strength and quality to support removal of most US and other ISAF forces in 2014. The goals
set are very ambitious. There are key shortfalls in trainers and in partners for the police. Efforts to crease fully balance forces with
adequate leadership command structures, and logistics/sustainability are just being put in place, Equipment and infrastructure are
still being developed. Above all, it is too early to judge how well ANSF units will perform without ISAF aid
2

Overview – II
Shaping Transition: Creating an Effective ANSF and Laying the Groundwork for Transition
The charts on aid spending at the start of this report show that no serious effort was made to fund the creation of the ANSF until
FY2007, that these funding streams were erratic ion FY2008, and funding of the scale of effort required did not begin until
FY2010 – nearly a decade after the war began. This gross strategic negligence was compounded by a failure to provide even
minimally adequate numbers of trainers until CY2010, and a matching failure to provide adequate basic equipment and facilities.
The responsibility for these failures lies largely with the US and occurred at the highest level of US national security decisionmaking in spite of warning and requests from at least one US Ambassador and senior commander.
A matching failure may still be coming. A political emphasis on getting enough Afghan forces for “transition” in 2011-2014
tends to force an emphasis on numbers, rather than force quality and creating a force that can retain the manpower it needs and
operate as a balance forces without major US and ISAF support. Moreover, this form of transition omits the fact that the US and
NATO must fund the ANSF indefinitely into the future and well beyond 2020. More broadly there are growing pressure to cut
funding aid to the ANSF. This risks becoming a “worst of both worlds” approach to creating and funding a lasting ANSF
capability.
Shaping Transition: Racing Towards Larger Forces
The creation of effective Afghan forces is critical to providing security and the “clear and hold” phase of the war on a national
level. It is equally critical to allowing “build” to provide stability, prompt justice, governance, and a functioning economy, as
well as some form of transition where Afghan forces replace US and ISAF forces.
The charts in this section show impressive progress in setting force goals large enough to do the job and in creating larger force
numbers. They also, however, show how rushed the basic training process is, how critical it is to have highly qualified trainers,
and that a force expansion this large depends on partner units to provide the experience and mentoring necessary to make up for
so rushed a training process.
More detailed NATO Training Mission-Afghanistan (NTM-A) data also show that attrition is still a problem in spite of recent pay
increases – in part because forces are overcommitted and have not had proper opportunity for leave and recovery/follow-on
training.
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Overview – III
The full impact of such pressures also only become apparent after regular training is completed. They make it absolutely essential
to objectively measure quality and retention once units are in the field, and make the results transparent so they can be used to
plan a workable and enduring transition.
Shaping Transition: A Crisis in Trainer Numbers and Quality and No Meaningful Data on Partners
NTM-A has created what seems to be solid training base for creating the kind of Afghan National Army needed for transition. As
its data show, however, it is lly short of the trainers it needs to succeed. Moreover, some estimates count pledged trainers as if
they were there, and it is clear from the NTM-A figures that getting the right trainer quality will increasingly be more critical than
simply increasing trainer numbers.
NTM-A does report ongoing progress, but some of this progress is in the number of pledged trainers, rather than trainers actually
on the scene. It still seems to be short over 30% of critical trainers and over 50% of trainers overall – even if ISAF military with
littleo prior training experience are counted as trainers. Moreover, time is critical as long as either 2010 or 2014 are treated as any
form of deadline.
The data on these areas for the regular armed forces is not matched by similar detailed reporting on trainers for the various
elements of the police forces.
Moreover, NTM-A is not responsible for partnering, and counting the quality of partners and partnering efforts. This is a critical
omission in the metrics available on the ANSF.
Shaping Transition: The Afghan National Army (ANA): Much Better Data on Numbers than Quality and Endurance
Recent reports show a steady growth in the size of the Afghan Army and Air Force, and in many key qualitative aspects of formal
training. The critical problem is that there is no matching mix of transparent, credible metrics and narratives on the quality and
effectiveness of any element of Afghan forces once they leave formal training and enter the field, and no meaningful data on the
quality of the partnering they need to succeed.
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Overview – IV
The effectiveness measures that are reported on the ANA measure formal training and equipment resources and not performance
in the field. Uncertain loyalties, ties to power brokers, retention and attrition problems, corruption are not addressed. A new
rating system is supposed to have been developed, but its value and realism is not yet clear, and there are reports that provinces
are being rate – sometimes favorably – on the basis of grossly inadequate coverage of a few districts.
The current and projected real world capability to support the new strategy and support transition is not rated or analyzed in
objective terms. Even so, the ratings that are provided in the latest Department of Defense semiannual report (November 2010)
Shaping Transition: The Afghan National Police (ANP): Numbers that Disguise Major Problems in Quality, Ties to Power
Brokers and Corruption
Once again, NTM-A provides data that shows the steady growth of the police force, and real progress in creating more effective
training system. The manpower data do, however, lump together the different elements of the police force do -- like the data on
the ANA – highlight some of the problems in retention They do not, however, break out progress by element of the police, or
spotlight the failure to expand the Afghan National Civil Order Police to anything like the needed goal. ISAF indicates this
critical paramilitary element of the police needs to be over four times its current strength.
Far more realism is needed in measuring police force quality – particularly because corruption and ties to powerbrokers crippled
the effectiveness of much of the police. Moreover, current rating systems do nothing to link the analysis of the police effort to the
presence and effectiveness of the rest of the justice system and the presence of effective governance. The end result is that current
effectiveness ratings that are virtually meaningless if the police are to play a key role in “hold, build, and transition” and free the
Afghan Army to perform is military mission.
The ANP also present more of a challenge than the ANP. ISAF initially tried to create a police force based on German models that
were hopelessly underresourced and did not meet Afghan needs and values. This failure was followed by an equaled
underresourced effort by the US State Department that largely ignored the fact that insurgent influence now required a police that
could deal with guerrilla warfare. A third transfer of effort then occurred to the US Department of Defense, which began to set
more realistic goals for paramilitary and self-defense capability, but was never properly resourced and effectively increase the
burden on the ISAF and US military training effort.
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Overview – V
Worse, the police training and expansion effort has been decoupled from a rule of law effort that has focused narrowly on
creating a new formal justice system at the top and allow the Taliban and local power brokers to become the de facto system for
local justices. Courts and jails were often lacking or unable to operate.
Moreover, the lack of effective local governance – an essential element in winning support for police and a justice system has
meant all three elements of an effective justice system are lacking much of the country – compounding the problem created by
corruption, power brokers, and ethnic, sectarian, and tribal friction. All of these efforts were made worse by gross underpayment
of salaries, corruption in hiring and promotion at every level, misuse of aid funds, and a lack of any effective effort to manage aid
and development programs in the field.
Finally, new metrics and analysis are still needed to rate the creation and effectiveness of local police forces – where ties to power
brokers and insurgents, given local factions, and the problem of extortion and the abuse of power potentially could be even worse
than with the regular police.
Shaping Transition Looking Towards the Future of the ANSF
Recent report does being to provide clearly defined transition goals for the ANSF, but unclassified reporting does not provide an
detail as to the timing and cost of of such efforts, the planned nature of ISAF force reductionss from 2011-2014, and stable force
goals for ANSF development.

The Need for More Data and Transparency
Virtually every expert on the Afghan War could add new points to this list. It is also obvious from many of these points that the
metrics shown in this report can only hint at a few key trends and problems. In far too many cases, there are no metrics and no
reliable detailed histories – although the kind of metrics and analysis that should have existed is easy to derive from the summary
of each problem.
At the same time, it is critical to stress that the other parts of this report show that major progress is being made in addressing
many of the issues involved, and metric are only part of that story. For all of the spin and omissions that still surround reporting
on the war, major progress has occurred over the last two years, and additional major efforts to correct these problems are
underway.
These trends are analyzed in the next part of this series: Part Six: Showing Victory is Possible
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Shaping Transition
Creating an Effective ANSF and
Laying the Groundwork for
Transition

7

Afghan Force Goals vs. Afghan Violence:
2004-2010

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 4
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Giving Iraqi Security Forces Priority Over
Afghan Forces through FY2007

Source: Adapted by Jordan D’Amato from data provided by Amy Belasco, The Cost of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Other Global War on Terror Operations Since 9/11.
Congressional Research Services (RL33110). Updated, 16 July 2010.
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Erratic Funding Until Half of All
US Aid Goes to ANSF

As of June 30, 2010, nearly $25.23 billion had been appropriated to the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) for
building the ANSF- almost 49.0% of total U.S. reconstruction assistance in Afghanistan. DoD reported that of
this amount, more than $21.83 billion had been obligated, of which nearly $20.79 billion had been disbursed.6
Figure 3.4 displays the amounts made available for the ASFF by fiscal year. DoD reported that cumulative
obligations as of June 30, 2010, increased by more than $1.56 billion over cumulative obligations as of March
31, 2010. Cumulative disbursements as of June 30, 2010, increased by nearly $2.37 billion over cumulative
disbursements as of March 31, 2010.

As of June 30, 2010, DoD had disbursed nearly $20.79 billion for ANSF initiatives. Of this amount, nearly
$13.62 billion was disbursed for the ANA and nearly $7.08 billion for the ANP; the remaining $0.09 billion was
directed to related activities.10 As shown in Figure 3.6, of the funds disbursed for the ANA, the largest portion
-- nearly $6.25 billion -- supported Equipment and Transportation. Of the funds disbursed for the ANP, the
largest portion -- nearly $1.94 billion --also supported Equipment and Transportation.
Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 46
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Only Properly Fund Balanced Force
Development Beginning in FY2010

Source: NTM-A, Year in Review, November 2009 to November 2010, pp. 18 & 19
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Political Challenge Raised by Rising Cost
of US Military Operations and ANSF
Development
(In Current $US Billions)
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State and DoD Funding of ANA
Training: 2002-2011

In addition to funding allocated for ANA development, DOD has donated about $30 million in excess defense articles to the ANA since fiscal
year 2003. Items donated include trucks and personnel carriers. These figures do not include certain operational costs, such as the personnel
costs for U.S. service members assigned to the ANA development mission. Totals may not add due to rounding. Funding includes detainee
operations. Totals include funding from a variety of DOD and State sources. Figures for fiscal years 2002 through 2006 consist of funding
appropriated into several different accounts, while those for fiscal years 2007 through 2011 consist solely of Afghanistan Security Forces Fund
and International Military Training and Education funds.

• From fiscal years 2002 through 2010, DOD and State allocated about $20 billion10 in support of the
ANA. DOD and State have requested an additional $7.5 billion in fiscal year 2011
• Of the approximately $20 billion in U.S. funding allocated to date, about $17.9 billion, or nearly 90
percent, has come from the DOD-managed Afghanistan Security Forces Fund.
• Since its creation in fiscal year 2005, the Afghanistan Security Forces Fund has supported a variety of
activities related to ANA development in the following four categories: • equipment and transportation,
including procurement of weapons, vehicles, and communications items;11 • infrastructure projects, such
as construction of garrisons, depots, and training facilities; • training and operation, such as
establishment of training institutions and hiring of contractors to provide specialized training; and •
sustainment, including salary payments and maintenance of vehicles and facilities.
• Of the $17.9 billion in Afghanistan Security Forces Fund monies allocated to date, the largest portion—
about $7.0 billion, or 39 percent—has been directed toward equipment purchases.
GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 6 13

The Rising Cost of ANSF Development
(In Current $US Billions)
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The Afghanistan Security Forces Fund (ASFF) directly supports funding to grow, train, equip, and sustain the ANSF. For FY 2010, Congress
appropriated $9.2B for the ASFF, which is available through the end of FY2011. As of March 31, 2011, CSTC-A had obligated 85 percent of this
amount. In addition, NATO contributions into the ASFF totaled $100M. In February 2011, President Obama requested $12.8B in the FY2012 budget to
continue to equip and sustain the ANSF. These funds are essential to the building, training, equipping, and fielding of the security forces. ASFF funds
are allocated for the ANA, ANP, and related activities, and then are further broken down into infrastructure, equipment, training, and sustainment. As
the ANSF grow, NTM-A/CSTC-A will focus its attention on investment accounts (infrastructure and equipment). Going forward, though, operation
accounts (training and sustainment) will become increasingly more important. As part of the transparency effort associated with these funds, the
Government Accountability Office, DoD Inspector General, and the SIGAR currently have 20 audits ongoing that are in various states of completion.

Source: CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook, Fiscal Years 2011-2021, January 2011, p. 77, and Department of Defense FY2011 and FY2012 defense budget summaries; .
Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 41.
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ANSF Trust Fund Activity 2010

The international community also provides funding for the ANSF. In September 2009, the North Atlantic Council agreed to expand the NATO ANA
Trust Fund beyond the limitations of ANA development to include funding for sustainment costs. Several nations have provided significant
contributions to the NATO ANA Sustainment Trust Fund, totaling approximately $312M. Funds are transferred from the NATO ANA Sustainment
Trust Fund to the Afghanistan Security Forces Fund for execution. As of March 31, 2011, $0.1B has been transferred from NATO into the ASFF.

Funding for police salaries, as well as other police development programs is supported by the United Nations Development Program, which
oversees the Law and Order Trust Fund Afghanistan (LOTFA). From 2002-2010, the international community donated approximately $1.74B to
LOTFA – $620M was contributed by the United States. The United States is currently working with NATO to expand the NATO ANA Sustainment
Trust Fund to also include
donations for police and for ANSF literacy programs.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, pp. 41-42.
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Afghan Inability to Fund the ANSF and Other Costs
The Afghan government budgeted about $290 million in
solar year 138934 for the ANA— nearly one-fifth of the
nation’s projected total revenues of $1.5 billion for the year,
and an increase of about 17 percent from the
approximately $250 million budgeted for the ANA the prior
year. By comparison, however, annual U.S. funding for
ANA sustainment has exceeded $650 million every year
since fiscal year 2007 and rose to $1.9 billion in fiscal year
2010

DOD budget documentation indicates that,
beyond the $7.5 billion requested in fiscal
year 2011, no additional funding is needed to
support the ANA’s growth to 171,600.
According to NTM-A/CSTC-A, once the
ANA reaches its current end goal, which has
an October 2011 target date, the focus of
funding efforts will turn to sustainment
activities, such as salary payments and
equipment replacement. However, as of
August 2010, neither DOD nor NATO had
completed an analysis of how much future
funding will be needed to sustain the ANA.
Prior GAO work has also found that DOD
has not adequately analyzed future funding
needed to sustain the ANSF.31
Furthermore, although DOD has produced a
series of congressionally mandated reports
since 2008 on the U.S. plan for sustaining
the ANSF, these documents have not
included estimates of the ANA’s future
sustainment costs.
While NTM-A/CSTC-A provided us with
estimates indicating that sustainment of
171,600 ANA forces would cost between
$4.2 billion and $4.5 billion annually from
fiscal years 2012 through 2014.

DOD officials stated that they had not reviewed NTM-A/CSTC-A’s analysis and did not consider the resulting estimates to be official DOD
figures on future sustainment costs. However, these officials said that they were unaware of any analysis DOD had conducted of how much
ANA sustainment will cost. Similarly, while NATO documentation states that the amount of funding needed to sustain 171,600 ANA personnel is
under analysis, an official at the U.S. Mission to NATO confirmed that no such analysis had been completed as of August 2010. To date, the
United States has been the major contributor of sustainment funds for the ANA, with more than $5 billion allocated since 2005. Officials at NTMA/CSTC-A asserted that regardless of how much ANA sustainment costs, the total each year will be considerably less than the cost of
maintaining a large U.S. and coalition troop presence in Afghanistan.
GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, pp. 30-31
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Affordable or Unaffordable ANSF?

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 92-93
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Shaping Transition
Racing Towards Larger Forces
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ANSF Historical and Planned Growth in 6/10
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• Growth accelerating
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Afghan National Police
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• Growth on track for 2010;
– ANCOP attrition enduring
concern
– Entering historical summer lull
• ANA quality improving, however;
– Leader development lagging
– Officer & NCO shortages persist
• Keys to arresting ANP attrition:
– Recruit-Train-Assign Model
– Pay-Partner-Predictable Cycle
– Leader Development & Literacy
• Ministerial capacity improving –
projecting self sustaining in 2012
COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010
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ANSF and US Security Priorities: July 2010

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 53
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ANSF Development Plan: 2009-2011
as of 10/2010

Source: NTM-A, Year in Review, November 2009 to November 2010, p. 8
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NTM-A Goals for 2011
Accelerate Progress:
• Train Afghan Trainers
• Accelerate Leader Development
• Build Literacy and ―Vocational Skills‖
• Inculcate an ethos of Stewardship
• Develop Enduring Institutions, Systems, and Enablers
Challenges:
• Attrition: Army –2.68% (Jan 11); Police –1.8% (Jan 11); ANSF Goal
= 1.4%
• Leadership Shortfalls:
• Officers (v. Auth): Army –82.3%; Police –82.3%
• Non-Commissioned Officers (v. Auth): Army –85.4%; Police –73.7%
• Literacy: ~ 58K in training; ~ 61K completed some training (1stto
3rdGrade)
NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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But, No Clear End State or
Transition Goal as of 2/2011

NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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ANSF Manpower Growth

During the reporting period, the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) continued to make significant progress, increasing in quantity, quality, and
operational capacity. They have exceeded their growth goals due to increased recruiting and improved retention, and remain on
schedule to meet their October 2011 goals of 171,600 and 134,000, respectively. As of March 2011, the Afghan National Army (ANA) force levels
reached 159,363 soldiers – 4,375 ahead of the goal of 154,998. The Afghan National Police (ANP) also exceeded its growth goals, reaching 125,589
police – 3,589 ahead of its goal of 122,000. Notably, both the ANA and the ANP continue to reach and exceed growth benchmarks despite recent
attrition rates above target levels.
Marked increases in the size of the ANSF have been paralleled by significant quality improvements, as U.S. and coalition forces in key terrain
districts continue to live, train and operate shoulder-to-shoulder with the ANA and ANP. Currently, 96 percent of ANA and 83 percent of ANP units in
key terrain districts are partnered with ISAF units, and 95 percent of all operations are conducted with partnered forces. In fact, in the major
operations west of Kandahar in late 2010, Afghan forces comprised nearly 60 percent of the overall force.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 13.
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Shaping Transition
A Continuing Crisis in Trainer
Numbers and Quality

25

Training Transition Forces

Source: NTM-A, Year in Review, November 2009 to November 2010, pp. 13-14.
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But, Critical Shortfalls Exist
in Trainer Numbers

Source: NTM-A, Year in Review, November 2009 to November 2010, pp. 24.
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And, in Key Trainer Skills
Progress

NTM-A PRIORITY TRAINER PROGRESS
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Figure 14. NATO Training Mission-Afghanistan priority trainer progress.

Source: NTM-A, Year in Review, November 2009 to November 2010, p. 27.
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ANA Instructor & Training Team Shortfalls: 1/2011
Even Counting Pledged Instructors Who Are Not There

While the United States has deployed additional forces to temporarily alleviate the shortage in
instructors for the ANA, these efforts do not fully address the ANA’s instructor shortage. NTMA/CSTC-A documentation notes that, due to the presence of additional U.S. personnel, the ANA’s
average instructor-to-trainee ratio in basic training improved from about 1 instructor for every 79
trainees as of November 2009 to approximately 1 instructor for every 24 trainees as of November
2010—a key factor, according to NTM-A/CSTC-A, in improved marksmanship qualification rates
among ANA trainees. (Fig. 11 shows one such U.S. soldier providing marksmanship training to
ANA recruits.) However, according to NTM-A/CSTC-A, while U.S. forces on temporary
deployment have improved the quality of ANA basic training, these personnel were not intended
to provide instruction in the advanced skills that the ANA must acquire by the time it grows to
171,600.27 Similarly, a November 2010 NTM-A/CSTC-A document noted a particularly serious
shortage in the number of instructors needed to teach the ANA specialized skills and stated that
unless critical instructor positions are filled between December 2010 and July 2011, the ability of
the ANA to develop skills it needs to start assuming lead responsibility for Afghanistan’s security
may be delayed.

The ANA is also facing shortfalls in
coalition training teams needed to
develop the skills of new army units once
they are fielded. According to NTMA/CSTC-A, field-based training of the
ANA is vital given that army forces
completing unit training have limited
capability. For example, NTM-A/CSTC-A
data indicate that of the first 12 new ANA
units fielded since the adoption of the
new capability assessment system, 11
were assessed as either dependent on
coalition forces for success or ineffective.
Given the generally low level of capability
that ANA units have upon completing
unit training, NTM-A/CSTC-A officials
stated that they expect newly formed
units to receive substantial training in the
field from training teams and partner
units. However, shortages exist in the
number of training teams available to
assist in ANA development. NTMA/CSTC-A documentation specifies that
a total of 205 training teams are needed
to complete fielding of a 171,600-person
ANA by October 2011. However, as of
September 2010, the total number of
training teams fielded or pledged by
coalition nations was 164—41 fewer than
the number needed. According to IJC,
given the serious challenges that the
ANA faces, the ability of army units to
develop greater capability will be delayed
if they lack training teams to provide
field-based training.

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, pp. 23-24
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ANA Instructor & Training Shortfalls: 3/2011
Following the November 2010 Lisbon Summit and associated NATO Global Force Generation Conference, troop-contributing nations confirmed
pledges for 104 additional institutional trainers, decreasing the trainer shortfall to 770. NATO subsequently released CJSOR v10.1 to capture
adjustments in trainer requirements, containing a total requirement of 2,778 institutional trainers. However, shortfalls still exist. The current shortfall in
institutional trainers is 740, with 1,371 deployed trainers in-place and 667 confirmed pledges..

Of the remaining 740 unfilled institutional trainer positions, the figure below summarizes the departments that are affected by the shortage.
While NTM-A/CSTC-A has made great progress in training the ANSF, the continued shortage of required trainers will delay both institutional
transition and professionalization of the ANSF.
The United States currently sources 1,166 non-CJSOR trainer positions. In order to temporarily address the NATO CJSOR shortfall, and fill
the U.S.-sourced, non-CJSOR requirements as quickly as possible, the United States deployed entire units. The United States also provides
an additional 963 personnel to provide skills not found in the deployed units. This brings the total U.S. sourcing to 2,129.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, pp. 19-20.
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Continuing NTM-A Warnings About Trainers:
24/4/11
―We passed a significant milestone this week - we are now at 50% of our authorized number of
Coalition trainers, the highest we've been
since NTM-A was activated in November 2009.
However, the lack of the other 50% of Coalition trainers/advisors with key skills (critical gaps, in
medical, logistics and engineers) threatens to slow progress in ASNF
development at the time when we need to be accelerating.
We continue to make significant progress growing the fielded forces, yet the
development of their supporting logistics system is lagging.
The absence of these skilled trainers and advisors is slowing the development of
functional sustainment systems - at echelon above Corps, Army and Police
supply depots and training centers--and the indigenous capacity
necessary to effectively manage them.
We continue to maximize contractors where we can but at a significant financial cost. Only by
filling our critical shortfalls with the right grades and skills from the coalition can we properly
develop a professional, sustainable and enduring logistics system for the ANSF.
These trainers and advisors are also central to our anti-corruption efforts and providing the
necessary safeguards and oversight to ensure stewardship of our investment.‖
NTM-A / CSTC-A Weekly Update - 24 Apr 11 (UNCLASSIFIED), https://mail.google.com/mail/?shva=1#search/NTM-A/12f8858c223b3ed4
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Shaping Transition
The Need for Further
Improvement at the MoD and Top
Command Levels
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MoD Capability Milestone Level: 3/2011
In May 2009, all of the
assessed departments
within MoD and the General
Staff were rated as
requiring significant
coalition assistance to
accomplish their missions
(CM-3) except for two
(Inspector General and
Budget & Finance) rated as
requiring some coalition
assistance to
accomplish their missions
(CM-2B); and one (Reserve
Affairs) rated as existing but
unable to
accomplish its mission
(CM-4). As of the end of the
CM reporting period in
January 2011, three
departments were rated
CM-4, four were new and
not assessed, eleven had
achieved a CM-3
rating, nineteen had
achieved a CM-2B rating,
eight had achieved a CM2A rating, and one had
achieved a CM-1B rating
(the CM-1B rating is
pending final Commander
NTM-A transition
decision approval)

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 16.
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Capability Milestone Rating System

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 15.
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Shaping Transition
The Afghan National Army: Better
Progress in Quantity than Quality
and Endurance
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Radin, CJ. “ANSF Order of Battle.” Long War Journal, April, 2011. http://www.longwarjournal.org/oob/afghanistan/index.php
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ANA Missions & Status in 2/2011
Army ANA Mission: The Afghan National Army is responsible for protecting
Afghanistan's territorial integrity, upholding and protecting the Constitution,
defending national and Islamic values, and establishing a favorable environment
for public welfare and progress.(Afghan National Military Strategy, dated 15
February, 2010)
•

Strength: 152 K (as of 29 JAN 2011); Approved Growth 171.6K by NOV 11

•

Growth of ~ 55K since NOV 09

•

Structure:

•

6 Corps

•

1 Capitol Division (Kabul)

•

1 Special Operating Forces (SOF) Command

•

1 Ground Forces Command HQ

•

Air Force: 57 Aircraft (as of 15 FEB 2011)(10) C-27; (35) Mi-17; (9) Mi-35; (3) AN-32

•

11 of 12 Branch Schools Open
~ 24K Soldiers in Training per day on average
~ 7K Soldiers complete training per month on average

~ 137 Concurrent Courses at 27 Separate Training Sites (see map)
~ $6.8B Planned Infrastructure Development for > 300 Units
•

•Fielded since Nov ‟09: 71,616 Weapons; 11,536 Vehicles; 22,721 Communications
Assets
NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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ANA Order of Battle
ANA Ground Forces Command (ANAGFC) – Lieutenant General Murad Ali Murad
IOC Mar2012, FOC Aug2012
National Military Command Center (NMCC) – C2
Communications Support Element (CSE) - BGen Qasim (Self sufficient by Summer2010)
Tactical signals battalion – detachments to Corps HQs
Headquarters Security Support Brigade CM1– Kabul
A Infantry Battalion CM1
B Infantry Battalion CM1
Counter Narcotics Battalion CM3
111th Capitol Division CM3 – Kabul , Maj Gen. Qademsha
AOR Kabul and surrounding districts, 5 FOBS’s. RDL3 Operational May 27, 2009
1st Brigade RDL3
1st Infantry Battalion CM1
2nd Infantry Battalion
4th Combat Support Battalion CM4
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM4
Garrison Support Unit CM3
2nd Brigade RDL6
1st Infantry Battalion CM2 - FOB Hussein Khut
2nd Infantry Battalion
3rd Quick Reaction Force Brigade RDL2 – Surobi district, Kabul, Brigadier General Zamarai Petkan.
National Quick Reaction Force. Reflagged 3rd/-201st Corps Jul2010
1st Infantry Battalion CM3 – Surobi District Kabul, Lt. Col. Abdul Hussen, Deployed Helmand 1/14/10 –3/18/10
2nd Mechanized Infantry Battalion (APC/IFC: M113, BMP1) CM1– Nanghalem , Kunar
3rd Armored Battalion (Tanks:T-62) CM1–Camp Ahmad Bak Hill, Kapisa, LtCol Mohammad Naseem
4th Combat Support Battalion CM2 5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM1– Pol-e-Charki, Lt Col Shamsuddine
Garrison Support Unit CM1
Radin, CJ. “ANSF Order of Battle.” Long War Journal, April, 2011. http://www.longwarjournal.org/oob/afghanistan/index.php
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ANA Order of Battle
201st Corps (Shelab/Flood) RDL4– Ghamberi Garrison, Kabul, Maj. Gen. Abdullah
Corps Logistics Support Battalion - Col. Gul Rahman Roshangar Operational Aug 2009
Corps Combat Support Battalion UF
201st Route Clearing Company
201st (1st) Commando Battalion CM1 – Operational July 24, 2007
1st Brigade RDL2– Brig. General Abdulrazaq Safi
AOR Central Zone: Logar, Midon/Wardek, Kapisa, Bamyan, Parwan, Panjsher provinces
1st Infantry Battalion CM4- Kapisa
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Midon/Wardak, Highway 1 security
3rd Infantry Battalion CM1 - LtCol Mohammad Husain, Camp Ganberry
4th Combat Support Battalion CM1– Col. Sanam Gul, Camp Malalee, Logar (D30 howitzers)
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM1
6th Infantry Battalion UF
Garrison Support Unit CM1
2nd Brigade RDL4– Jalalabad, Nangahar , Col. Mohammed Afzal
AOR Eastern Zone: Nangahar, Nuristan, Kunar, Laghman provinces
1st Infantry Battalion CM1 - Laghman
2nd Infantry Battalion CM3 - Lt. Col. Ismatullah, Camp Manogey, Kunar,
3rd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Sherzed, Nangahar
4th Combat Support Battalion CM2– FOB Mehar Lam, Laghman? Nuristan?, Col. Mohammed Jan
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM3– Nangahar, Lt. Col Abdul Qauoom Gurbaz
6th Infantry Battalion CM3
Garrison Support Unit CM1
3rd Brigade – Kapisa, Brig. Gen. Amam Nazer Bahbod, New brigade forming after reflagging of previous
3/201st Jul 2010
1st Infantry Battalion - Camp Ahmad Bak Hill, Najrab district, Kapisa
3rd Infantry Battalion - Kapisa
5th Combat Service Support Battalion
4th Brigade – Jalalabad, Nangahar?
Brigade base built in Kunar
Brigade base built in Jalalabad
Another base being built in Jalalabad; to be complete by Oct 13, 2009.
Operational Coordination Center, Provincial (OCCP) in Mayden Shar, Wardak, Open Jun 14 2009
Radin, CJ. “ANSF Order of Battle.” Long War Journal, April, 2011. http://www.longwarjournal.org/oob/afghanistan/index.php
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ANA Order of Battle
203rd Corps (Tandar/Thunder) RDL3– Gardez, Major General Abdul Khaliq
AOR Paktya, Khost, Paktika, Ghazni provinces
6th Infantry Battalion UF
Corps Combat Support Battalion UF
4th Brigade – FOB Shank, Logar
203rd Route Clearing Company
1st Infantry Battalion - FOB Altimur, Logar, Sep2010
203nd (2nd) Commando Battalion CM1– Col. Ggulam Nabi,
2nd Infantry Battalion Operational October 16, 2007. Best
3rd Infantry Battalion – Nov2010
commando bn.
4th Combat Support Battalion
Military Police Company – Training Sep 2008
5th Combat Service Support Battalion
1st Brigade RDL4– Camp Clark, Khost, Brigadier General Akram
Garrison Support Unit
1st Infantry Battalion CM1 – Khost
Operational Coordination Center, Provincial (OCCP) in Khost.
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Khost
Open ~Jun2008
3rd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Gardez
4th Combat Support Battalion CM1
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM1– Paktika
6th Infantry Battalion UF
Garrison Support Unit CM1
2nd Brigade RDL4– FOB Rushmore, Sharana, Paktika
1st Infantry Battalion CM1 – East Ghazni(Aug2010)
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Khost/Gardez
3rd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Paktya Operational July 2008
4th Combat Support Battalion CM3 – Khost/Gardez (2x D30 Howitzers) Operational Oct 2005
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM1
Garrision Support Unit CM1
3rd Brigade RPD3– Gardez, Paktya Operational December 2007
1st Infantry Battalion CM2 – Ghazni
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Operational Sep 21 2008
3rd Infantry Battalion CM3 – Paktya Operational Jul 2008
4th Combat Support Battalion CM3 – Khost/Gardez (2x D30 Howitzers) Operational Oct 2005
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM1
Radin, CJ. “ANSF Order of Battle.” Long War Journal, April, 2011. http://www.longwarjournal.org/oob/afghanistan/index.php
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ANA Order of Battle
205th Corps (Atal/Hero) RDL3– FOB Lindsey, Camp Shirzai, Kandahar, Gen Abdul Hamid.
4th Brigade RDL4– Camp Holland, Uruzgan, – Operational
AOR: Kandahar, Zabol, Uruzgan provinces
Dec2008.
205th (3rd) Commando Battalion CM1–
1st Infantry Battalion CM3
Operational by Jan 30, 2008
2nd Infantry Battalion CM3 – Mirabad Valley
2nd Forward Supply Depot - Kandahar
3rd Infantry Battalion
205th Route Clearing Company
4th Combat Support Battalion CM4
1st Brigade RDL2 - Camp Shirzai, Kandahar ,
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM3
Brigadier General Khair Mohammad, AOR Panjwai
6th Infantry Battalion CM4
1st Infantry Battalion CM2
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1- Panjwai District, Lt.-Col. Sakhi Mohammad Barriz
3rd Infantry Battalion (Night fighters) CM2 - Zhari
4th Combat Support Battalion CM2
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM2
6th Infantry Battalion UF
Garrison Support Unit CM2
2nd Brigade RDL4 – Qalat, Zabol, Brigadier General Jamaluddin
1st Infantry Battalion CM1 – FOB Sweeney, Shinkay district, southern Zabul
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1 – capable of independent ops 2/28/11
3rd Infantry Battalion CM3
4th Combat Support Battalion CM2 - Qalat, Zabol, artillery platoon (3x D30 122mm howitzers)
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM3
6th Infantry Battalion – Temp duty in Kandahar
Garrison Support Unit CM1
3rd Brigade RDL4– Kandahar, Kandahar, Colonel Ghalum Murtaza Sarwari
AOR Zhari and Maiwand districts. Aug2010 Replace former 3/205th which was transferred to 215th Corps
1st Infantry Battalion - Operational Jun2010
2nd Infantry Battalion - Operational Sep2010
3rd Infantry Battalion
4th Combat Support Battalion
5th Combat Service Support Battalion
6th Infantry Battalion
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ANA Order of Battle
207th Corps (Zabar/Victory) RDL3 – Camp Zafar, Herat, Major General Maj. Gen. Shahzada.
AOR Herat, Farah, Bagdhis provinces
207th (4th) Commando Battalion CM1 – Shindand Operational May 8, 2008
207th Route Clearing Company
1st Brigade RDL2 - Herat
1st Infantry Battalion CM1
2nd Infantry Battalion CM3
3rd Infantry Battalion CM3 - Badghis , Colonel Niamatullah
4th Combat Support CM2 – Ghurian
5th Combat Service Support CM3 – Farah
Garrison Support Unit CM2
2nd Brigade RDL3– Farah
1st Infantry Battalion CM1 - Camp Zafar, Lt Col Raheem Khan
2nd Infantry Battalion CM3 – Lt Col Sakhra
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM3
6th Infantry battalion UF
Garrison Support Unit CM4
3rd Brigade – Planned operational by end 2010 but no evidence it exists yet. Cancelled? Delayed?
reflagged to 2nd Bde / 215th Corps
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ANA Order of Battle
209th Corps (Shakeen/Falcon) RDL2 – Mazar-e-Sharif, Gen. Zalmai Zalmay Wesa
209th (5th) Commando Battalion CM1 – Mazar-e-Sharif Operational October 2008
209th Route Clearing Company
1st Brigade RDL6 – Mazer-e-Sharf
1st Infantry Battalion CM1
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Mazar e Sharif
3rd Infantry Battalion CM3
4th Combat Support Battalion CM2
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM1 – Mazar-e-Sharif
6th Infantry Battalion – Operational by end 2010
Garrison Support Unit CM2
2nd Brigade RDL3- Kunduz, Colonel Naqibullah Yawash
1st Infantry Battalion CM3 - Feyzabad
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1
3rd Infantry Battalion CM3
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM3
6th Infantry Battalion – Operational by end2010
Garrison Support Unit
3rd Brigade RDL3– Mazir-i-Sharif
1st Infantry Battalion – Mazer-e-Sharf Operational soon after Sep2010
2nd Infantry Battalion-Mazer-e-Sharf Operational by end2010
3rd Infantry Battalion-Operational by end2010
5th Combat Service Support Battalion – Consolidated field training Jun2010
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ANA Order of Battle
215th Corps (Maiwand) RDL 3– Camp Shorabak, Lashkar Gah, Helmand
AOR: Helmand, half of Farah, most of southwestern Nimroz province. General Sayed Mallok.
Operational Apr2010. 10,000 troops Jul2010. To be 12,000 troops
215th (7th) Commando Battalion – Operational January 21, 2010
215th Route Clearing Company
1st Brigade RDL4 – Camp Garmsir, Brig. Gen. Shujaee
ANA Support Command
AOR South Helmand?
6x Forward Supply Depots – Corps level supply. One per corps
1st Infantry Battalion - Nawa
region
2nd Infantry Battalion - Garmsir
Central Movement Agency (CMA) – Brigade responsible for
3rd Infantry Battalion - Marjah, Col Mohammad Nowroz
transporting supplies throughout Afghanistan
5th Combat Service Support Battalion - Garmsir
Central Maintenance Workshop – Equipment maintenance
Garrison Support Unit - Col. Mustafa
2nd Brigade RDL4– FOB Deleram II, Nimroz, Brigadier General Abdul Wasea
1st Infantry Battalion – Durzey, South Helmand
2nd Infantry Battalion – FOB Sher Wali, Marjah, Lt. Col. Haji Mohammad
3rd Infantry Battalion – Musa Qala
5th Combat Service Support Battalion - FOB Deleram II, Nimruz
3rd Brigade RDL2 – Camp Sharabak, Lashkr Gah, Brig. Gen. Sherin Shah
AOR Central Helmand? Reflagged from 3/ 205th Corps early2010.
1st Infantry Battalion CM1 – Nad-Ali
2nd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Camp Shorabak, Lashkr Gah
3rd Infantry Battalion CM1 – Gereshk
4th Combat Support Battalion CM3 – Camp Shorabak (Fully trained: 102man Artillery bat, Eng co, Recce co)
5th Combat Service Support Battalion CM3
6th Infantry Battalion CM2– Gereshk
Garrison Support Unit CM1
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ANA Growth: 10/2009 to 10/2010

DoD 1230 November 2010
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ANA Growth 1/2010-12/2010

From January to October 2010, NTM-A/CSTC-A data show that the ANA met or exceeded
its recruitment target in all but 2 months, with recruitment averaging over 6,500 soldiers per month.
This was more than twice the average monthly recruitment figure of approximately 3,000 reported
for the preceding 10 months.
Overall, the total number of personnel recruited between January and October 2010 exceeded the total recruitmen
target for those months by over 6,000.

In addition, NTM-A/CSTC-A reports that retention of ANA personnel who have fulfilled their contracts has generally
continued to meet the monthly target of 60 to 70 percent. A typical ANA contract lasts for 3 years. At the end of a
contract, ANA personnel are given the opportunity to reenlist. According to NTM-A/CSTC-A officials, between
January and October 2010, the ANA met its overall retention target in 7 out of 10 months.

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 11
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ANA Growth: 3/2010 to 3/2011
Maintaining an appropriate
ethnic balance in the ANA
remains a priority for the
MoD, especially with
southern Pashtuns. The
MoD Southern Recruiting
Delegation returned from
the southern provinces (i.e.,
Daykundi, Farah, Helmand,
Kandahar, Nimruz,
Uruzgan, Zabul) in October
2010 and stationed
representatives from the
Recruiting Command and
Provincial Councils in each
southern province to
identify and recruit eligible
candidates. In March 2011,
201 southern Pashtuns
were recruited – a slight
decrease from the 211 that
were recruited in February,
and just over 80 percent of
the goal. NTM-A/CSTC-A
continues to monitor
southern Pashtun
recruitment data to
determine appropriate
goals, measure progress,
and assess the impact of
the initiative.

In October 2010, the ANA exceeded its goal of 134,000 personnel by 10,638 and is ahead of its goal to meet its 171,600 objective by the end of October 2011.
However, during the past 12 months, 70 percent of those eligible either re-enlisted at the end of their term of service or rejoined having previously left the ANA.
Although recruiting and retention are continuing at a strong pace, attrition is a concern. If the levels of attrition seen throughout the last five months continue,
there is a significant risk to projected ANA growth. Recent studies show that the core causes of attrition in the ANA are poor leadership and accountability,
separation from family, denial of leave or poor leave management, high operational tempo, and ineffective deterrence against AWOL.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 31.
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ANA Developments

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 62-61
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ANA Pay Reform 11/2009

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 13
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Cost Per Afghan Solider
Total cost for ANA
soldier with M16
Armor=$1,431
M16=$976
Clothing=$422
Equipment =$166
Total = $2,995

Body armor = $1,431
Kevlar Helmet
Interceptor Body Armor (IBA) and Small Arms
Protective Insert (SAPI) plates
Equipment = $166
Canteen Duffel bag Elbow pads
Entrenching tool
First aid kit
Knee pads
Poncho
Rucksack and frame
Sleeping bag
Sleeping mat
Other
Weapon = $976 M16 rifle
Clothing = $422
Berets
Cold weather gear
Field jacket and liner
Mechanic coveralls
Physical training clothing Belts Undergarments
Uniform
Wet weather set
Boots (steel toed, combat, and cold weather)
Other

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 8
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Cost Per Afghan Battalion

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 9
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Army Training Sites

NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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ANA Training Comparison: 2009-2010

Source: NTM-A
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ANA Literacy Training Program: 2009-2010

NTM-A 5 August 2010
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ANA Ethnicity

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 17
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ANA Monthly Attrition Rates

NTM-A/CSTC-A data indicate that, as of October 2010, the ANA consisted of 144,638
personnel. NTM-A/CSTC-A has also reported that the ANA lost over 4,000 personnel in
October 2010 due to attrition. Furthermore, NTM-A/CSTC-A data show that nearly 300
ANA personnel whose contracts ended in October 2010 decided not to reenlist. In sum,
approximately 4,300 personnel were dropped from the ANA payroll in October 2010
either because of attrition or nonreenlistment. NTM-A/CSTC-A reports that the ANA
recruited almost 8,000 new personnel in October 2010. However, the first 4,300 of
these new recruits did not count toward net growth of the force, since they were needed
to offset the loss of approximately 4,300 personnel due to attrition and nonreenlistment.
Consequently, out of the roughly 8,000 recruits from July 2010, 3,700—less than half—
counted toward net growth.

According to NTM-A/CSTC-A
officials, a high attrition rate is the
primary challenge the ANA faces in
meeting its present goal of growing
the force to 171,600 personnel by
October 2011. For instance, in the
12-month period from November
2009 to October 2010, the ANA lost
over 30,000 soldiers due to attrition.
This means that, in addition to the
recruits needed to grow the force,
the ANA also had to recruit 30,000
soldiers to fill these vacant slots.
NTM-A/CSTC-A plans have
accounted for the need to achieve
this additional recruiting, noting that
in order to grow from the July 2010
force size of just over 134,000 to
the 171,600 goal—an increase of
about 37,000— the ANA will need
to recruit and train over 86,000
personnel. Additionally,
absenteeism remains a challenge to
fielding an ANA force as planned.
Specifically, IJC data indicate that
the number of ANA present for duty
continues to fall below the number
of ANA assigned to units. In
September 2010, for example, IJC
reported that, across the ANA, only
69 percent of soldiers were present
for duty. In some units, such as the
215th Corps in southwestern
Afghanistan, the ratio of present for
duty was even lower. An analysis of
data provided by IJC indicates that,
from January to September 2010,
on average, over a quarter of the
ANA was absent during any given
month.

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 17
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ANA NCO Shortfalls

Despite some progress, the ANA is continuing to face shortfalls in non- commissioned officers (NCO)
needed to provide leadership to ANA units in the field. As of October 2010, about one-quarter of NCO
positions in ANA combat units were unfilled. This represents an improvement since our last report,24
when we found that, between November 2007 and February 2008, the proportion of unfilled NCO
positions ranged as high as 50 percent. In spite of this improvement, NTM-A/CSTC-A stated that it
considers the ongoing shortfall of NCOs to be a major challenge, noting that development of leaders is
essential to improving ANA capability.
GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 23
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ANA Major Equipment Shortfalls at End-2010

As of November 2010, the ANA had less than half of the authorized equipment amount on hand for 17 of 48 equipment items (35 percent). This is a
slight improvement since the GAO 2008 report, when it found that there were 21 of 55 equipment items (38 percent) for which army units had less
than half of the required amount on hand.29 Additionally, as of November 2010, the ANA had an average of about 72 percent of the authorized
amount on hand per equipment item, as compared with an average of about 60 percent on hand per equipment item at the time of our last report.
This improvement notwithstanding, shortages remain in weapons, vehicles, communications items, and protective equipment.
Although the ANA’s equipping levels have slightly improved, IJC documentation indicates that not all pieces of equipment that the ANA has on hand
are considered ready to be used in operations. According to IJC, while factors such as enemy action and normal wear and tear can lead to
equipment being deemed unserviceable, an additional factor is that the ANA continues to lack responsibility for its equipment. In addition, a senior
NTM-A/CSTC-A official stated that the ANA’s nascent logistics system gives it limited ability to maintain or repair the equipment it receives. Similarly,
IJC and SIGAR30 have both identified the ANA’s weak logistics system as a significant challenge to development of capable army units.
Consequently, although IJC and NTM-A/CSTC-A are working to institute programs to address these challenges, concerns exist about the extent to
which the ANA will properly maintain the equipment items it receives.
GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, pp. 29-30
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ANA Effectiveness – 11/2010

DoD 1230 November 2010
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Afghan Ratings of ANA Are High, but Not Rising:
2009 vs. 2010
Afghans rate most national institutions
favorably, and some of these ratings have
improved since last year. Eighty-three percent
report a favorable opinion of the central
government, up 9 points. Eight in 10 have a
favorable opinion of the ANA and 74 percent
report a favorable view of the district
government, both basically unchanged. While
fewer, 57 percent, have a favorable opinion of
the courts in Afghanistan, this is up by 10
points.
Overall, 76 percent say, the central
government has a strong presence in their
area, 73 percent say, the district government
has a strong presence, 67 percent say, the
ANA has a strong presence, and 54 percent
say, the courts have a strong presence in
their area. These compare with 80 percent
who say, the police have a strong local
presence. As noted, presence of the police is
one of the two strongest independent factors
in viewing the ANP favorable.
As with the ANP, favorable ratings of Afghan
institutions are lower in the South West than
in other regions. Only 71 percent in the South
West view the central government positively,
and 69 percent rate the ANA positively – 12
and 11 points lower than the national
averages. In addition, fewer than half rate the
district government or the courts positively,
down by 18 points and 10 points respectively,
from last year.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, p. 28.
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ANA Readiness Ratings

GAO, AFGHANISTAN SECURITY Afghan Army Growing, but Additional Trainers Needed; Long-term Costs Not Determined, GAO 11-66, January 2011, p. 17
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ANA Readiness Ratings 2/2011

From September 2010 through February 2011, the number of fielded ANA kandaks and kandak equivalents grew from 136 to 157, an increase of 15 percent
over the reporting period. The ANA also improved in quality. The number of kandak-equivalent formations rated as “Effective with Advisors,” the second
highest rating, grew from 32 to 52 during this period, and those rated as “Effective with Assistance” rose from 39 to 64, increases of 63 percent and 64 percent,
respectively. Through the end of this reporting period, 74 percent of ANA kandaks were rated as effective with assistance or better, up from 52 percent during
the previous reporting period. Moreover, from September 2010 to February 2011, the total number of kandaks, headquarters, and general support units rated as
“Effective with Advisors” rose from 42 to 61; and those rated as “Effective with Assistance” rose from 49 to 85. Currently, no units have been validated as
“Independent.”
During the major floods in Pakistan and eastern Afghanistan last summer, the AAF flew 400 missions and transported over 188 tons of supplies. During the
2010 parliamentary elections, it recorded 225 flight hours and transported over 67,000 kgs of supplies to remote locations. It also rescued survivors of the
Salang Pass avalanche, supported search and recovery operations following an airliner crash, and delivered generators and supplies to schools. In January, the
AAF flew the
first training sorties at Shindand Air Base in Herat Province, the new home for AAF training. The ANA took a lead role in security efforts in and around Kabul
during the January inauguration of Afghanistan’s new parliament. Despite being an obvious target for insurgent attack – and numerous schedule changes to
which the ANA had to react – the events proceeded without incident.
Key challenges still remain. Not all ANA units and leaders are sufficiently mature, experienced, or professional – qualities that take time and discipline to
develop. As well, the ANA’s ability to sustain itself and to improve its combat enablers requires focus and effort. There can be no doubt, however, that the force
is indeed growing in quality, quantity, and capacity. With continued persistence on the part of ISAF and its Afghan partners, the ANA will continue to progress.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 38.
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ANA Readiness Assessment 3/2011
During the first quarter of 2011, Commander IJC assessed that that the ANA overall continues to show steady improvement in the
field. ANA units are conducting more independent operations, are becoming increasingly proficient, and are gaining the trust of the
people. Recently, they have shown noticeable improvement in their AWOL and Present for Duty rates. Increases in the number of
personnel available for duty have positively impacted operational effectiveness. Units are beginning to implement their own
measures to limit AWOL soldiers, such as personnel tracking. Coalition and ANA forces control much more territory than they did a
year ago, and ANA units (and their ANP counterparts) have been a significant contributor to the combined team success.
Nonetheless, key challenges remain. ANA units are still too dependent on coalition forces for operations, and specifically logistical
support. The ANA lacks a sufficient number of personnel trained in the specialized skill sets of intelligence, maintenance, and
medical support. A lack of literacy is a particular limitation to personnel assigned to these specialized-skill areas. In some cases, a
lack of understanding by Afghan commanders of how best to utilize personnel trained in these specialized skills sets leads them to
divert them to infantry duties. ISAF continues to work with the Afghans to address these concerns by providing additional specialized
training and literacy education.
Operational effectiveness of individual ANSF units is assessed through the Commander’s Unit Assessment Tool (CUAT). The CUAT
collects both quantitative data and a qualitative assessment of a unit’s operations, personnel, leadership, maintenance, supply,
equipment readiness and accountability, and other aspects of its functioning. Each area receives a rating, known as a Rating
Definition Level (RDL), and the unit receives an overall rating for its operational effectiveness. The RDL range currently includes Not
Assessed, Established, Developing, Effective with Assistance, Effective with Advisors, and Independent.17 Units are evaluated by
their partners/mentors every six weeks. Typically, unpartnered units are not assessed; however, on occasion, a Regional Command
may choose to send an assessment team to an unpartnered ANSF unit to complete an assessment.
―Independent‖ denotes a unit that is capable of the full spectrum of its missions without assistance from Coalition Forces. ―Effective
with Advisors‖ means that the partnered coalition unit does not exceed a limited guidance role. Units that are ―Effective with
Assistance‖ are those that are capable of executing operations and providing regional security with varied partnered unit assistance.
A ―Developing‖ unit is one whose capability is dependent on partnered unit presence and assistance. Finally, an ―Established‖ unit is
one which is not capable of executing or sustaining operations even with partnered assistance.
Units are evaluated by their partners/mentors every six weeks. Typically, unpartnered units are not assessed; however, on occasion,
a Regional Command may choose to send an assessment team to an unpartnered ANSF unit to complete an assessment.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 37.
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Regional Support Commands & Partnering

NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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ANA Partnering 3/2011

In March 2011, 225 out of 268 (83 percent) priority ANP units across Afghanistan were partnered (Figure 14); and 173 out of 180 (96 percent) ANA units were
partnered (Figure 15). Moreover, ANSF and ISAF partnered units are also increasingly conducting operations together. From April 2010 to March 2011, the
number of major operations that were partnered rose from 54 percent to 95 percent across all the regional commands..
There are three descriptive terms used to describe the various types of partnering and mentorship. ―Embedded partnering‖ is the most intensive form of
partnering, where the ANA or ANP share the same battle space with their ISAF partners and live on the same installation. Embedded partnering results in a
unified, combined force with Afghans often in the lead; builds trusting relationships quickly based on shared risks and responsibilities; capitalizes on the
combined team’s strengths and offsets each other’s weaknesses; and allows the population to see coalition forces as supporting (not leading) ANSF. Embedded
partnering is arguably the most effective training approach; however, it requires a greater number of ISAF troops to support and is typically leveraged for Afghan
units that require additional training assistance. Ideally, as Afghan units become more capable, independent, and effective, the intensity of partnering
relationships is not as critical, and the same objectives can be achieved through regular partnering or mentoring.
―Partnering‖ describes a specific form of combined operations. Specifically, a ―partnered‖ unit describes an assigned relationship between an ISAF unit and an
ANSF unit where both share the same battle space but do not live together. The ISAF partner unit shares the goal of building capacity and capability of the ANSF
unit, but also works together with the ANSF to defeat the insurgency. The ISAF partner unit shares comprehensive operations guidance, strategy, information, and
intelligence with its ANSF counterpart. Partnership includes an active mentoring role and primary oversight responsibility. Proximity enables partnered units to
establish a deeper personal and working relationship that allows them to plan, train, and coordinate operations, and to support one another in accomplishing
assigned tasks.
―Mentoring‖ refers to an assigned relationship between an Afghan unit and an ISAF advisory team – typically called an Operational Mentoring and Liaison Team
(OMLT) for ANA units and a Police Operational Mentoring and Liaison Team (POMLT) for ANP units. The ISAF partner unit shares no operations guidance,
strategy, information or intelligence with its ANSF counterpart. Still, while not as focused as partnering or embedded partnering, the mentoring relationship is still
extremely valuable. It is normally applied for Afghan units that, while capable, still require advanced professional development and advice in the field, as well as
enabler support. Each POMLT and OMLT is normally deployed with an Afghan unit for a minimum of six months. POMLTs are typically composed of 15-20
personnel and OMLTs are typically composed of 11-28 personnel (depending on the type and function of the partnered ANA unit).
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, pp. 35-36.
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Shaping Transition
The Afghan Air Force: Progress
but Years of Help are Needed
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AAF Plans & Status as of 3/2011
In June 2010, President Karzai redesignated the Afghan National Army Air Corps as the Afghan Air Force (AAF). Although the name change does
not currently make the AAF independent from the ANA, the move affirms Afghan intent to eventually return the air force to its former independent
status.
The AAF’s long-term development strategy envisions an air force that can support the needs of the ANSF and the Afghan Government by 2016 –
capable of Presidential airlift, air mobility, rotary and fixed-wing close air support, casualty evacuation, and aerial reconnaissance. The AAF also
plans to be able to sustain its capacity through indigenous training institutions, including a complete education and training infrastructure. The air
fleet will consist of a mix of Russian and Western airframes. Afghan airmen will operate in accordance with NATO procedures, and will be able to
support the Afghan Government effectively by employing all of the instruments of COIN airpower. This plan is ambitious and belies a continuing
tension between aspirations and affordability.
In January 2011, the AAF had 56 of its planned fleet of 146 aircraft, including 35 Mi-17 helicopters, nine Mi-35 attack helicopters, nine C-27
airlifters, and three An-32 airlifters. The AAF fleet reflects the Afghan Government’s COIN airpower priorities. The Mi-17 is an effective rotary-wing
airframe due to its durable structure and lift capacity at high altitude. The Mi-35 provides an indigenous, albeit limited, close air support capability
for the ANSF. The C- 27 is the AAF’s first modern, all-weather-capable aircraft.

In conjunction with the AAF, NTM-A/CSTC-A has planned and requested funding for a comprehensive aircraft acquisition and modernization plan.
By 2016, the Mi-17 fleet will grow to 56. Discussions are under way to extend the service life of the Mi-35, which will allow this airframe to remain
in the AAF inventory through 2016. Finally, key acquisitions include:
• Replacement of the AAF’s Antonov An-32 by the 20 C-27A aircraft, a turboprop, fixed wing airlifter. Nine C-27A’s are currently on-hand,
and 11 will be delivered by 2012.
• Procurement of six initial flight training rotary wing aircraft with expected delivery by October 2011.
• Procurement of up to 32 ―Cessna-like‖ fixed-wing aircraft for initial flight and basic fixed-wing screening with expected delivery beginning
in October 2011 and completion by FY2013.
• Potential procurement of up to 20 aircraft for fixed-wing close air support.
Assembling an experienced, professional AAF, including an instructor cadre that can provide pilot and technical training, is the focus of NTMA/CSTC-A’s ―Airmen Build‖ line of operation. By the end of March 2011, AAF manning should reach 4,728 Airmen – an increase of 630 airmen
over the December 2010 strength. The Afghans and NTM-A/CSTC-A continue to research opportunities to bolster both the AAF NCO and Officer
Corps in an effort to develop the force in both quantity and quality as it grows to the proposed 2011 end strength of 8,017 personnel (March 2012).
Attrition stands near 1.4 percent per month, which is an acceptable level to maintain professional and technical skills. Factors limiting growth
include education levels, English language requirements, and pilot training – factors that also limit the AAF’s ability to produce personnel who are
able to perform the technically advanced specialties required for aircraft maintenance and airfield support.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 37.
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Afghan Air Force Progress

NTM-A 5 August 2010
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Air Strength & Training and Operations Sites

NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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Shaping Transition
The Need for Further
Improvement at the MoI Level
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MoI Capability Milestone Level: 3/2011

Overall, the Ministry of Interior (MoI) is assessed as requiring significant coalition assistance to accomplish its mission, resulting in a rating of CM-3; the MoI
achieved this status in 2009. During the reporting period, the majority of departments remained static in CM ratings, while some improved and some regressed.
With the retirement of the Parliamentary Affairs Department, and the addition of the Afghan Local Police (ALP) and Afghan Public Protection Force (APPF)
departments, there are now 26 ministerial development plans. The March 2011 Ministerial Development Review Board rated 14 departments as CM-3, six as CM2B, three as CM-2A (Public Affairs, Policy Development, and Operations Planning), and one as CM-4 (Facilities).. The ALP and APPF remain
unassessed. Finally, the Review Board approved the addition of a Civil Service Ministry Development Plan.

Since his appointment in June 2010, Minister of Interior Bismillah Kahn Mohammadi has taken proactive measures to attack corruption, introduce efficiencies,
improve security, increase accountability and transparency, eliminate waste, and decentralize and delegate authority to trustworthy leaders. He championed both
the Inherent Law for Officers and NCOs and the ANSF Retirement Act, which were published as law in March 2011. Introduction of retirement regulations and
their enforcement led to the retirement of 57 general officers, and replacement of over 30 top ministerial and provincial leaders including three of four deputy
ministers and the chief of staff. He has also introduced and promoted core values, a system of discipline and rewards, mandatory basic education, and a robust
literacy program. All of these efforts have had a significant positive impact on the professional development and progress of the MoI.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 16.
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Afghan Police By Branch: 4/2011
AFGHANISTAN NATIONAL CIVIL ORDER POLICE
The Afghan National Civil Order Police (ANCOP) continues to be the premiere police force in Afghanistan and has improved
substantively since the last reporting cycle. ANCOP is meeting its growth objectives through increased recruiting, reduced attrition,
and a predictable
deployment schedule. The March 2011 total strength for ANCOP exceeds 9,348 personnel, including students in training. Officer
and NCO development increased with attendance at commander and staff courses, logistics and specialty training, and literacy
training at all levels. Increased unit leadership capabilities, a dedicated training cycle prior to deployments, and command
emphasis on quality of life improvements are largely responsible for ANCOP progress.
AFGHAN BORDER POLICE
As of March 2011, the ABP end strength was 19,865. ABP is on track to meet all growth objectives for officers and ABP
patrolman, but remains short of non-commissioned officer objectives (3.3K of 4K assigned). NTM-A/CSTC-A is considering
options to reallocate training space to close this gap. ABP attrition has consistently remained below 2.5 percent per month over
the last 12 months, and was at a 12-month low of 1.5 percent in March 2011.
High attrition continues to challenge the Afghan Border Police and Afghan National Civil Order Police, which experienced attrition
rates of 1.5 percent and 2.9 percent respectively in March 2011. It is noteworthy that the ANCOP rate decreased modestly from a
high of 6.5 percent in February 2010. The MoI is taking measures to implement policies to address the contributing
AFGHAN UNIFORM POLICE
As of March 2011, the Afghan Uniform Police (AUP) end strength is 66,927. AUP is on track to meet all growth objectives for
officers and AUP patrolman, and is capable of achieving 98 percent of its 2011 NCO objectives under current training fill rates.
NTM-A/CSTC-A and MOI
continue to push the recruiting base to ensure all available training seats are used. AUP attrition remains the lowest of all police
pillars at 0.7 percent in March 2011. It has averaged 1.1 percent attrition since October 2009, which is below the attrition objective
of 1.4 percent.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 31.
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ANP Missions & Status in 2/2011
Police ANP Mission: The Afghan National Police is primarily responsible
for maintaining civil order and law enforcement. The police will work with
the people to actively combat crime and disorder (including terrorism and
illegal armed activity); prevent the cultivation, production and smuggling
of narcotics; and fight corruption. The police will ensure the sovereignty
of the State and protect its borders. (Afghan National Police Strategy,
dated December, 2010)

• Strength: 118.8K (as of 08 FEB 2011); Approved Growth 134K by NOV
11
• Growth of ~ 24K since NOV 09
• Structure: (4) Main Pillars, (2) Sub Pillars
• 59 Concurrent Courses at 37 Separate Training Sites (see map)
~ 8.5K Police in Training per day on average
~ 4.1K Police complete training per month on average
~ $4.5B Planned Infrastructure Development for > 700 Units
• •Fielded since Nov „09: 17,728 Weapons; 6,790 Vehicles; 76,208
Communications Assets
NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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Pillars of ANP Development
Main Pillars:
• Afghan Uniform (Civilian) Police (AUP)–(~ 62K as of 14 FEB 2011):(7)
ANP Regional Zones, (34) Provinces, Traffic Police, and Fire and Rescue
Department
• Afghan National Civil Order Police (Gendarmerie) (ANCOP)–(~ 7.9K as
of 14 FEB 2011): COIN with military support; nationally deployable; (4)
Brigades; (21) Battalions (Kandaks)
• Afghan Border Police (ABP)–(~ 19K as of 14 FEB 2011): Border Security
Zone (up to 50Km into Afghanistan); Border Posts; Customs Operations
• Afghan Anti-Crime Police (AACP)–(~6K as of 18 FEB 2011): Investigative
and Police Intelligence capacities
Sub Pillars:
• Afghan Public Protection Force–protect key infrastructure, facilities,
construction projects and personnel; assumes responsibilities from Private
Security Companies (PSC) across Afghanistan
• Afghan Local Police–secure local communities; temporary capability; no
arrest or investigative authority; cannot use in offensive operations;
―neighborhood watch with guns‖
NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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Funding the ANP: International Contributions to LOFTA
Since 2002, the international community has contributed about $1.5 billion to the Law and Order Trust Fund for Afghanistan
(LOTFA), which is administered by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), to fund recurrent ANP costs —
primarily salaries, allowances, and benefits. The following chart shows funding through September 30, 2010:

Source: SIGAR, Despite Improvements in MoI’s Personnel Systems, Additional Actions Are Needed to Completely Verify ANP Payroll Costs and
Workforce Strength, May 25, 2011, p. 3.
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ANP Disbursements Through September 30, 2010

Source: SIGAR, Despite Improvements in MoI’s Personnel Systems, Additional Actions Are Needed to Completely Verify ANP Payroll Costs and
Workforce Strength, May 25, 2011, p. 5.
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ANP Growth: 10/2008 to 11/2010
ANCOP remains a top priority. Current attrition rates are the
principal challenge for ANCOP growth. Attrition declined from
11.7 percent in December 2009 to 1.7 percent in August 2010
but still hovers above the target goal of 1.4 percent. The
attrition challenge is compounded by poor recruiting, which
has fallen short of expectations.

DoD 1230 November 2010
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ANP Growth: 3/2010 to 3/2011

In late October 2010, NTM-A/CSTC-A discovered a procedural discrepancy in the personnel accounting process for ANP resulting in some doublecounting. As a result, the end-strength numbers for August-October 2010 were restated. NTM-A/CSTC-A subsequently sponsored an assessment team
that validated current accounting processes and corrective actions. They validated both the ANP end-strength and the accuracy of the November and
December 2010 strengths. As of March 31, 2011, the ANP reached an end-strength of 125,589, exceeding by3,589 the expected March position of
122,000.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 31.
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SIGAR Finds Critical Uncertainties as to Real ANP Strength: 4/2011
The MoI is automating its human resource records and developing personnel management systems to improve ANP
accountability. However, the MoI cannot determine the actual number of personnel that work for ANP because it has been
unable to reconcile personnel records or verify data in four different personnel systems and databases.
As of September 30, 2010, the number of ANP records in the different systems, databases, and processes ranged from
111,774 to 125,218.
The MoI’s systems and databases contain basic ANP personnel, biometric, identification card, and registration information.
However, these systems and databases are decentralized and the records and data in them are incomplete, unverified, and
unreconciled.
Since 2002, UNDP has disbursed almost $1.26 billion from LOTFA to fund ANP salaries and other costs. Although the MoI
continues to make progress automating the payroll and payment processes, the MoI’s payroll system currently provides little
assurance that only those ANP personnel who work are paid and that LOTFA funds are only used to reimburse eligible ANP
payroll and other costs. As of September 2010, about 21 percent of ANP were still paid by cash and neither MoI nor UNDP
have verified payroll data and cannot confirm that only ANP who work have been paid.
UNDP, as the LOTFA administrator, has overall responsibility for oversight and monitoring of LOTFA funds and the
reimbursement of eligible ANP costs. However, UNDP cannot confirm that LOTFA funds reimbursed only eligible ANP costs
and its reports do not provide sufficient evidence that all audit findings are resolved; thus, additional procedures are needed
to improve the oversight and monitoring of ANP payroll costs and LOTFA funds. Until these issues have been addressed,
there is limited assurance that only ANP personnel who worked received pay and that LOTFA funds were used to reimburse
only eligible ANP costs.
The MoI is developing personnel and payroll systems to support the ANP. Current efforts to account for, automate, and
centralize all personnel and payroll data and records will further aid the sustainment of ANP. However, the MoI will continue
to face challenges gathering personnel and payroll data, centralizing the data within a system, and integrating into other
systems until long-standing issues with security, infrastructure, and coordination are addressed.

Source: SIGAR, Despite Improvements in MoI’s Personnel Systems, Additional Actions Are Needed to Completely Verify ANP Payroll Costs and
Workforce Strength, May 25, 2011, p. ii
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projects are successfully completed with reconciliations and verifications, the MoI cannot ensure that
reports on ANP staffing levels are accurate and that personnel and human resource data are complet
and reliable. Both NTM-A/CSTC-A and UNDP have cited issues with data collection, data accuracy, and
Counting the Police: As of September 30, 2010
database compatibility as reasons why the data have not been reconciled.
Table 1: Number of ANP Human Resource/Personnel Records as of September 2010
Source of ANP Human Resource/Personnel Data

No. of ANP
Records

Manual MoI human resource records

111,774

Personnel identification card/registration database

125,218

PERSTAT report - Assigned

a

Afghanistan Automated Biometric Identification System (AABIS)

120,504
113,225

Source: MoI Human Resources and Biometric Center.
Note: a Does not include more than 8,100 non-tashkil ANP that are reported by MoI Human Resources.

As of September 2010, the MoI identification card/registration database reported 125,218 ANP
personnel registered. However, the database also reported that there are still 33,595 ANP without
identification cards (about 27 percent of ANP) as of October 2010. Additionally, in preparation for th
conversion to the Afghanistan Human Resources Information Management System (AHRIMS), the Mo
through a U.S. contract, is transferring its manual human resource and personnel records for each
individual in the ANP into the automated HRIS database, which is already populated with data from th
MoI identification card/registration database. MoI Human Resources staff is manually scanning
thousands of records, and as of September 2010, 19 percent of registered ANP personnel, including
about 50 percent of officers and sergeants, had been transferred to the HRIS system. Table 2 reflects
number of ANP records in the identification card/registration database and the sta us of efforts to
create electronic personnel/human resource records for all ANP personnel in HRIS as of September
2010.
Source: SIGAR, Despite Improvements in MoI’s Personnel Systems, Additional Actions Are Needed to Completely Verify ANP Payroll Costs and
Workforce Strength, May 25, 2011, p. 5.
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ANP Effectiveness 10/2010

DoD 1230 November 2010
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ANP Partnering 3/2011

In March 2011, 225 out of 268 (83 percent) priority ANP units across Afghanistan were partnered.
There are three descriptive terms used to describe the various types of partnering and mentorship. ―Embedded partnering‖ is the most intensive form of
partnering, where the ANA or ANP share the same battle space with their ISAF partners and live on the same installation. Embedded partnering results in a
unified, combined force with Afghans often in the lead; builds trusting relationships quickly based on shared risks and responsibilities; capitalizes on the
combined team’s strengths and offsets each other’s weaknesses; and allows the population to see coalition forces as supporting (not leading) ANSF. Embedded
partnering is arguably the most effective training approach; however, it requires a greater number of ISAF troops to support and is typically leveraged for Afghan
units that require additional training assistance. Ideally, as Afghan units become more capable, independent, and effective, the intensity of partnering
relationships is not as critical, and the same objectives can be achieved through regular partnering or mentoring.
―Partnering‖ describes a specific form of combined operations. Specifically, a ―partnered‖ unit describes an assigned relationship between an ISAF unit and an
ANSF unit where both share the same battle space but do not live together. The ISAF partner unit shares the goal of building capacity and capability of the ANSF
unit, but also works together with the ANSF to defeat the insurgency. The ISAF partner unit shares comprehensive operations guidance, strategy, information, and
intelligence with its ANSF counterpart. Partnership includes an active mentoring role and primary oversight responsibility. Proximity enables partnered units to
establish a deeper personal and working relationship that allows them to plan, train, and coordinate operations, and to support one another in accomplishing
assigned tasks.
―Mentoring‖ refers to an assigned relationship between an Afghan unit and an ISAF advisory team – typically called an Operational Mentoring and Liaison Team
(OMLT) for ANA units and a Police Operational Mentoring and Liaison Team (POMLT) for ANP units. The ISAF partner unit shares no operations guidance,
strategy, information or intelligence with its ANSF counterpart. Still, while not as focused as partnering or embedded partnering, the mentoring relationship is still
extremely valuable. It is normally applied for Afghan units that, while capable, still require advanced professional development and advice in the field, as well as
enabler support. Each POMLT and OMLT is normally deployed with an Afghan unit for a minimum of six months. POMLTs are typically composed of 15-20
personnel and OMLTs are typically composed of 11-28 personnel (depending on the type and function of the partnered ANA unit).
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, pp. 35-36.
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ANP Readiness Ratings 2/2011

The ANP consists of the Afghan Uniformed Police (AUP), the Afghan National Civil Order Police (ANCOP), and the Afghan Border
Police (ABP). Generally, the AUP train and perform traditional community policing functions. In contrast, ANCOP undergo more
intense training, are better armed, are deployable around the country, and have a paramilitary capability that makes them uniquely
well-suited for COIN operations. Finally, ABP perform border control and customs functions.
The number of assessed AUP units has increased. Of the priority AUP field units assessed (those that are not headquarters), 52 of
152 were rated as ―Effective with Advisors‖; and 65 were rated as ―Effective with Assistance‖ (Figure 17). During the most recent
CUAT cycle, there was only one unassessed partnered unit because it was new. The overall trend in effectiveness for ANCOP
kandaks is improving with fewer unassessed units and more units rated ―Effective with Advisors.‖ The number of units with this rating
has increased from three to ten since September 2010 (Figure 17). Moreover, this year over 20 additional ANCOP units will thicken
as personnel now in the training pipeline join their assigned units.
The trends are also positive within the ABP, with more units reporting via the CUAT. Eight out of 34 ABP kandaks are currently rated
as ―Effective with Advisors‖; and 14 are rated as ―Effective with Assistance.‖ There are currently four unassessed ABP units from RCSouth. Partners should join these units in summer 2011.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces,
Section 1203 Report, April 2011, pp. 40-41.
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Police Training Centers

NTM-A 5 February 26, 2011
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ANP Training Comparison: 2009-2010

NTM-A 5 August 2010
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ANP Developments

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, p. 62-64
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ANP Progress by Area

NTM-A 5 August 2010
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Afghan Village Stability Operations and
Afghan Local Police (3/21/2011)
Local security programs supporting the Afghan Government have been successful in protecting remote area populations, preventing their
exploitation by the insurgency, and expanding government influence. These programs integrate bottom-up village and district defense systems, and
serve as a complement to top-down, national-level ANSF development. U.S. Special Operations Forces launched the VSO initiative in early 2010,
and in September 2010, the Ministry of Interior assumed control of the ALP initiative. The two programs are complementary, and the insurgency
increasingly views them as a significant threat to their ability to influence the population.
VILLAGE STABILITY OPERATIONS
The VSO initiative is a bottom-up Afghan Ministry of Interior program that facilitates local security and development at the village level, connecting
the local population to district governance. VSO is grounded in the tradition of rural Afghan villages providing for their own security, and focuses on
Afghan communities with the will but not the means to resist the insurgency through grass-roots initiatives, especially in areas that have limited
ANSF and ISAF presence.

The VSO model uses Afghan and ISAF personnel living in the community full-time to help improve security, governance, and development in more
remote areas of Afghanistan. The VSO initiative follows a four-phase process: shape, hold, build, and transition. The shape phase begins with an
assessment of the village and surrounding area and ends with the establishment of a U.S. special operations force VSO site within the village. This
phase is characterized by the building of rapport, trust, and relationships. During the hold phase, VSO personnel focus on protecting the population
and laying the foundation for follow-on development and governance efforts.
The build phase links villages to district and provincial governments through institutional arrangements, such as district and provincial shuras and
carefully-designed and managed development projects using CERP funds and other resources. Finally, the transition phase expands the influence
of village stability to other areas throughout the district, while transitioning responsibility for security, development, and governance to the Afghan
Government.
AFGHAN LOCAL POLICE
President Karzai established the Afghan Local Police (ALP) program under the Afghan Ministry of Interior in August 2010. The program incorporated
previous village-level defensive programs, e.g., the Community Defense and Local Defense Initiatives. The ALP program is a village-focused
program that enhances COIN efforts by enabling rural areas with limited or no ANSF presence to provide for their own local security.

The ALP program is a complement to the VSO program. Although not all VSO sites have ALP programs, all current ALP sites are part of an existing
VSO. The U.S. Government supports the .ALP through ASFF funding to the Ministry of Interior and through training and technical assistance. The
program is overseen by the Afghan Government and jointly executed by U.S. and Afghan Special Forces.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April
2011, pp. 61-. 62
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Afghan Local Police Sites (3/21/2011)

District ALP sites fall under the auspices of the Ministry of Interior and thus are under the authority of the given district’s chief of police, who oversees both the ALP site
training and validation process in addition to the formal ALP member screening process. ALP members are nominated by a representative local shura, are vetted by
the Afghan intelligence service, and are trained by and partnered with designated U.S. forces. Currently, the Afghan Government has a tashkil authority for 10,000
personnel for the ALP. As of March 31, 2011, there are 34 validated/operational districts, 29 districts pending validation, and 14 pending MoI approval for ALP
elements.
Continued expansion and success of the ALP program faces several challenges. The Taliban and other insurgent groups have attempted to counter ALP growth and
success with a campaign that includes targeted assassinations, night letters, intimidation, and kidnappings. There are also
several areas where intra-tribal and inter-tribal tensions have prevented expansion of the ALP.
Even so, the impact of ALP on promoting local security and eroding insurgent influence is significant. Recognizing this, COMISAF, in December 2010, placed a
conventional U.S. Army infantry battalion, 1-16 Infantry, under the operational control of Combined Forces Special
Operations Command Center – Afghanistan to expand the ALP program rapidly. The increase of the ALP authorization from 10,000 to 30,000 is an integral part of the
COIN campaign, complements the gains made by conventional ISAF and ANSF forces and will help facilitate irreversible transition.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April
2011, p. 62, p. 62
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Afghan Local Police:
Expanding beyond official Districts?

Officially Approved ALP Districts
in Northeast as of Jan 2011

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.1 2011
http://www.afgnso.org/2011/ANSO%20Q1%202011.pdf

Reported Actual Presence of
Irregular Armed Forces in
Northeast as of Jan 2011
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ANP vs. Functioning Justice System: Detention Issues

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 83
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Overcrowding of Prison Facilities

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 82-84
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Afghan Views of ANP: 2009 vs. 2010

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, pp. 13-13
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Afghan Views of Police Activity: 2009 vs. 2010
Afghans divide in perceptions of primary police functions in their community – 32
percent say, the ANP is chiefly performing law-enforcement and crime fighting
duties, 30 percent primarily see the ANP performing counter-insurgency duties
and 31 percent say, the force is doing both equally. This has shifted since last
year, when more (38 percent) said that
police were engaged in law enforcement duties than in counter-insurgency
obligations (24 percent). There is a perception that police increasingly have
competing responsibilities related to counter insurgency, which conflicts with
traditional law and order activities.
Counter insurgency responsibilities are higher in the South, where the fighting is
centered. In the South West, for example, 59 percent say that the ANP primarily
is working as a counter insurgency force, a jump of 15 points since last year.
Only 22 percent in the South West say that the police are focused mainly on lawenforcement and crime fighting duties.

In a separate question asking to what extent the police are engaged in fighting
insurgents, more than three-quarters of Afghans (76 percent) report that the
ANP in their area are involved in fighting insurgents ―a great deal‖ or ―somewhat‖
(unchanged since last year). But a majority (55 percent) thinks that they should
be spending even more time fighting insurgents. Only 10 percent think they
should do this activity less.
Seven in 10 report that the ANP in their area are involved in investigating routine
non- violent and violent crime; only 15 percent think that the police should spend
less time investigating these routine crimes, with the rest about evenly split on
whether they should spend more time or are spending the right amount.
Sixty-five percent also report that the ANP in their area are involved in fighting
organized crime, the same as a year ago. Roughly 6 in 10 report that the police
are involved in preventing inter-ethnic and inter-tribal violence (up 4 points since
last year); fighting the narcotics trade (unchanged); eradicating poppy (down 4
points); and fighting corruption (up 5 points). For each of these activities, more
than 4 in 10 say that the police should be spending more time on them, and
fewer than 20 percent think that they should be spending less time.
Finally, 58 percent report that the ANP in their area are involved with preventing
violence against women in their area. Thirty-six percent of Afghans think that the
police should spend more time on this activity; 20 percent say less time.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, pp. 22-23.
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Afghan Views of Police Quality: 2009 vs. 2010
Most Afghans, 82 percent, think that the police in their area
understand the law, albeit with room for improvement; just
30 percent think that they understand it ―very‖ well. Still,
only 4 percent say that the police don’t understand the law
well at all. It’s crucial: As reported, a sense that the police
understand the law is the strongest single predictor of
views of the ANP as effective.
Three-quarters also think that the police in their area
understand what their duties are, 70 percent think that their
local police are well-trained, 65 percent think that they are
well- equipped, and 63 percent think that they are able to
perform their duties without assistance from international
forces.

In a separate question about police capability, 9 out of 10 Afghans see
ANP officers in their area as capable of coping with small crime (44
percent ―very‖ capable), stable since last year. Fewer but still two-thirds
think that officers in their area are capable of coping with big, organized
crime, also unchanged since last year – but only 21 percent say that
their local police are ―very‖ capable of dealing with this sort of crime,
down 5 points. Sixty-two percent think that their local police are capable
of coping with the insurgency, up 5 points since last year; but just 22
percent see the police as ―very‖ capable in this area.

However, less than a third say that the police are ―very‖
well-trained, ―very‖ well-equipped, or ―very‖ well-prepared to
take over duties from international forces, showing that
further improvements are needed.

In terms of salaries, a majority (63 percent) of Afghans
think that the police should be paid more than the teachers,
which is similar to a question asked last year in which 66
percent also said that the police should be paid more.
Furthermore, more Afghans think that the police should be
paid more than the doctors, ANA members and other
government workers than those who think that they should
be paid less (doctors by 44-34 percent; ANA by 36-27
percent; government workers by 44-25). The issue of
payment too, is important – three-quarters of Afghans think
that if the police in their area were better paid by the
government, there would be less corruption within the
ranks.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, p. 13-149.
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Afghan Trust in ANP : 2009 vs. 2010

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, pp. 19-21
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ANP Corruption Remains Critical, But Must Be Kept in Context
A majority of Afghans – 65 percent – define payment in
exchange for favorable treatment as corruption. But nearly
3 in 10 think that whether this constitutes corruption
depends on the situation, and 6 percent see it as
acceptable behavior. This ambiguity may complicate efforts
to attack the problem.
Regardless of its acceptability to some Afghans in some
circumstances, perceptions of corruption are widespread.
Eighty-five percent think, there is corruption among
government employees in Afghanistan. Fewer see
corruption in the ANP – but still 60 percent report corruption
(―a lot of‖ 22 percent, or ―some‖ 38 percent) among the
police. Substantially fewer think there is corruption among
ANA members, 42 percent; or among teachers in
Afghanistan, 40 percent.

Afghans have the lowest confidence in their local police’s ability to deal with
corruption. Fifty-five percent rate them as either ―somewhat‖ or ―very‖ capable of
dealing with this issue. Far fewer call their police ―very‖ capable in this domain
compared to last year, just 17 percent, and down 7 points since last year.
In a separate question that asked respondents to choose whether the ANP are
mainly honest or corrupt, more than three-quarters of Afghans said that the ANP
were ―entirely‖ or ―mostly‖ honest; however just 21 percent took the top rating,
―entirely honest.‖ (Far fewer, 3 percent, said, they were ―entirely corrupt.‖) Combined
with the previous result, this suggests that Afghans see corruption within the force as
significant, but perhaps more limited to a circumscribed set of bad actors, rather than
endemic.

Despite the many positive indicators, many Afghans see
substantial room for improvement by the police. In terms of
direct corruption, 16 percent say, they or someone in their
family have been asked by a police officer for money or a
gift to avoid an arrest or fine; 12 percent say, they have
been asked for money or a gift in order to receive police
protection for their business or home; and 13 percent say,
they have been asked for a bribe for some other reason.
Twenty-six percent say, they or someone in their family
have experienced at least one of these. In the South West,
reports of bribes rise dramatically, with at least 40 percent
reporting that they have been asked for each of the types of
bribes measured.

In the most positive note on this issue, only 8 percent of Afghans say, the ANP have
become more corrupt in the last year, while more than three times as many say, they
have become more honest. The rest see no change.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, p. 14-17.
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ANP are Limited by a Failed Justice System and Lack
of Rule of Law
Notably, Afghans by more than a 20-point margin think that
corruption in their area is more an issue among the courts that
enforce justice (57 percent) than it is among the police force
(36 percent). Also, by 55-39 percent, more say, the police are
doing their jobs and it is the fault of the courts that more
criminals are not brought to justice, than vice versa. Given the
shared role of the police and the courts in the criminal justice
system, these results suggest that efforts to strengthen the
rule of law sector would be well-served by a complimentary
focus on the court system, together with the performance of
the ANP.
Regional differences come into play, particularly in the South
West. There, respondents divide evenly on whether they think
corruption is a bigger problem among the ANP in their area
(49 percent) or the courts (50 percent). Moreover, the South
West is the only region where people are more apt to believe
that the courts are doing their job and it is the fault of the
police that more criminals are not brought to justice (59
percent) than the reverse (41 percent).
…Overall, 76 percent say, the central government has a
strong presence in their area, 73 percent say, the district
government has a strong presence, 67 percent say, the ANA
has a strong presence, and 54 percent say, the courts have a
strong presence in their area. These compare with 80 percent
who say, the police have a strong local presence. As noted,
presence of the police is one of the two strongest independent
factors in viewing the ANP favorable.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, pp. 16, 28.
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Potential Advantage of Local Police/Militia: 2009-2010
Access to police and to other public facilities in Afghanistan is
up across the board, a reflection of the reconstruction efforts
being brought to bear.
Just more than half of Afghans (52 percent) now are within a
half-hour of a police station, a jump of 11 points since last
year. And while last year 28 percent of Afghans lived more
than an hour from a police station, that number has now
dropped to just 18 percent. Proximity to police independently
predicts favorability ratings of the ANP, but not its
effectiveness or confidence scores.
…Fewer than one in five Afghans say, local watch groups
supported by the police have been established in their area,
but where they have been created these groups had shown
success: Among those who have such a group locally, 61
percent say, it has improved security. Far fewer, 28 percent,
say that it has had no impact, or say that it has made security
worse (9 percent).
More broadly, in the country as a whole, 51 percent think that
police-supported local watch groups would help improve
security in their area. While this is unchanged since last year,
there are regional differences. The perception that watch
groups are helpful for security has dropped in the South West,
West and North, by 10, 11 and 7 points, respectively. This has
been offset, however, by a 20-point jump in the
Central/Hazarjat region.
Also, only 8 percent now think that these groups would make
security worse, a drop of 10 points, and one that has occurred
in almost every region. And in another positive note, among
those who think watch groups could improve security, 80
percent say, they would be willing to become a member of this
type of group, unchanged since last year.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, pp. 25-26
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Shaping Transition
Uncertain Popular Perceptions of
Progress to Date
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ICoS Polling is Far Less So - I

ICoS, Afghanistan Transition, Missing Variables, November 2010, pp. 35-36
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ICoS Polling is Far Less So - II

ICoS, Afghanistan Transition, Missing Variables, November 2010, pp. 40-416
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If security gets better, 59 percent say foreign forces should leave more quickly. If it gets worse,
54 percent say they should stay longer. But notably, 41 percent say the forces should leave
sooner even if security deteriorates.

ABC Polling Shows that ANSF Development is
Perceived
asandthe
One Positive
Trend
in US and
SOME GAINS
– Some views of the U.S.
NATO performance
are less negative. In the
best
rating, 53 percent say Western forces are doing better at training the Afghan Army and police.
However far fewer see improvement at other key tasks –ISAF
providing security
(36 percent better,
Action
but 32 percent worse), providing reconstruction and development assistance (32 percent better,
but 30 percent worse) and supporting local authorities (28 -28 percent better/worse).

Some views of the U.S. and NATO
performance are less negative. In the
best rating, 53 percent say Western
forces are doing better at training the
Afghan Army and police. However far
fewer see improvement at other key
tasks – providing security (36 percent
better, but 32 percent worse), providing
reconstruction and development
assistance (32 percent better, but 30
percent worse) and supporting local
authorities (28-28 percent better/worse).
In another question, majorities think
foreign forces are making at least some
progress toward goals such as training
Afghan forces to take over security
(where a broad 84 percent see progress),
strengthening Afghanistan’s government
(69 percent) and preventing al Qaeda
from re-establishing itself in Afghanistan
(66 percent). Afghans rate US/NATO
troops as the least successful in reducing
corruption – but still a slight majority sees
progress here.
In each of these, though, far fewer – no
more than three in 10 – see ―a great deal‖
of progress. For example, just 19 and 20
percent, respectively, see a great deal of
progress in preventing a Taliban takeover
or an al Qaeda resurgence – the chief
aim of ISAF efforts.

!
!
In another question, majorities think foreign forces are making at least some progress toward
goals such as training Afghan forces to take over security ( where a broad 84 percent see
progress), strengthening Afghanistan’s government (69 percent) and preventing al Qaeda from
ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD/WASHINGTON
POST
POLL, AFGHANISTAN:
STAND, Monday, Dec. 6, 2010
re-establishing
itself in Afghanistan (66 percent)
. Afghans
rate US/NATO WHERE
troops asTHINGS
the least
successful in reducing corruption – but still a slight majority sees progress here.
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Shaping Transition
Looking Towards the
Future of the ANSF
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Setting a Realistic Campaign Timeline:
Success Requires a Sustained
Effort Long Beyond 2011 or 2014
• Proof that new
strategy and tactics
work is possible by
mid-2011
• Major transition
to ANSF should
not begin until
force is ready -probably late 2012
at earliest.
• Slow phase down
of US troops must
be conditions
based.
• Foreign aid and
continued funding
of most ANSF
costs probably
needed well
beyond 2015.

ISAF, May 2010
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Introduction
The narratives and metrics in Part Six reflect significant tactical progress in Helmand and Kandahar – supported in detail by the
metrics on the expansion of Afghan forces shown in Part Four and by some of the polling data in this brief. They also show that the
US and ISAf are working with GIRoA to create a workable definition of transition and a state after 2014 that could define a
meaningful form of victory.

Current Tactical Gains, but of Uncertain Strategic Value
At the same time, they also show why senior commander have described this progress as “fragile and reversible:” Limited tactical
progress can set an important precedent, but it is important to realize that it may not be possible to achieve on a national scale and
may have strategic or grand strategic value. Classified reporting may provide more depth in many areas, but the data now available
from official sources have the following limits::
• The progress shown is virtually all at the tactical level, and the unclassified narratives, maps and metrics provided to date are
limited and have little detail.
• The has been little or no recent reporting – and maps and graphics -- on the trends in specific areas in Helmand, Kandhar, RC East
or other areas. This reporting largely stopped in the the fall of 2010.
• There are no data to show the degree to which ISAF forces actually have fully cleared or hold given areas, and ANSF and GIROA
forces are transitioning to take their place.

• There are no indications as to whether ISAF and the ANSF can scale up the tactical successes they have won to date within
probable time lines, and succeed in either creating “clear, hold, build, and transition” in the full range of critical districts, or
transition such victory into lasting GIRoA and ANSF ability to secure such gains.
• The data on the fighting focus on patterns of violence, and no overall influence and control. They do not address the fact that the
Taliban and other insurgents are fighting a war of political attrition and have to outlast ISAF rather than win in the field.
• There seem to be very real gains in attacked insurgent networks, but there is no picture of their scale and no serious unclassified
narrative describing the impact of such gains either in the short-term or strategic level.
• There seems to be some success in reconciliation but no effort is made to address the scale of that success in persuading Taliban
and other insurgents in adopting new tactics, shifting areas of operation, finding new sanctuaries and dispersing within the
population.
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• There are no meaningful narratives and metrics on reconciliation efforts, and the success and scale of efforts to persuade
fighter to come back to civil life or accept GIRoA. The scale and impact of detention efforts is not addressed.
More broadly, unclassified narrative and metrics largely ignore Taliban and other insurgent capability to shift to new levels and
types of violence designed to intimidate the population, attack key GIRoA and ANSF targets, avoid major casualties through
indirect and suicide attacks. They do not analyze insurgent efforts to establish stay behind and sleeper networks, and use
limited numbers of high profile attack to put political and popular pressure on GIRoA and on ISAF governments to
compromise or leave Afghanistan.
Mixed Progress in Popular Perceptions
The reporting narratives and metrics on tactical gains to date ignore the reality that most successful insurgencies appeared at
some point in their history to be decisively defeated in the field, but survived by outlasting their opponents and by winning at
the civil, political, and negotiating levels.

There are important polling data that do indicate the new strategy can work where Afghans see tactical victory in “clear”
translated into lasting security in the form of “hold and build.” Lasting security alone seems to produce important shifts in
Afghan support for GIRoA.
These positive polling results, however, are offset by other polls that show the intensity of the fighting, shifts in insurgent
operations to new areas, and the failures of GIRoA have produced a nationwide loss of Afghan support for the war, and
growing popular desire for ISAF to leave and some form of political accommodation with the Taliban.
The polling data on popular support for participation in ISAF countries continues to drop and this is true in the US as well as
allied countries.
No Credible Reporting on Progress in Civil Areas
The escalating problems in dealing with Karzai and other elements of the Afghan government are only touched upon, and their
potential in producing strategic and grand strategic failure in the war is not properly addressed. This, however, is only part of
the story.
Far too little official effort is to analyze the value of current spending and to estimate the total cost of the war in terms of
current operations and aid. The US does provide such data in budget reports, but it reflects a drop in the coming fiscal year, and
– as Part Four of the series has shown – a massive future underfunding of current goals for aid and “hold and build.”
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As Part Four has also shown, USAID, other donor governments, and the UN have still never provided any credible
reports and metrics on the effectiveness of any aspect of the aid effort, or a clear picture of where money is actually
going and with what level of control, transparency, and impact. This failure occurs after nearly ten years of war.
There are no assessments of the impact of Pakistani and US efforts to limit insurgent use of sanctuaries in Pakistan or the
flow of fighters and weapons from Pakistan to Afghanistan.

This is true of all forms of aid, but it is particularly true of the aid activity that is needed in the field to support “clear,
hold, build, and transition” and demonstrate that the civil side of the new strategy is having at least preliminary success.
There are no unclassified data to show that civil aid programs have had any meaningful impact on hold and build.
There are no data to show GIRoA is expanding its capability to provide services, establish a working presence, and
provide an effective mix of policing and use of a formal and traditional justice system.
There are no data dealing with the problems raised by power brokers, corruption, and the problems related to the quality
and integrity of governance that limit popular support.
There are no assessments of the ability of ANSF forces to transition, of the level of corruption and ties to power brokers
that limit their effectiveness, or of their capability and that of GIRoA civil governance to make the transfer of
responsibility real, rather than cosmetic.
It is clear that there has been yet another effort to deal with corruption, and the massive corrupting impact of poorly
managed civil and military contracting by the US and other outside governments, but there are no details on the estimate
impact of such measures or on when they are expected to go into effect.
Less Than Half the Needed Analysis and Message
The limited unclassified data that are available on how the new strategy is working focus almost exclusively on current
developments in the fighting, and many of these data have only been reported in very limited and large anecdotal form
since mid-2010. The official data reported in the press consist largely of factoids more oriented towards “spin” than
substance.
The end result is not to control the message, but to fail to provide one. It is hardly surprising that a great deal of media
coverage is questioning or negative or that public opinion polls reflect a steady drop in support for the war. This is
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particularly critical a time that there is a budget crisis in virtually every country in ISAF and public opposition to the
war is rising so sharply.
There also needs to be some credible picture of how the US and ISAF will transition to a real-world role by GIRoA
and the ANSF, of what part of the cost of GIRoA and ANSF operations the US and its allies will have to fund
through 2014 and beyond, and what prospects there are for some form of meaningful Afghan and Pakistan I stability
once the bulk of US and other ISAF forces are gone.
At present, far too much of the unclassified narratives and metrics provide little more than rhetoric. Real tactical
progress is not coupled to credible overall strategic goals, transition plans, or any well-defined grand strategic
outcome. Moreover, there is little or no picture of progress in reconciliation or the goals set for talks between
GIRoA and the Taliban.
The US, allied states, and ISAF need to provide an full and far more detailed overview of how the strategy of “clear,
hold, build, and transition” is working. In fact, recent unclassified analysis and metrics fails to do so in virtually
every important respect. As has been shown in Parts Three, Four, and Five of this analysis, there is far too little
transparency and credibility in dealing with major current challenges. The data in describing progress in
governance, economics, and building capable Afghan forces far short of what should be available.
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Warfighting Challenges
Remain High
Finding the Right Priorities
within Credible Time and
Resource Levels
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ISAF Summary of Insurgency in 2011
The pressure from recent ISAF and ANSF operations is felt most acutely by the lower and middle levels
of the insurgency living and operating in Afghanistan. This winter, senior insurgent leadership was
increasingly challenged to keep subordinates committed to the fight. The majority of fighters and subcommanders, operating in or near their home districts and villages, have reportedly felt removed from
senior insurgent leaders who are perceived as living in relative safety outside the major conflict areas
and who are benefitting financially from the fighting.
The dissonance between Pakistan-based senior leadership and the rank-and-file insurgents located in
Afghanistan should not be overstated, but does suggest that seams within the insurgency may be
widening. Despite this, senior Taliban leaders continue to voice confidence in their ultimate success.
The Taliban's main objective for 2011 is to regain momentum lost as a result of the U.S. surge and
expanded ISAF and ANSF operations. It is assessed that their operational main effort will be to reclaim
safe havens in southern Afghanistan in order to regain influence and dominance over the local
population centers. They will likely focus on the southern provinces of Helmand, Kandahar, and
Uruzgan as these areas are economically, socially, and psychologically important to the Taliban.
.

ISAF still does not fully understand the regenerative capacity of the insurgency. Although the death or
detention of thousands of insurgents, in addition to the formal re-integration of hundreds of others over
the past six months has had a disruptive effect, the insurgency has demonstrated a high degree of
resilience in the past. The cumulative impact of ISAF operations on the insurgency will not be apparent
until well into the 2011 traditional insurgency campaign season

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, pp. 54-55.
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US View of Insurgent Objectives for 2011

Figure 20: Insurgent Objectives for 2011

In the east, the Haqqani Network (HQN)
remains the most significant threat. HQN
continues its efforts to increase influence and
control in traditional operating areas in Khost,
Paktika, and Paktiya Provinces, and to expand
its influence in Kabul and its environs in order
to conduct attacks in the capital. A series of
high-profile attacks during this reporting period
demonstrate HQN’s continued capabilities.
In the north, insurgents have attempted to
expand operations to increase influence over
the population and create the impression of a
nation-wide insurgency while diverting ISAF
and ANSF focus and resources away from
their main operations
in the south and east. However, insurgent
capabilities have been degraded by ISAF and
ANSF operations in Kunduz and Takhar
Provinces, and the effort by the Taliban to
expand the insurgency to the north has
achieved limited effects.
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Taliban Statement of Objectives for 2011: April 30, 2011 - I
Statement of the Leadership Council of the Islamic Emirate Regarding the Inception of the Spring Operations.
In the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful:
Fight in the Cause of Allah, those who fight you and do not be aggressive. Allah does not love the transgressors.( S:II V:190)
To the Muslim and Mujahid Nation of Afghanistan!
Today, our sacred Jihad against all foreign invaders in Afghanistan successfully steps up to the threshold of its tenth year, with the help of the
Almighty Allah ( SwT) and your prideful Jihad and selfless sacrifices. With the approach of the spring, the Leadership Council of the Islamic
Emirate of Afghanistan wants to declare the launching of the spring military operations christened as ―Badar‖ to be waged against the invading
Americans and their foreign Allies and internal supports.
For the purpose of success and effectiveness of the operations against the foreign invading forces and their defeated supporters, the following
points must be born in mind:
1. As in the past, the Badar Operations will focus on attacks against military centers, places of gatherings, airbases, ammunition and logistical
military convoys of the foreign invaders in all parts of the country.
2. Throughout the operations, the prior target of Mujahideen’s attacks must remain foreign invading forces, members of their spy networks and
( other) spies, high-ranking officials of the Kabul Puppet Administration, both military and civilian, members of the cabinet, members of the
parliament, Heads of foreign and local companies working for the enemy and contractors.
.
3.
Since members of the American espionage agencies, government officials of the Puppet Administration and enemies of the Afghan people
and Jihad have ensconced themselves in the so-called Peace Council and are trying to pave the way for the prolongation of the American
occupation by cashing in on the name of Jihad, religion and tribal chieftainship,; wants to prevent Mujahideen from waging Jihad against the
invaders and are urging the Afghan Mujahid people to accept American slavery and surrender, therefore, members of the Council can be target of
the Mujahideen attacks during the operations as, in view of their role, they are considered official members of the ranks of the enemy.
4. Strict attention must be paid to the protection and safety of civilians during the spring operations by working out a meticulous military
plan. Utilizing all proven military tactics, the operations will focus on usage of advanced weapons against the air and ground forces of the
invaders, tip-and-run attacks, and group offensives, city attacks, advanced explosives attacks, effective group and martyrdom seeking attacks by
warrior Mujahideen.

Source: Source: ABC News, 30 April 2011.
.
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Taliban Statement of Objectives for 2011: April 30, 2011 - II
5.
The Spring Operations have been given the name of Badar in a hope that the Almighty Allah (SwT) may bestow on the Mujahideen
victorious achievements versus all invading forces in Afghanistan like that which were bestowed on the believers during the historical battle of
Badar in the 2nd Hijri lunar year. Some ardent diabolic chiefs of the polytheists were either killed or captured at the hands of the Mujahideen
during the confrontation.
6. Before the launching of the Badar Operations, we call on all officials of the Kabul Administration, military officers, officials of the spy agency
and all other employees to cut off their relations with the invaders and their supporters whatsoever, and join the Mujahideen for the cause of
defense of the people and their own person.
7. All Afghan people should bear in mind to keep away from gatherings, convoys and centers of the enemy so that they will not become harmed
during attacks of Mujahideen against the enemy or, as usual, the enemy may not avenge itself on them, following the operations of the
Mujahideen.
8. The Spring Operations of Badar have been launched for the purpose of protecting the tenets of Islam and the religion from the claws of the
invaders and salvaging the country and people from the foreign colonialism because the foreign invaders have committed unlawful aggression
against the sovereignty of our country; have ignited the flames of war in the yard of our house; have destroyed orchards and houses with bombs
and bulldozers; have martyred our countrymen and imprisoned them and have desecrated the holiest Divine Book of the Muslims, the Holy Quran.
Therefore, the war in our country will not come to an end unless and until the foreign invading forces pull out of Afghanistan and the cause of the
war are obliterated. The Islamic Emirate considers this its legitimate right and religious obligation to defend its religion and country. The Jihad of
the Islamic Emirate will continue with the help of the Almighty Allah and the support of the Mujahid people until the attainment of this legitimate
right. .
9.

The Badar Operations will begin throughout Afghanistan on May, the 1st 2011 i.e. 11 Saur Hijri solar year.

Success comes only from Allah, the Almighty.
Leadership Council
Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan

Source: ABC News, 30 April 2011.
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Current Patterns in Major
Acts and Sources of
Violence
Note: No metrics on lower levels of
violence, areas of insurgent
influence and control, or areas
where insurgents are adapting
tactics, or shifting AORs and
ratlines
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Chart displays enemy action and explosive hazards to include executed attacks; potential attacks (IEDs/mines found & cleared) are not included.

UNCLASSIFIED

Source: ISAF, March 24, 2011
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Weekly Attack Trends: 4/2009-3/2011

Figure 25: Total Weekly Security Incidents (April 2009 – March 2011) 27

Security incidents include direct fire, indirect fire, surface-to-air fire, and IED events. IED events include IED explosions, IEDs that were found and
cleared, mine explosions, and mines that were found and cleared. Total security incidents26 were higher from October 2010 through March 2011
compared to the corresponding period in 2009-2010. ISAF assesses that this was primarily the result of: 1) the increased ISAF and ANSF troop
presence; 2) the higher operations tempo challenging insurgent safe havens in southern and eastern Afghanistan; and 3) mild winter weather
combined with Taliban leadership guidance ordering insurgents to continue operations throughout the winter. Direct fire and IED events continued to
dominate the overall types of security incidents.
.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011,
p. 55. Data from Afghanistan Mission Network CIDNE, as of March 24, 2011
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insurgent operations.

Enemy Attack Trends: 4/2009-3/2011

Figure 26: Enemy Attacks (April 2009 – March 2011) 28

Enemy attacks decreased during the winter consistent with seasonal trends. They declined at a slightly greater
rate than the decline in overall security incidents. At the end of March 2011, enemy attacks comprised
approximately 70 percent of all security incidents. This is lower than the first quarter of 2010 (75 percent), a
possible indication of ISAF and ANSF effects on insurgent operations..
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011,
p. 55. Data from Afghanistan Mission Network CIDNE, as of March 24, 2011
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ANSO: Total Armed Opposition Groups Attacks
Initiated Per Month

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.1 2011
http://www.afgnso.org/2011/ANSO%20Q1%202011.pdf
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2011 so far continues trend of increasing annual violence

Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.1 2011
http://www.afgnso.org/2011/ANSO%20Q1%202011.pdf
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IED Events: April 2009-March 2011
RC-SW continues to
experience the
highest levels of IED
activity (40 percent
overall), though this is
slightly less than its
overall share of
national violence (45
percent).
RC-S experiences
disproportionately
high IED activity
compared with its
share of overall
violence (33 percent
vs. 20 percent).
However, IED foundand-cleared rates in
RC-S are the highest
among regional
commands (70
percent).

Overall, IED activity remained elevated during the reporting period. Elevated IED activity suggests that ISAF and ANSF operations have eroded insurgent
capacity to conduct effective direct fire attacks. IED ―found-and-cleared‖ rates currently remain above 60 percent, a level not seen since reporting began in
2007. ISAF assesses that this is attributable to several factors:
• Increased local national assistance turning-in devices primarily in Helmand and Kandahar Provinces;
• •Improved detection technologies employed by ISAF;
• Hasty emplacement of IEDs by insurgents due to increased ISAF and ANSF presence, as well as improvements in intelligence surveillance, and
reconnaissance assets;
• Increased ANSF capability and capacity;
• Increased and improved ISAF and ANSF partnering; and
• Better IED awareness training for ISAF forces.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011,
p. 69.
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in attacks on ISAF and ANSF forces.

Caches Found: April 2009-March 2011

Figure 30: Caches Found (April 2009 – March 2011)

The surge of ISAF and ANSF troops has enabled increased combined team presence in key areas resulting in a
dramatic increase in the number of caches found during the reporting period. The 12-week average of caches found
and subsequently cleared is currently at its highest level since reporting began in August 2009. These finds may
potentially impact security trends and enemy- initiated attacks by depriving the insurgency of valuable resources that
would otherwise be used in attacks on ISAF and ANSF forces.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011,
p. 70
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Weapons/Explosives
Caches Found and Cleared
Weapons Caches Found and Cleared: 2008-3/2011
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Cache: A facility or location where supplies are hidden or otherwise concealed and are not readily available. A cache may consist of weapons or
other
equipment
that
insurgent
activities.
Examples
are unarmed/incomplete
devices,
paraphernalia,
ammunition,
uniforms,
as
Cache:
A facility
or supports
location where
supplies
are hidden
or otherwise
concealed and are not
readily IED
available.
A cache may
consist of radios,
weapons
or
wellother
as narcotics
and
explosive
equipment
that
supportsprecursors.
insurgent activities. Examples areUNCLASSIFIED
unarmed/incomplete devices, IED paraphernalia, ammunition, radios, uniforms, as
2
well as narcotics and explosive precursors.

Source: ISAF, March 24, 2011
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Overall Regional Trends
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ANSO Estimate of Trends in Key Battlegrounds: 2006-2010

The US Strategy Review in December suggested the IEA’s momentum had been blunted in some areas and, while not specifically mentioning
Kandahar or Helmand, given that those are their focus areas it is reason‐ able to assume that they meant there.
Our quarterly attack rate figures for each province (above) do indeed show a substantial reduction of at‐ tacks in both between August and
December. Kandahar dropping by 50%, in contrast to the usual 20%, and Helmand dropping by 40% in Q.4, a trend not seen since 2006. This
demonstrates that the IEA have turned away from the battlefield earlier, and in greater numbers, than before but it does not provide an explana‐ tion
as to why. The pressure of US operations could certainly be a factor here, anecdotal reporting suggests many commanders felt the areas to be too
hot and sought sanctuary in other provinces or Pakistan, but so too could other more benign factors like the early onset of Ramadan and the normal
seasonal downturn.
However, regardless of which explanation one prefers when you put the quarterly data in its annual context, which to us is a much more valid
analytical period as it captures a full operational cycle rather than just the tactical to & fro, it becomes completely irrelevant. Over the full year the
IEA expanded their attacks in both provinces, Helmand by a whopping 124% and Kandahar by a more conservative 20%, suggesting that in the
bigger picture their capacity to conduct attacks has improved substantially. In light of this the deep down‐ turn could just as easily be interpreted as
an early winter reprieve, after an intense summer fight, and would not represent any longer term degradation of capacity. If the 2011 spring
offensives sustain, or build on, the level of violence achieved this year then it will be a sure indicator that the surge operations achieved little. If they
do not then the US conclusions, in those provinces at least, will be validated..
Source: Afghanistan National NGO Safety Office (ANSO), ANSO Quarterly Data Report, Q.4
201.0http://www.afgnso.org/2010Q/ANSO%20Quarterly%20Data%20Report%20%28Q4%202010%29.pdf, p. 2.
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operations in Regional Commands South and East. Surface-to-air fire (SAFIRE) events have
been reduced to minimal levels in RC-S and RC-SW, and indirect fire events have not had a
significant impact. RC-C remains a predominately secure environment, with only 15 events
taking place in the first quarter 2011, the lowest levels since 2006. Seasonal security incidents
by regional command remained relatively consistent.

Monthly Security Incidents by Regional
Command: 10/2010-3/2011

Figure 27: Monthly Security Incidents by Regional Command (October 2010 – March 2011)

Figure 28: Seasonal Security Incidents by Regional Command

RC-SW had the highest
level of violent activity
among regional
commands; however, in
the first quarter of 2011,
its relative share of
overall violence was
slightly reduced due to
on-going operations in
Regional Commands
South and East.
Surface-to-air fire
(SAFIRE) events have
been reduced to
minimal levels in RC-S
and RC-SW, and
indirect fire events have
not had a significant
impact.
RC-C remains a
predominately secure
environment, with only
15 events taking place
in the first quarter 2011,
the lowest levels since
2006. Seasonal security
incidents by regional
command remained
relatively consistent.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011,
p. 68
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Afghanistan Annual Report on Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, 2010

Civilian Casualties by Region: UNAMA 2010
Recorded civilian deaths in 2010 by region
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United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission, AFGHANISTANANNUAL REPORT 2010 PROTECTION OF CIVILIANS IN
24
ARMED CONFLICT, Kabul, Afghanistan March 2011, pp vi-vii
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Figure 24: Weekly Civilians Wounded or Killed (April 2009 – March 2011) 25

Civilian Casualties: April 2009-March 2011

.
Civilian casualties (CIVCAS) caused by ISAF and Afghan forces decreased by 20 percent during 2010 (558 in 2010; 697 in 2009) even though
violence increased by 80 percent and ISAF force levels increased by 53 percent. Coalition-caused CIVCAS pose strategic risks that undermine
ISAF's mission, jeopardize the coalition's credibility, and alienate the Afghan population; thus NATO and ISAF continue to proactively manage
CIVCAS incidents to mitigate the occurrences and effects of these unfortunate events.
24
Thecaused
2010 Annual
Report
the Protection
Civilians
in Armed
Conflict(CAS)
in Afghanistan,
released
on 2010,
Marchdespite
9, 2011,ancovered
calendar
year
Casualties
by ISAF
closeoncombat
aviationof
(CCA)
and close
air support
were reduced
during
increase
in ISAF
2010, and
wasevents
prepared
by the United
Nations
Assistance
in Afghanistan
with therecent
Afghanistan
Independent
Human in
Rights
Commission.
operations.
These
comprised
less than
4 percent
of allMission
CIVCAS
in 2010. However,
ISAF operations
resulting
high-profile
CIVCAS
25
Data
from ISAF
CIVCAS
Tracking Cell
(CCTC)
Database,
as of operations.
March 24, 2011. Numbers reflect only confirmed civilian casualties.
incidents
reinforce
the need
for continued
vigilance
in CCA
and CAS

Insurgents were responsible for approximately 88 percent of civilian casualties,
65 primarily a result of IED activity. The number of civilians wounded or
killed by insurgent activity increased by 2.2 percent in 2010 from 2009 (2,597 in 2010; 2,567 in 2009), trends that were supported in a March 2011
report on civilian casualties in Afghanistan.24
Recent high-profile IED attacks by insurgents in Kandahar, Khost, Kunduz, Paktika, and Nangarhar
Provinces caused significant numbers of civilian casualties in the first quarter of 2011.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 65.
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But, the US, Its Allies, and
ISAF Are Implementing the
New Strategy and Moving
Towards “Transition”
Finding the Right Priorities
within Credible Time and
Resource Levels

26

“Winning” Must Still Address Seven Centers of Gravity
•Defeating the insurgency not only in tactical terms, but by eliminating its
control and influence over the population.
•Creating an effective and well-resourced NATO/ISAF and US response to
defeating the insurgency and securing the population.
• Building up a much larger and more effective (and enduring base for
transition) mix of Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF).
• Giving the Afghan government the necessary capacity and legitimacy (and
lasting stability)at the national, regional/provincial, district, and local levels.
• Creating an effective, integrated, and truly operational civil and civilmilitary effort. NATO/ISAF, UN, member country, and NGO and
international community efforts.
• Dealing with Pakistan both in the NWFP and as a potential failed state.
Finding stable relations in India, Iran, “Stans,” Russia, and China
• Making effective trade-offs with other US domestic and security interests

27

Must Show Can Reverse Insurgent
Momentum at a Broader Level:
Struggle for the Rest of the Population

ISAF, May 2010
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ISAF Concept of Operations: June 2010
Operation Chashme
Naw

Operation
Bakhair

Operation Cold
Fusion III

RC (North)

Operation
Tajamu Va Tahjum II

Operation
Mountain Cover
RC (East)

RC (West)

RC (South)

Operation
Mahasera Kohi
Operation
Kalkan

RC (Southwest)
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RC (Capital)

COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010
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ISAF Concept of Operations: May 2011
3) Afghanistan’s eastern border with Pakistan,
where the insurgency continues to benefit from
neighboring sanctuaries;
4) Baghlan and Kunduz, where ISAF is clearing
insurgent areas of operation; and

5) Badghis, where ISAF continued expansion of the
security bubble.
The 2010-2011 Winter Campaign was executed
within the existing key terrain and area of interest
strategic framework. To prioritize coalition efforts, 80
key terrain districts (KTDs) and 41 area of interest
(AOIs) districts were initially identified with Afghan
Government agreement.
Last quarter, the number of KTDs and AOIs was
revised upward to 94 and 44, respectively, for a total
of 138.

.

During ISAF’s Winter Campaign, operational efforts focused on consolidating the
gains made against the insurgency in the fall of 2010 in the following critical areas:
1) the Central Helmand River Valley in RC-SW, where comprehensive civilmilitary efforts were aimed at expanding Afghan Government security bubbles
while bringing improved governance, development, and security to the more than
500,000 Afghans in the region

Key terrain is defined as areas the control of which
provides a marked advantage to either the
Government of Afghanistan or the insurgents. AOIs
are defined similarly, but are of secondary
importance to KTDs.
They are areas in which ISAF and the ANSF operate
in order to positively impact KTDs and meet
operational objectives.
The purpose of KTDs and AOIs is to ensure that
limited resources are applied to areas where they
will realize the greatest advantage..

2) Kandahar City and its environs, where the Taliban-led insurgency originated;

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 55.
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SOF Effects: Degrading the Insurgency

COMISAF Campaign
31 Overview, June 2010
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Defining “Transition” (and Victory?) - I
In January 2010, participants at the London Conference pledged to develop a plan for phased transition to Afghan security lead.
NATO and ISAF Foreign Ministers endorsed the Joint Framework for Inteqal (Transition) at Talinn in April 2010, and President
Obama and President Karzai committed to the process in a May 2010 joint statement.
At the Kabul Conference in July 2010, the international community expressed its support for President Karzai’s objective that the
ANSF should lead and conduct all military operations in all provinces by the end of 2014, support that was later re-affirmed by NATO
and ISAF member nations at the Lisbon Summit in November 2010.
Inteqal is intended to be a conditions-based, irreversible process. It is governed by eight core principles:
• Conditions-based: Transition recommendations shall be based on an assessment of conditions on the ground. Transition is a
process, not an event.
• Bottom-up assessments: Transition recommendations will be informed by local assessments, as well as by assessments from
mentors of key Afghan Government institutions at the local level.
• Start at the district, progress to the province: Transfer of security will take place at the district level and progress to the
provincial level.
•

“Thin-out”: As ANSF capabilities develop, ISAF will thin its forces in certain locations as conditions allow, and progressively shift
from
a partnering to a mentoring relationship that supports continued ANSF professionalization.
.

• Retain headquarters elements: Headquarters elements will be retained, even as combat elements thin-out, to facilitate and
enable ANSF operations.
•

Reinvest some of the transition dividend: As ISAF forces thin-out in one district or area, some of that ―transition dividend‖
should be reinvested in other contiguous geographic areas or in the training effort to accelerate and/or enhance transition.

• Transition institutions and functions as well as geographic areas: Transition does not simply apply to geographic areas – it
will also apply to key Afghan Government institutions, and functions such as Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs).
•

Ensure transition will be irreversible: A successful transition of security responsibility requires that ANSF, under effective
Afghan civilian control, will be capable of addressing security challenges on a sustainable and irreversible basis – albeit with
some level of continued support.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section
1203 Report, April 2011, p. 49.
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Defining “Transition” (and Victory?) - II
The decision to begin security transition in a geographic area is determined by four conditions.
• First, the ANSF must be capable of handling additional security responsibilities with less assistance.
• Second, the security in the given area must be at a threat level that permits the population to pursue routine daily activities.
• Third, local governance must be sufficiently developed to provide a complementary layer of stability as ISAF assistance is gradually reduced.
• Fourth, ISAF must be properly postured to reduce its presence as ANSF capacity and capabilities increase and the security environment
improves.
In November 2010, the Joint Afghan NATO Inteqal Board (JANIB) convened for the first time. Under the leadership of Dr. Ashraf Ghani
Ahmadzai (appointed by President Karzai as the Chairman of the Afghan Transition Coordination Commission) and co-chaired by COMISAF
General Petraeus and NATO SCR Mark Sedwill, the JANIB confirmed the 2011-2014 transition timeline and emphasized stability and selfsufficiency as goals of transition.
In February 2011, the JANIB recommended to the North Atlantic Council and the Afghan Government the geographic areas assessed as prepared
to begin the transition process. Following endorsement by the Afghan Cabinet and NATO Defense Ministers, President Karzai announced in his
March 22, 2011 Nowruz19 speech the first tranche of provinces and municipal districts to begin transition in July 2011.
The. seven areas that will begin the transition process include the provinces of Kabul (excluding Sarobi District), Panjshir, and Bamyan; the
municipal districts of Mazar-e-Sharif (Balkh Province), Lashkar Gah (Helmand Province), and Herat (Herat Province); and the Mehtar Lam
Municipality not including the rest of the capital district (Laghman Province). In all, the areas announced include approximately 20-25 percent of
Afghanistan’s population and reflects both a geographic and an ethnic balance.
In his Nowruz remarks, President Karzai linked peace, transition, and sovereignty in a tone that suggested cooperation with the international
community. In his speech, he also listed certain prerequisites for transition, although he emphasized that transition was inevitable and
irreversible. Those prerequisites included: adherence to Kabul Conference international aid commitments; a “one UN system” that is coordinated
with the Afghan government; continued international support for major infrastructure projects; transformation of PRTs into contributing
agencies for transition; preparation of proposals and plans to enhance good governance in the provinces and cities involved in transition; and legal
and judicial reform. Dr. Ghani has actively engaged with ISAF and the international community on transition implementation planning,
including the evolution of PRTs. This dialogue between Afghan, ISAF, and international community leaders will facilitate the transition process
and will enable a transition of security to the Afghan Government by the end of 2014.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section
1203 Report, April 2011, p. 49-50.
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Defining “Transition” (and Victory?) - III
In addition to continued assistance from the United States and the international community throughout and beyond transition, the continued
growth of the ANSF in quantity, quality, and capacity is essential to ensuring that Afghanistan is capable of meeting existing and future security
challenges.
Continued ANSF growth to a force of 352,000, complemented by the expansion of the Afghan Local Police from 10,000 to 30,000 personnel,
will allow transition to proceed at an acceptable level of risk, and will allow the ANSF to successfully take the lead for
security across Afghanistan by the end of 2014.
Work is underway to understand the implications of the transition with respect to the CJSOR process and with a view to identifying opportunities
that might exist for force reinvestment.
However, there are not expected to be any significant force reinvestment opportunities or redeployment dividends arising from the first or second
tranches of transitioning provinces, as they will largely include areas that are already largely uncontested and therefore have minimal ISAF or
USFOR-A force presence. Thus, there will remain a need to fulfill the outstanding
requirements for trainers within the existing CJSOR.

.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security Forces, Section
1203 Report, April 2011, p. 49-50.
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Centers of Gravity
Fighting in the South
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ISAF Regional Operations in RC South
and Southwest: 2011
REGIONAL COMMAND – SOUTH
During late 2010 and early 2011, operations in RC-S continued to shift momentum from the insurgency to the Afghan Government and the
coalition. The U.S. 10th Mountain Division headquarters assumed command of RC-S in November 2010 as the first U.S. division headquarters
dedicated to RC-S. At the same time, the ANSF has seen an even more substantial uplift as a result of improved recruiting, force development, and
professionalization. ANSF capabilities continue to increase through effective training and operational partnering with coalition forces. The surge
in ISAF and ANSF forces, coupled with an increased operational focus and tempo, has resulted in important security gains throughout the
Regional Command.
Following Operation Hamkari in late 2010, Afghan and coalition partners engaged in operations to consolidate, reinforce, and expand areas where
hard-earned security gains were made. The ANSF have made important strides in their ability to plan and execute independent operations, and
have become a significant threat to the insurgency’s ability to operate in the key terrain of RC-S.
Security gains in RC-S have been reinforced by the establishment of the Afghan Local Police, which has empowered communities in several
locations. They contribute directly to security in partnership with the ANSF, district and provincial government, and the Afghan Ministry of
Interior.
REGIONAL COMMAND – SOUTHWEST
The current level of security in the Central Helmand River Valley (where the majority of the populace resides) requires a formidable security
presence, a responsibility shared by ISAF and the ANSF.
.

There have been significant improvements in the overall security situation in Helmand and Nimruz Provinces since the previous reporting period.
Forces in RC-SW continued to assist the Afghan Government in protecting the population, executing comprehensive COIN operations, enabling
civilian partners, and disrupting the insurgency’s ability to harm the Afghan people.
The expansion of security into areas previously controlled by the insurgency in northern Helmand Province has proven challenging but achievable,
as the increased tempo of operations and the surge of ISAF and ANSF forces have expanded security gains and provided the time and space
necessary for local governance to expand and develop. The ANSF expansion has also permitted more counter-narcotics operations.
In the Lower Helmand River Valley, the ANSF and the coalition have reduced insurgent threats to local Afghan bazaars, allowing commerce to
improve and the delivery of aid via District Development Plans to increase. Security gains, paralleled by improvements in governance and
development throughout both Helmand and Nimruz Provinces, have enabled Lashkar Gah to be included among the first tranche of areas to
transition to Afghan security lead in July 2011.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 57.
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Operational Main Effort: RC-South
• Most significant Taliban influence over the
population
• Protect the population in threatened or key areas
• Create time and space for governance to improve
• Create conditions for development, with freedom
of movement and security along contiguous
economic corridor
- Population Array
- Focus of Decisive Effects

- Population Protection
- Economic Corridor

Demonstrable, near-term stabilization of the south is critical to success
COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010 38

Civilians killed in AGE assassinations and executions
Southern region, 2009-2010

Civilian Assassinations and Executions in the South
50

The most alarming trend in
2010 was the huge number
of civilians assassinated by
Anti-Government Elements.
Four hundred and sixty two
civilians were assassinated
representing an increase of
more than 105 per cent
compared to 2009.
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Half of all civilian
assassinations occurred in
southern Afghanistan.
Helmand province saw a 588
per cent increase in the
number of civilians
assassinated by AntiGovernment Elements and
Kandahar province
experienced a 248 per cent
increase compared to 2009.
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In 2010, victims of assassinations in Kandahar included government officials, district shura members, participants in
development programs, drivers of trucks delivering supplies to ISAF, off-duty police, suspected informants, and others.
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Impact of Population-Centric Strategy
Overall Civilian Casualties in the South: UNAMA 2010
…the civilian casualty trends in Helmand and Kandahar provinces were markedly different. In Helmand, civilian casualties increased dramatically (78 per cent
compared to 2009 from armed clashes between the Taliban and Pro-Government Forces and assassinations), while, in Kandahar, deaths and injuries of civilians
increased by only 11 per cent (although civilian casualties in Kandahar were already high). The clearance operations by Pro-Government Forces in February 2010
in the central Helmand districts of Marja and Nad Ali were accompanied and followed by intense violence which accounts for a substantial portion of the overall
increase in civilian casualties in that province. In contrast, clearance operations in the districts bordering Kandahar City — Arghandab, Dand, Panjwayi, and Zhari
— between July and November 2010 did not lead to a similar spike in civilian casualties, although they resulted in large scale property destruction.
In an effort to promote improved security for Afghan civilians in 2011, UNAMA Human Rights and the AIHRC offer the following observations regarding the military
operations in Marja and Kandahar. The initial strategic decision by Pro-Government Forces to choose as a main battle ground the densely populated rural
environment of Marja, without the necessary Afghan policing and public protection capacities to follow, contributed to increased civilian harm. The decision to
establish numerous bases and check posts in a populated area before it had been fully cleared further contributed to a dangerous dynamic in which armed
clashes between Pro-Government Forces and the Taliban routinely affected civilians. Taliban assassinations of civilians and the use of civilians as human shields
particularly in densely populated areas were not only unlawful tactics but lead to devastating results for the civilian population.
The contrast between Marja and Nad Ali and the districts surrounding Kandahar City may be due in part to lessons learned by Pro-Government Forces in
Helmand that resulted in limiting civilian casualties while intensifying operations in Kandahar. Two factors appear to have been relevant in the Kandahar
operations: Pro Government Forces engaged in more extensive consultations with communities prior to operations and carried out a series of smaller operations
around Kandahar City; and more attacks in the Kandahar operations appear to have been pre-planned (as opposed to responses to Taliban opening fire or
attacking). In addition, raids and attacks targeted Taliban fighters more precisely resulting in few civilian casualties.
UNAMA Human Rights and the AIHRC observed that the Kandahar operations resulted in the large scale destruction of homes, crops, and irrigation systems.
Many houses were destroyed to dispose of IEDs and to improve the defenses of Pro-Government Forces’ bases. Military vehicles drove off roads to avoid IEDs
but destroyed walls, gardens, and irrigation systems in the process and Pro-Government Forces destroyed buildings used for drying grapes to prevent their use as
fortifications. Elders from Zhari and Panjwayi districts interviewed by UNAMA Human Rights and the AIHRC summed up civilians’ concerns: “So far, all of the
operation‟s results are negative, because they are destroying the people‟s houses, their gardens, and their irrigation systems. As for the future we don‟t know what
brightness it might hold.”; and, ―Imagine that I have a small house and garden. If you destroy those, and in the future, there is peace, then what good is this peace
for me?”
While Pro-Government Forces showed care in avoiding civilian casualties during the Kandahar operations, international humanitarian law norms regarding the
definition of military objectives, proportionality and precautions in attack do not appear to have been rigorously applied when civilian property was at risk.
It is significant that clearance operations around Kandahar City led to fewer civilian casualties than those in central Helmand. However, the long-term
consequences of these operations for the civilian population will depend on whether Pro-Government Forces establish sustainable security in those areas, and
prioritize and fully fund rebuilding of properties. The longer-term result will also depend on whether the parties to the conflict act to prevent civilian casualties in the
coming summer and predicted upsurge in combat in Kandahar and avoid replicating spring/summer 2010 in Marja. Few Kandahar residents offered more than
cautious optimism about the future. As one elder from Panjwayi district told UNAMA Human Rights and the AIHRC in October 2010, “We want to see „one year
security‟, not „six month security‟.”

United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission, AFGHANISTANANNUAL REPORT 2010 PROTECTION OF CIVILIANS IN
ARMED CONFLICT, Kabul, Afghanistan March 2011, pp vi-vii
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Central Helmand Update

• Central Helmand under insurgent control;
Marjeh insurgent-narco hub

• Initiative shifting to Coalition; presence in
every major village

• Restricted freedom of movement; Illegal
checkpoints and IEDs

• Increased freedom of movement; IED threat
remains

• Negative perception of GIRoA

• Attitude of population trending positive

COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010
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Moshtarak Update (Marjah and Nad Ali)

1 June 2010

1 February 2010

ANSF
2,734 +60%
ISAF Increase
2,107

Nad’ Ali

Lashkar Gah

• Schools: Limited or no attendance;
madrasses open
• Clinics: Limited access; open only in
Provincial Center

• Few bazaars open in Marjah and
Nad’ Ali
• Limited access to goods
COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010

Nad’ Ali

Lashkar Gah

Security Forces

Marjah

• Limited access by GIRoA officials
• Activities limited to provincial
center

ANSF
4,794
ISAF
3,157

Marjah

Governance

• District Governors in place
• Councils functioning; limited by
tashkil growth

• Schools: 81 teachers available;
students returning to school
Basic Services • Clinics: Many opening; two new
clinics under construction

Commerce

• Four major bazaars open in Marjah;
100 new shops
• Expanding availability of goods
42

Marjah is a Complex Civil-Military Challenge
Where It May Take 12-18 Months
More to Fully Establish “Clear, Hold and Build”

ISAF, April 2010
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Kandahar in Context

ISAF, May 2010
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Kandahar: Plan Overview
June 2009

ISAF:
ANSF:
Total:

5,100
2,250
7,350

August 2010

Rising Tide of Security

• City – Expanded, partnered ANP

ISAF:
ANSF:
Total:

11,850
8,500
20,350

• Gradual increase of GIRoA influence in surrounding districts

Political Reform
• Manage relationships: Powerbrokers
and Political elite
• Protect, resource and empower District
Governors, khans, maliks, mullahs
• Use the shura to gain trust and
confidence of local communities

Economic Opportunity
• Address principal sources of corruption
and grievance: contracting, private
security companies, land disputes
• Significantly expand electrical supply to
meet rising demand

Progress over months; process not an event
COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010
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Kandahar: Complex and Unique Challenge

• Heart of Pashtun south

• Historic Taliban capitol

Weak Government and
Strong Powerbrokers

Economic Inequity

• Hub of trade and commerce
routes

Multiple
contested
surrounding
districts

Complex Damaged
Tribal Structure

Highly
populated
(850K)
city center

Resilient and
Complex Insurgency

Each is difficult; collectively a unique challenge
COMISAF Campaign Overview, June 2010
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Resilient and Complex Insurgency

ISAF, May 2010
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Tribes, Power Brokers, and Fragmentation

ISAF, May 2010
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Progress in the South as of April 2011

Source: ISAF as shown in the Washnginton Post, April 17, 2011.
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Focusing on Insurgent-Controlled Areas:
April 2010 vs. April 2011

Source: ISAF as shown in the Washnginton Post, April 17, 2011.
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Centers of Gravity
Fighting in the East
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ISAF Regional Operations in RC East: 2011
Forces in RC-E continued offensive operations against insurgent networks during the reporting period, while simultaneously
reinforcing and expanding security gains in 21 priority districts. These operations were essential in expanding security
outward from Kabul and the key provincial capitals. The tempo of operations remains high in order to sustain momentum
achieved during the Winter Campaign and to further increase security gains during the pivotal spring months.
In order to expand the Kabul security zone, ISAF forces in RC-E have concentrated their main operational efforts in eastern
Wardak and Logar Provinces, and they are conducting key supporting operations to disrupt HQN in Paktiya, Paktika, and
Khost Provinces. Operations are synchronized across seven maneuver brigade combat teams and with adjacent regional
commands in close partnership with the ANSF and special operation forces. In particular, the partnership between ISAF and
ANSF forces has been strengthened to near one-to-one levels.
Operations in RC-E continue to focus on the disruption of insurgent lines of communications, and the neutralization and
defeat of critical insurgent support bases, staging areas, and operational areas. The expansion of the ALP into 13 districts in
RC-E complemented ISAF and ANSF operations and expanded security at the local and community level.
Complementary border operations between ISAF, the ANSF, and the Pakistani military are improving, with on-going
operations astride the border with Pakistan’s Mohmand and Bajaur Agencies. Operations there aim to disrupt the
insurgents’ freedom of movement from their Pakistan sanctuaries into Afghanistan and to prevent unrestricted movement for
insurgents through the area to the Ring Road and Kabul.
.

RC-E has seen an 18 percent reduction in indirect fire attacks, which is the most common insurgent tactic along the border.
Deliberate targeting operations have also removed mid-level insurgent commanders, degrading their ability to attack
coalition and Afghan forces successfully. Tactical gains in RC-E are translating into strategically-significant progress, as two
provinces, Bamyan and Panjshir, and one provincial capital, Mehtar Lam, have met the security, governance, and
development conditions sufficient for the initiation of the transition process, which will begin July 2011.
Despite this progress, it remains clear that the insurgency continues to enjoy sanctuary in the Pakistan border region, from
where they can regenerate insurgent command and control and operational capacity.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 57.
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2008: East Afghanistan - The US is No
Longer “Winning” in the East
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Afghan Popular Trust in the Afghan
Government in RC East: April 2010
(Green is highest level of trust)

―Department of Defense, Report on Progress toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan/United States Plan for
Sustaining Afghan Security forces, April 2010, defenselink.mil (publications), p. 28
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Centers of Gravity
Other Areas & Pakistan
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4.4: OPERATIONS
Figure 22: Map of Regional Command Area of Operations

ISAF Regional Operations by Country in April 2011

.
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Source: DoD,EGIONAL
―Report on Progress
Towards Security
OMMAND
ASTand Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 57.
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ISAF Regional Operations in RC North, West, and Kabul :
2011
REGIONAL COMMAND – WEST
During this period, operations in RC-W focused on consolidating security gains made throughout the winter campaign, providing security to key
population centers and commercial routes, and expanding security to allow for further socio-economic development and institution building. Security
conditions in the major cities of Bala Murghab, Qala-e-Naw, Herat, and Farah have improved. Freedom of movement along Highway 1 has also
improved, as well as the security along routes connecting the Iran-Afghanistan border crossing points of Islam Qalah and Torah Goudney with Herat
City.
As recently announced by President Karzai, Herat City in RC-W is one of seven geographic areas that will be the first to begin the transition process in
July 2011.
REGIONAL COMMAND – NORTH
During the reporting period, operations in RC-N focused on securing key terrain and protecting Afghans in the Pul-e Khumri and Baghlan-e Jadid
Districts of Baghlan Province. This effort is central to the overall objective in RC-N: to expand the secured area along Highway 1 from the Salang Tunnel
to Mazar-e Sharif and along Highway 3 to Kunduz City in order to create a stable and secure environment in the most densely populated districts.
Improvements in security will allow the Afghan people to extend governance and foster development by opening up key commerce routes to unimpeded
traffic.
Forces in RC-N also conducted operations to achieve two secondary objectives: maintain freedom of movement along Highway 1 from Mazar-e Sharif in
Balkh Province to Maimanah in Faryab Province; and improve security in the Ghormach, Almar and Qaisar Districts of Faryab Province in preparation
for the construction of the final section of Highway 1. ISAF forces, partnered with the ANSF, have made progress towards achieving these objectives.
Attacks along Highway 1 between Mazar-e Sharif and Maimanah have been reduced and insurgent presence and freedom of movement remains limited.
.

The biggest remaining challenges are to ensure that recent gains are sustained and expanded in the Baghlan-Kunduz corridor, a vital effort to encourage
the Afghan people to support the government and security forces. To accomplish this, RC-N will stress partnering and focus on building the capacity of
newly-fielded ANSF units.
REGIONAL COMMAND – CAPITAL
Operations in RC-C focused on neutralizing insurgent networks through a robust partnering strategy with the ANSF and ALP. Partnered operations have
successfully reinforced security around the capital, disrupted insurgent staging areas in outer districts, and blocked insurgent infiltration from
neighbouring provinces. Sensational attacks in the capital have also been limited, which is particularly notable given that several high-profile events took
place during this reporting period, including: Ashura in December 2010, the Parliamentary Inauguration in January 2011, the Liberation Day in February
2011, and the Afghan Nowruz Celebration in March 2011.
The public in RC-C has a positive perception of security throughout the province, and positive views of the national and local government’s provision of
security are manifested in increased commerce and development in the region.
Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, p. 58-59.
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The Role of Pakistan as of April 2011
Within its borders, Pakistan has a pivotal role to play in U.S. efforts to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al-Qaeda and its affiliates; to help bring about
and ensure a durable political solution in Afghanistan; and to promote and sustain long-term regional stability so the United States does not again
face a region that is home to terrorist sanctuaries.
Pursuing a long-term U.S.-Pakistani strategic partnership based on a foundation of mutual interest, mutual respect, and mutual trust guides a wholeof-government, civilian-military effort. The long-term goal is for the U.S. strategy to lead to enduring linkages between the United States and
Pakistan; stronger trade and investment ties; continued and deepened military and intelligence relations that support regional stability; and a secure
Pakistan linked to its neighbors through a growing economy enabled by improved security.
There are significant hurdles to reaching that vision. The history of U.S.-Pakistani relations is fraught with negative perceptions on both sides,
leading many in both countries to see the others’ pursuit of strategic objectives as being driven by transitory national security interests. To date,
efforts on both sides have yielded some progress in improving this relationship. However, it will take a long-term relationship to overcome years of
mistrust in order to achieve a long-term strategic partnership based on mutual interests.
The U.S. approach with Pakistan is to build an effective partnership that advances both U.S. and Pakistani interests – while also demonstrating to
Pakistan that the United States will remain a strong and long-term supporter of Pakistani security and prosperity. Central to this effort is aligning
both U.S. and Pakistani interests in the near-term with respect to denying safe haven to all violent extremist organizations. Although great strides
have been made in the U.S.-Pakistani bilateral relationship over the past two years, heightened sensitivities regarding Pakistani sovereignty can set
back this progress.
…Operational and tactical coordination between ISAF, ANSF, and Pakistan’s security forces has improved in quality and quantity over the past two
years; however, significant challenges remain in building mutual trust and cooperation between Pakistan and Afghanistan, given the complex
.
historical
relationship between the two countries.
Insurgent capacity continues to be supported by sanctuaries and logistical support originating in Pakistan, and insurgents will likely retain
operational momentum in areas where these support structures exist. Consolidating security gains made during the reporting period requires more
progress with Pakistan to eliminate these sanctuaries. Although putting pressure on insurgent sanctuaries in Pakistan would not be sufficient to end
the Afghanistan conflict in the near-term, it would fundamentally alter the strategic balance of the conflict in favor of ISAF and the Afghan
Government.
Pakistan’s military leadership has improved cross-border coordination with ISAF and the ANSF. Since October 2010, a series of high-level meetings
between Afghan and Pakistan military leaders have gradually improved communication and cooperation, particularly in the border region. At the
most recent high-level meeting, the 33rd Tripartite Commission in March 2011, ISAF and ANSF leaders met with Pakistani Army leaders in Pakistan
for discussions on increasing cooperation and communication along the border.

Source: DoD, ―Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, pp. 59-60 & 105.
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Lagging Civil Progress and
No Meaningful Metrics or
Credible Estimates
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A Badly Lagging Civilian Surge
• Integrated civil-military plans remain conceptual on civilian side. No credible State
or USAID reporting on efforts after 10 years of war.
• US and allied military and PRT coordination uncertain and allied coordination
often critically weak.

• No integration of war-related civil program and most mid and long term aid.
• Goal was to finish assessments of 42 critical Districts out of 80 by end 2010.
Afghan Directorate of Local Governance completed 15, and now could take up to
four years to complete all 80.
• Funds for hiring more civilians did not flow into many Districts even when
assessments were finished in the spring of 2010.
• US has ceased meaningful unclassified reporting on progress in governance, aid,
and security by District.
• No effectiveness reporting by district on impact of aid and civilian programs.

• District Delivery Program is a “district discussion program.”
• Local Governance Directorate reports officials far short of average of 45 required
per District.
• Two thirds of 1,100 US civilian officials in Afghanistan are in Kabul. Only 215
USAID hires out of 473 are in the field. (14 US and 2 FSN in RC-SW, 56 US & 3 FSN
in RC-S, and 78 US and 18 FSN in RC-E as of 1`/2011)
USAID, 1/2011; Josh Boak, ―Local Government Program Falters in Afghanistan,‖ Washington Post, March 9, 2011, p. A17
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The Rising Cost of US Military
Operations and ANSF Development
(In Current $US Billions)
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Spring 2011: A New ISAF & Aid Approach
to Fighting Corruption

Source: ISAF, April 15, 2011.
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Some Afghan Polling Data
Show Important Progress in
a Population-Centric War
For all of the challenges, some
polling data does show progress –
although sometimes with critical
qualifications
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UNDP Survey of Afghan Perceptions in end-2010

•

83 percent of Afghans report that they are within a half-hour of a road, up from
78 percent last year.

•

Seventy-three percent are within a half hour of a boys’ school, and 70 percent
are within a half hour of a girls’ school.

•

While access to boys’ schools is unchanged since last year; access to girls’
schools has increased 6 points.

•

In comparison, 57 percent are within a half hour of a government health
center – up 5 points since last year – and now only 14 percent have to travel
more than an hour to get to a health center, a decrease of 6 points since last
year.

•

Slightly more than half say that they are within a half hour of a public phone,
again a rise from last year, of 8 points.

•

Access is more restricted to district government offices, courts, and banks: 46
percent, 35 percent, and 31 percent, respectively say that they live within a
half hour of each of these. However, in each case this reflects more than a 10point jump in access since last year’s survey.

•

Overall, just over half of Afghans (53 percent) say that their
country is going in the right direction, about the same
number as did last year, while 29 percent think that the
country is going in the wrong direction.

•

Optimism is highest in the East and Central Kabul, where
roughly 6 in 10 think, the country is headed the right way.
Optimism is far lower in the South West and South Central
regions, where just 39 percent and 44 percent respectively,
think, Afghanistan is headed in the right direction.

•

Afghans who say that the country is moving in the right
direction mainly cite reconstruction efforts (36 percent – up
15 points since last year) and better security (12 percent –
down 17 points since last year).

•

Those who say that the country is headed in the wrong
direction, cite insecurity (41 percent, up 5 points since last
year) and administrative corruption (11 percent,
unchanged).

•

More than 8 in 10 Afghans rate their overall living conditions
positively and 63 percent say, these have improved in the
past year, while only 7 percent say, they have gotten worse.

•

Close to 6 in 10 rate the roads, bridges, and other
infrastructure in their area positively, and nearly half say that
such infrastructure has improved in the past year, while just
19 percent say that it has gotten worse.

•

Slightly fewer than half of Afghans (47 percent) rate the
availability of jobs and economic opportunities in their area
as good; nonetheless 38 percent say, these have improved,
versus 24 percent who say, they have gotten worse.

•

However, when asked what brings insecurity to their area,
31 percent mention unemployment first – an increase of 10
points since last year, and a sign of the interwoven
challenges of security, infrastructure, economic
development and confidence in government in determining
Afghanistan’s future.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, pp. 29
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Afghan Ratings of ANA and Government Are
Surprisingly High: 2009 vs. 2010
Afghans rate most national institutions
favorably, and some of these ratings have
improved since last year. Eighty-three percent
report a favorable opinion of the central
government, up 9 points. Eight in 10 have a
favorable opinion of the ANA and 74 percent
report a favorable view of the district
government, both basically unchanged. While
fewer, 57 percent, have a favorable opinion of
the courts in Afghanistan, this is up by 10
points.
Overall, 76 percent say, the central
government has a strong presence in their
area, 73 percent say, the district government
has a strong presence, 67 percent say, the
ANA has a strong presence, and 54 percent
say, the courts have a strong presence in
their area. These compare with 80 percent
who say, the police have a strong local
presence. As noted, presence of the police is
one of the two strongest independent factors
in viewing the ANP favorable.
As with the ANP, favorable ratings of Afghan
institutions are lower in the South West than
in other regions. Only 71 percent in the South
West view the central government positively,
and 69 percent rate the ANA positively – 12
and 11 points lower than the national
averages. In addition, fewer than half rate the
district government or the courts positively,
down by 18 points and 10 points respectively,
from last year.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, p. 28.

Afghan Views of Improving Security: 2009-2010
Despite the challenges in the country, most
Afghans rate their personal security positively,
and as improving. Eighty-nine percent say,
they feel safe when walking alone in their
community during the day, and 70 percent
feel safe staying alone at home after dark, the
latter up six points since last year. More than
two-thirds give positive ratings both to the
security from crime and violence and freedom
of movement.
For each of these, moreover, more than half
report improvements in the past year.
Additionally, 57 percent rate their security
from the Taliban specifically as good, and
more say, it has gotten better than gotten
worse in the past year, by a 20-point margin
(45 percent versus 25 percent), a positive
sign that security may be expanding in some
areas.
Only 10 percent of Afghans say, they live in
an area of high crime versus 38 percent
moderate; the plurality, 49 percent, call theirs
a low-crime area. Three times as many say
that the amount of crime in their area has
decreased over the past year, compared to
those who say it has increased (43 percent
versus 14 percent, while 29 percent, it has
stayed the same).
Both crime rates and the public’s sense of
security independently predict Afghans’
confidence in the ANP, and their views of the
police as effective.

UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, p. 229.

its ability to provide security (up by 15) . Fifty-five percent in Helmand say attacks on U.S. forces
can be justified, sharply up, possibly an effect of the mere presence of so many foreign fighters.
And support for a drawdown of foreign troops to start before next summer has doubled, to 53
percent, another sign of discomfort with the heavy presence of these forces.

Afghan Views of Security Improve in Key Areas, But…

Last year in Helmand few – 13 percent – rated their
security specifically from the Taliban and other armed
groups positively. Now 58 percent do. The number who
report killings by the Taliban in their area, 81 percent in
early 2009, is 41 percent now.
Given the aid that has accompanied the allied efforts in
Helmand, there have also been steep advances in positive
ratings of living conditions overall and economic
opportunities in particular, from 14 percent last year to
59 percent now. Positive ratings of local infrastructure
have gained
1418 points. The number who report construction of
schools has soared from 29 percent last year to 73
percent now, and construction of clinics and government
offices similarly is up. Reports of a strong presence and
ratings of the performance of the central and provincial
governments and Afghan army and police have advanced
by vast margins.
Yet even with these gains ratings of the United States are
just middling – 43 percent in Helmand rate the
performance of U.S. forces positively (up by 24 points)
and 42 percent are confident in its ability to provide
security (up by 15). Fifty-five percent in Helmand say
attacks on U.S. forces can be justified, sharply up,
possibly an effect of the mere presence of so many
foreign fighters. And support for a drawdown of foreign
troops to start before next summer has doubled, to 53
percent, another sign of discomfort with the heavy
presence of these forces.
ISAF has targeted Kandahar for its next all-out effort,
and there too, possibly in anticipation, positive views of
the U.S. efforts are up – in terms of ratings of its
performance, support for its presence, confidence in its
ability to provide security and overall U.S. favorability.
! the same time, many of these are up from extremely
At
Underlying these results are sharp changes at the regional and provincial levels, underscoring the matrix of
low levels last year – for example, just 31 percent rate
difficulties the United States, its allies and the Karzai government face.
the performance of U.S. forces positively, though this is
ISAF
has targeted Kandahar for its next all-out effort, and there too, possibly in anticipation,
In Helmand, the surge of Western forces has shown dramatic success in several respects. The number of Afghans
up from a mere 7 percent last year.
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on expectations than on delivery. And there are plenty of challenges in Kandahar; the Taliban
ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD/WASHINGTON POST POLL, AFGHANISTAN: WHERE THINGS STAND, Monday, Dec. 6, 2010
were based here, and continue t o have more sympathy in Kandahar than anywhere else. Indeed

Afghan Ratings of ISAF and International
Organizations Remain Mixed to Low, But Taliban
Fares Much Worse
Afghans report less favorable views towards
international organizations within their country. Overall,
56 percent have a favorable view of international aid
organizations and this drops to 42 percent in the South
West. Nationally, 41 percent have a favorable opinion
of international forces.
The presence of these groups also is weaker than the
presence of Afghan institutions – 42 percent report that
international aid organizations have a strong presence
in their area and 37 percent say, International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF)/ international forces have a
strong presence in their area.
The Taliban, meanwhile, continues to be highly
unpopular in Afghanistan.

Only 13 percent of Afghans have a favorable
opinion of the movement, essentially the same as
last year – though this peaks at 40 percent in the
South West.
Local militias and warlords don’t fare much better
– just 18 percent have a favorable opinion of them
overall, though this has risen by 6 points since last
year.
Fewer than a quarter of Afghans say that the
Taliban or local militias/warlords have a strong
presence in their area, with a wide range– from 43
percent in the South West to 3 percent in Central
Kabul.
UNDP, Police Perception Survey -2010: The Afghan Perspective, December 2010, p. 28-29.

11 percent say support for the Taliban i s strong in their area, or that they personally support it.

Afghans Still Oppose Taliban Rule, But…

Indeed the Taliban remain highly unpopular. Eighty-nine percent see the group unfavorably. Just
9 percent of Afghans would rather have the Taliban ruling the country – up from 1 percent in
2005, but still very low. And 64 percent call the Taliban the biggest danger facing Afghanistan –
50 points more than the next highest response, drug traffickers.

U.S. officials have suggested that
corruption may push Afghans into the
arms of the Taliban, and when Afghans
are asked why some people may support
the Taliban, 71 percent say ―too much
corruption in the government‖ might be a
reason. But it’s important to note that only
11 percent say support for the Taliban is
strong in their area, or that they
personally support it.
Indeed the Taliban remain highly
unpopular. Eighty-nine percent see the
group unfavorably. Just 9 percent of
Afghans would rather have the Taliban
ruling the country – up from 1 percent in
2005, but still very low. And 64 percent
call the Taliban the biggest danger facing
Afghanistan – 50 points more than the
next highest response, drug traffickers.
Nonetheless, as noted, support for
negotiations with the Taliban has steadily
increased since 2007, with nearly threequarters now favoring a negotiated
settlement. However, this support is
conditional – just 37 percent call
themselves ―very‖ willing to support a
! settlement in general, and if it ceded
control over some provinces to the
Taliban, 61 percent say they’d oppose it.

!
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ABC NEWS/BBC/ARD/WASHINGTON POST POLL, AFGHANISTAN: WHERE THINGS STAND, Monday, Dec. 6, 2010
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But, Other
Afghan Polling Data Are
Negative or Warn that
“Clear, Hold, Build, an d
Treansition “Are Still Far
From Sustainable Success
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East and Northwest.

Afghan
Ratings of Local Conditions Decline Outside
Some of these results are summarized in the index of Taliban activity and the ind ex of living
conditions reported above.
Sharp gains on both
of these
in Helmand
have been surpassed by
Helmand
and
the
East
setbacks elsewhere.
!

Regional-Level Change
in Ratings of Local Conditions
Year-to-year change in average number
of positive ratings of local conditions

!

!
Note. Region Level Ns range from 60 to 511 (Helmand N = 200). All changes indicated
are statistically significant at p < .05.
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particular declines in regions outside those where the U.S. and NATO efforts are focused.
Tellingly, more Afghans say their economic opportunities are getting worse rather than getting
better, by 40 percent to 22 percent ; more also say their freedom of movement, as well as their
security from crime and violence, have worsened.

Overall Trends in Local Conditions: 2009 vs. 2010

PRESENCE and PULLOUT – Even while criticizing the performance of U.S and NATO forces,
Afghans still support POST
theirPOLL,
presence,
given the
unpalatable
alternative
of Dec.
Taliban
control.
ABCmost
NEWS/BBC/ARD/WASHINGTON
AFGHANISTAN:
WHERE
THINGS STAND,
Monday,
6, 2010
But support for the presence of these forces also has slipped from last year, to numerical lows.
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– Most
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the
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provincial government, the police and the Afghan army positively, most at virtually the same
levels as last year. The exception is that positive ratings of Karzai ’s performance have lost 9
NATO/ISAF,
ButasSupport
is Declining
points, albeit and
to a still-strong
62 percent. His personal favorability,
opposed to work
performance, is higher still, unchanged at 82 percent favorable. (Across the spectrum, 93 percent
of Afghans rate Osama bin Laden unfavorably.)

Most Afghans rate the work of
the present government, Karzai
himself, the provincial
government, the police and the
Afghan army positively, most at
virtually the same levels as last
year.
The exception is that positive
ratings of Karzai’s performance
have lost 9 points, albeit to a stillstrong 62 percent. His personal
favorability, as opposed to work
performance, is higher still,
unchanged at 82 percent
favorable. (Across the spectrum,
93 percent of Afghans rate
Osama bin Laden unfavorably.)
Eighty-one percent say the level
of support for the Afghan army in
their area is high, unchanged
from last year; and 76 percent
say local support for the police is
strong – 6 points higher than last
year, and a numerical high.

!
Eighty-one percent say the level of support for the Afghan army in their area is high, unchanged
from last year; and 76 percent say local support for the police is strong – 6 points higher than last
year, and a numerical high. R oughly two-thirds of Afghans rate the work of the police and army
in their area positively, unchanged since last year and a sharp contrast to U.S. and NATO/ISAF
ratings.

!

Roughly two-thirds of Afghans
rate the work of the police and
army in their area positively,
unchanged since last year and a
sharp contrast to U.S. and
NATO/ISAF ratings.
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And Polls Show Import Qualifications as the the
Nature of This Support
About as many Afghans prefer democracy, 37 percent, as an Islamic state, 39 percent. Last year preference for an Islamic
state prevailed by 11 points. (The rest of Afghans, 23 percent, prefer a ―strong leader‖ who rules for life with final say in
politics.) Regardless, nearly three-quarters of Afghans say the country’s government should follow Islamic principles – but
they divide evenly on whether it should do so very strictly, or somewhat strictly. Men are 11 points more apt than women to
favor ―very strict‖ adherence.
Whatever their preference for government, and despite their concerns about fraud, 77 percent say they’re confident a
system of freely electing leaders can work in their country. But as with so many results, there’s a caveat: Just 27 percent
are ―very‖ confident of it.
In another result with potential policy implications for the West, given its frustrations with Karzai, Afghans divide about
evenly on whether they think a system of popular rules and laws can best be established through the national and
provincial governments, or instead through tribal elders – 52 percent pick the former, but 46 percent the latter.
There are telling divisions: Members of the more conservative Pashtun ethnic group favor leadership through elders, by 5642 percent; this spikes to 73-25 percent in the East and 64-34 percent in the Southwest, both largely rural, Pashtundominated regions. Members of the other large ethnic group, Tajiks, favor leadership by government rather than elders, 5841 percent. Preference for government also spikes in Kabul, in urban areas overall, and among those who say the central
government has a strong presence in their area. Leadership by elders, in contrast, tends to be preferred by those who say
the central government lacks a strong presence in their area, who oppose the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, and who prefer
an Islamic government.
For all these divisions, most Afghans by far, 77 percent, still think of themselves as Afghans first, rather than identifying
primarily with their ethnic group - and despite the country’s troubles that’s up by 10 points from last year. That could be a
positive sign for national cohesion; on the other hand, it also leaves open whether members of one ethnic group think of
others as Afghans.
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Islam Remains a Key Issue in Other Polls

ICoS, Afganistan Transition, Missing Variables, November 2010, pp. 21-23
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So Does Working With Foreigners, Although There is
Some Improvement

ICoS, Afganistan Transition, Missing Variables, November 2010, pp. 24-25
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And “Democracy” is Poorly Understood
Nearly half of all respondents cannot name anything good about democracy. A further 15% are actively
opposed towards a democratic system, believing that it is either a lie or does not work. Only a quarter of
interviewees cite elections and human rights as the good things about democracy

ICoS, Afganistan Transition, Missing Variables, November 2010, pp. 31
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Dismayed by rising Taliban activity and persistent economic hardship, Afghans have turned
more negative in their assessment of the presence and performance of U.S. and NATO forces in
their country, with sharply different regional patterns that track the country’s vexing challenges.

If security gets better, 59 percent say foreign forces should leave more quickly. If it gets worse,
54 percent say they should stay longer. But notably, 41 percent say the forces should leave
sooner even if security deteriorates.

Overall Afghan Support of the US (And NATO/ISAF)
Continues to Decline
Nationally, after advancing last year in anticipation of better days, sentiment has shifted for the
worse. Favorable views of the United States, rating of its performance, confidence in its ability to
provide security and support for its presence all have matched previous lows or set new ones in
the latest in a five-year series of polls in Afghanistan by ABC News and its media partners.

SOME GAINS – Some views of the U.S. and NATO performance are less negative. In the best
rating, 53 percent say Western forces are doing better at training the Afghan Army and police.
However far fewer see improvement at other key tasks – providing security (36 percent better,
but 32 percent worse), providing reconstruction and development assistance (32 percent better,
but 30 percent worse) and supporting local authorities (28 -28 percent better/worse).

ATTACKS – In a troubling result, acceptance of attacks against U.S. forces has jumped. Last
year, amid a prominent campaign led by Gen. Stanley McChrystal to reduce civilian casualties,
the number of Afghans who said attacks against American forces could be justified fell to 8
percent. Now it’s increased sharply, to 27 percent, back near its previous levels.
Those views are associated with conflict levels. The number saying violence against U.S. forces
can be justified is up sharply , by 28 points, to 40 percent, in provinces where conflict has been
most intense, and by 29 points, to 36 percent, in areas where violence is less intense but has been
worsening, as assessed by the security monitor NightWatch (details in methodol ogical statement
below). The view is less prevalent, and has grown less steeply, where t here’s little conflict
reported, and is essentially unchanged where violence has diminished.
!
!
!
Regional differences are dramatic. Ratings of the United States and its allies have advanced
sharply, albeit from a very low level, in Helmand and Kandahar, the two provinces where
Last year,
amid a prominent
led
by Gen.
Western military
and development
efforts havecampaign
been focused.
Those
gains, Stanley
however, have been

McChrystal to reduce civilian casualties, the number of Afghans
who said attacks against American forces could be justified fell
to 8 percent. Now it’s increased sharply, to 27 percent, back
near its previous levels.

In another question, majorities think foreign forces are making at least some progress toward
goals such as training Afghan forces to take over security ( where a broad 84 percent see
progress), strengthening Afghanistan’s government (69 percent) and preventing al Qaeda from
re-establishing itself in Afghanistan (66 percent) . Afghans rate US/NATO troops as the least
successful in reducing corruption – but still a slight majority sees progress here.
In each of these, though, far fewer – no more than three in 10 – see “a great deal” of progress.
For example, just 19 and 20 percent, respectively, see a great deal of progress in preventing a
Taliban takeover or an al Qaeda resurgence – the chief aim of ISAF efforts.

Those views are associated with conflict levels. The number
saying violence against U.S. forces can be justified is up
sharply, by 28 points, to 40 percent, in provinces where conflict
has been most intense, and by 29 points, to 36 percent, in
areas where violence is less intense but has been worsening,
…The view is less prevalent, and has grown less steeply, where
there’s little conflict reported, and is essentially unchanged
where violence has diminished.
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OUTLOOK – Last year’s advance in public optimism was based on factors such as the
resolution of the presidential election, significant advances in development, perceived gains

!
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forces for the country’s violence – a steep rise from just 10 percent last year. Blame on the
Taliban, meanwhile, while higher, has declined from 42 percent last year to 33 percent now.

Support is Heavily Impacted by Casualties, Although
Less So in Areas Where New Strategy Has Main Focus

It matters: Support for the presence of U.S. forces doubles (to 7 4 percent) among those who
blame the country’s violence on the Taliban, al Qaeda or foreign jihadis, rather than on Western
forces or the Kabul government. Similarly, sup port for the U.S. presence loses 19 points where
coalition air strikes are reported, 17 points where the Taliban are most active, 16 points where
local security is rated negatively and 15 points where civilian casualties have occurred.

!

Violence is a clear driver of public attitudes. Four
in 10 Afghans now report fighting between the
Taliban and government or foreign troops in their
area, up 7 points from early 2009. Forty percent
report car bombs or suicide attacks in their area,
28 percent within the last year. Thirty-two percent
report local bombing or shelling by U.S. or
NATO/ISAF forces, numerically a new high – and
nearly three-quarters call such air strikes
unacceptable, again up 7 points from December
2009.
In a critical measure, as noted above, more
Afghans continue to say Western forces have
gotten worse rather than better at avoiding
civilian casualties, 39 percent vs. 30 percent.
That’s improved from a 43-24 percent negative
result last year, but it remains a problem, given
the extent to which such casualties erode support
for the U.S. and NATO mission. And another
measure hasn’t changed: Thirty-six percent of
Afghans report someone in their area killed or
seriously hurt by Western forces, including two in
10 who say it’s happened within the past year.
Concurrently, as noted, blame on the United
States and ISAF for the violence in Afghanistan
has risen. Twenty-four percent now chiefly blame
U.S. forces, the U.S. government or NATO/ISAF
forces for the country’s violence – a steep rise
from just 10 percent last year. Blame on the
Taliban, meanwhile, while higher, has declined
from 42 percent last year to 33 percent now.
It matters: Support for the presence of U.S.
forces doubles (to 74 percent) among those who
blame the country’s violence on the Taliban, al
Qaeda or foreign jihadis, rather than on Western
forces or the Kabul government. Similarly,
support for the U.S. presence loses 19 points
where coalition air strikes are reported, 17 points
where the Taliban are most active, 16 points
6where local security is rated negatively and 15
points where civilian casualties have occurred.
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Only 36 percent now express confidence in U.S. and NATO forces to provide security and
stability in their area, down 12 points from last year and down by a vast 31 points since 2006.
And one in four now blames the United States or its NATO allies for the country’s violence,
more than double the level a year ago.

Perceptions of Who Causes Civilian Casualties Are Critical
In one basic measure, just 43 percent of Afghans now express
a favorable opinion of the United States, down 8 points to a
new low; and fewer, 32 percent, rate the U.S. performance in
Afghanistan positively, tying the low. Both are at about half of
their peak in 2005.

Backing for the surge of Western forces has cooled: Last year 61 percent of Afghans supported
the U.S. and NATO sending additional troops to their country; today that’s fal len to 49 percent.
And more now say the United States is playing a negative rather than a positive role in
Afghanistan, 43 percent to 36 percent, a switch from last year. !

!

For all the effort, the survey finds reports of Taliban activity on the rise – down in some areas,
but up in more of them. And just 33 percent overall say the broadly unpopular Taliban have been
weakened in the past year – down from the 40 percent who said so a year ago.

!
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Only 36 percent now express confidence in U.S. and NATO
forces to provide security and stability in their area, down 12
points from last year and down by a vast 31 points since 2006.
And one in four now blames the United States or its NATO
allies for the country’s violence, more than double the level a
year ago. Backing for the surge of Western forces has cooled:
Last year 61 percent of Afghans supported the U.S. and NATO
sending additional troops to their country; today that’s fallen to
49 percent. And more now say the United States is playing a
negative rather than a positive role in Afghanistan, 43 percent
to 36 percent, a switch from last year.
For all the effort, the survey finds reports of Taliban activity on
the rise – down in some areas, but up in more of them. And
just 33 percent overall say the broadly unpopular Taliban have
been weakened in the past year – down from the 40 percent
who said so a year ago.
The Taliban, along with al Qaeda, still bear the brunt of the
blame for Afghanistan’s violence, and 74 percent of Afghans
continue to say it was good for the United States to have
invaded nearly a decade ago. But that’s down 9 points since
last year and down 14 points from its high in late 2006. And 73
percent now favor a negotiated settlement with the Taliban, a
number that’s grown by 13 points since 2007 as fighting has
continued – even though more than six in 10 reject the notion
that the Taliban have adopted a more moderate stance. (A
third do see it as more moderate, up from a quarter.)

!
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for Afghanistan’s violence,
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and 74 percent of Afghans continue to say it was good for the United States to have invaded
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And, Most US and ISAF
Public Opinion Does Not
Support Continuing the
War
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Growing Lack of US & ISAF Public Support: 2007-2010
International public opinion is largely opposed to the war in Afghanistan. A 47-nation global survey of public opinion
conducted in June 2007 by the Pew Global Attitudes Project found considerable opposition to the U.S. and NATO military
operations in Afghanistan. In only 2 out of the 47 countries was there a majority that favoured keeping military troops in
Afghanistan - Israel (59%) and Kenya (60%).[1] On the other hand, in 41 of the 47 countries pluralities want U.S. and
NATO military troops out of Afghanistan as soon as possible.[1] In 32 out of 47 countries clear majorities want U.S. and
NATO military troops out of Afghanistan as soon as possible. Majorities in 7 out of 12 NATO member countries want
troops withdrawn as soon as possible.[1][2][3]
The 24-nation Pew Global Attitudes survey in June 2008 again found that majorities or pluralities in 21 of 24 countries
want U.S. and NATO military troops removed from Afghanistan as soon as possible. In only 3 out of the 24 countries - the
U.S. (50%), Australia (60%), and Britain (48%) - did public opinion lean more toward keeping troops there until the
situation has stabilized.[4][5] Since then, public opinion in Australia and Britain has shifted, and the majority of Australians
and Britons now also want their troops to be brought home from Afghanistan.[6][7][8][9] Of the seven NATO countries in
the survey, not one showed a majority in favor of keeping U.S. and NATO troops in Afghanistan - only one, the U.S., came
close to a majority (50%). Of the other six NATO countries, five had clear majorities of their population wanting U.S. and
NATO troops removed from Afghanistan as soon as possible.[5]
The 25-nation Pew Global Attitudes survey in June 2009 continued to find that the war in Afghanistan is unpopular in most
nations[10] and that most publics want American and NATO troops out of Afghanistan.[11] The 2009 global survey
reported that majorities or pluralities in 18 out of 25 countries want U.S. and NATO to remove their military troops from
Afghanistan as soon as possible.[10] (Changes from 2008 included Tanzania, South Africa, and Australia having been
replaced by Israel, Kenya, the Palestinian Territories, and Canada in the survey, and shifts in opinions in India and
Nigeria.) In only 4 out of 25 countries was there a majority that favoured keeping U.S. and NATO military troops in
Afghanistan - the U.S. (57%), Israel (59%), Kenya (56%), and Nigeria (52%).[10] Despite American calls for NATO allies
to send more troops to Afghanistan, there was majority or plurality opposition to such action in every one of the NATO
countries surveyed: Germany (63% opposition), France (62%), Poland (57%), Canada (55%), Britain (51%), Spain (50%),
and Turkey (49%).[12]
In Europe, poll after poll in France, Germany, Britain, and other countries show that the European public want their troops
to be pulled out and less money spent on the war in Afghanistan
Wikipedia, “International public opinion on the war in Afghanistan,”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_public_opinion_on_the_war_in_Afghanistan, April 26, 2011
.
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US Support for the War is Steadily Declining

In March 20911, just 31 percent of Americans said the war in Afghanistan has
been worth fighting, a new low. Sixty-four percent said it was not worth fighting,
and 49 percent felt that way ―strongly,‖ both record highs in ABC/Post polls.

ABC NEWS/WASHINGTON POST POLL: “2011 POLITICS, Economy, Gas, Partisanship and War Gang Up on Confidence in
Government,” Tuesday, March 15, 2011, p. 2.
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US Public Views on the War: April 2011
In the Post-ABC News survey released Monday, -- April 25, 2011 -- 49 percent of respondents said they disapprove of
Obama’s management of the war and 44 percent voiced approval. The disapproval mark is the highest on record in PostABC News polling. Overall, the figures have essentially flipped since January, the last time the poll asked the question. In
that survey, 49 percent approved of Obama’s handling of the Afghanistan war and 41 percent disapproved.
Last month, the survey revealed that nearly two-thirds of Americans think the war is no longer worth fighting, the highest
number recorded in response to that question.
The steadily waning support for the war — and Obama’s stewardship of it — might have political implications as the
president fights for reelection.
The poll released Monday showed that a majority of self-identified independents — 53 percent — disapprove of Obama’s
handling of the war.

Independents were an essential part of the coalition that elected him in 2008, and the White House has been seeking to
win back those voters as 2012 nears.
The last time the Post-ABC News poll recorded such high dissatisfaction among independents over Obama’s
management of the Afghanistan war was in November 2009, the month before he announced his new surge strategy. It is
only the second time that a majority of independents have said they disapprove of his approach.
Partisan lines are also deeply drawn over the issue.
Although half of the Republican respondents in last month’s poll said the war remains worth fighting, nearly 70 percent of
Republicans in the latest survey said they disapprove of Obama’s handling of it.
Among Democratic respondents, 30 percent disapproved.
The telephone poll was conducted April 14 to 17 among a random national sample of 1,001 adults. The margin of
sampling error is plus or minus 3.5 percentage points.
ABC NEWS/WASHINGTON POST POLL: “Poll: More Americans disapprove of Obama’s management of Afghan war
,” April 25, 2011, http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/poll-more-americans-disapprove-of-obamas-management-of-afghanwar/2011/04/25/AFBjpnjE_story.html. For comparative Pew, CBS, CNN poll results see http://www.pollingreport.com/afghan.htm
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British and Canadian Publics Do Not
Support the War: 2011
Britain
For more than a year, a majority of Britons has expressed opposition to the mission in Afghanistan. This month (February
2011), only 31 per cent of respondents are backing the military operation, while 60 per cent are against it.
This month’s result matches the high level of opposition to the mission, which was recorded in October 2010.
Respondents in London (63%) and Scotland (62%) are more likely to reject the military operation.
Canada
For the first time since the war began, three-in-five Canadians (63%) voice opposition to the mission in Afghanistan.
Support for the military effort has dropped to the lowest level recorded (32%).
This month’s numbers represent a drastic shift from a survey conducted a year ago, where 47 per cent of Canadians
backed the war.
Even in Alberta, which has traditionally been supportive of the military operation in previous surveys, support has dropped
to just two-in-five respondents (43%). Quebecers, as has been the case for the past year, remain staunchly opposed to
the mission (75%).

Vision Critical, http://www.angus-reid.com/polls/43776/britons-and-canadians-oppose-afghan-war-americans-evenly-divided/
Methodology: From February 22 to February 28, 2011, Vision Critical conducted an online survey among 1,022 Canadian adults who are
Angus Reid Forum panellists, 1,006 American adults who are Springboard America panellists, and 2,019 British adults who are Springboard
UK panellists. The margin of error—which measures sampling variability—is +/- 3.1% for Canada and the United States and 2.2% for Great
Britain. The results have been statistically weighted according to the most current education, age, gender and region Census data to ensure
samples representative of the entire adult population of Canada, the U.S. and Great Britain. Discrepancies in or between totals are due to
rounding.Methodology: From February 22 to February 28, 2011, Vision Critical conducted an online survey among 1,022 Canadian adults
who are Angus Reid Forum panellists, 1,006 American adults who are Springboard America panellists, and 2,019 British adults who are
Springboard UK panellists. The margin of error—which measures sampling variability—is +/- 3.1% for Canada and the United States and
2.2% for Great Britain. The results have been statistically weighted according to the most current education, age, gender and region Census
data to ensure samples representative of the entire adult population of Canada, the U.S. and Great Britain. Discrepancies in or between
totals are due to rounding..
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French Public Does Not
Support the War: 2011
The majority of French people are opposed to the country's military intervention in Afghanistan and want a withdrawal of
French forces, a recent poll has shown.
According to the poll taken by the IFOP by telephone in December 2010, with a sampling of 1856 persons, representative
of the French adult population, 62 percent of those questioned oppose the French military presence in Afghanistan while
23 percent support it.
Fifteen percent of those questioned said they had no opinion.
The poll indicates that the longer the conflict lasts in troubled Afghanistan, the less popular it becomes among French
people.
The poll confirms a previous IFOP poll in January 2010, which indicated that 80 percent of those questioned opposed the
sending of French military reinforcements to Afghanistan to satisfy a public request from the United States, which was
then preparing to send new troops.
The French contingent in Afghanistan numbers 3,750 men and women. A total of 52 French soldiers have been killed in
Afghanistan since the war began in October 2001.
The deadliest attack came in the summer of 2008, when a Taliban ambush in the eastern valley of Uzbin killed 10 French
soldiers and wounded 21 others.
Deaths of civilians in NATO and US attacks have raised anti-US sentiment in Afghanistan and the rest of the Islamic
world. It also fueled tensions between Afghan President Hamid Karzai and his Western allies.
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/158947.html, January 6, 2011
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January 2011 Netherlands: The overwhelming 70% majority of Dutch oppose the new military training mission in
Afghanistan that their government is trying to propose, and only a minority 25% would support it - a significant increase
of opposition from another Maurice de Hond poll that was reported only days earlier. The bulk of the contingent, 450 out
of 545, would be made up of soldiers. The poll, reported on January 10, 2011, found that not one of the major political
parties had majority support for the proposed extension. Even half of the ruling VVD party's voters oppose the proposal,
and for the other ruling party, Christian Democratic Appeal, opposition is even higher, with a majority 53% of CDA voters
now against the proposed mission.[23][24]
January 2011 Netherlands: The majority 58% of Dutch oppose the new military training mission in Afghanistan that their
government is trying to propose, while only 34% would support it. The Maurice de Hond poll that was reported on
January 6, 2011 showed that the majorities of voters for the Labour, Socialist, GroenLinks, Liberal VVD and PVV parties
are all opposed to the latest proposed extension, while only supporters of one party, the Christian Democrats, support
it.[25]
October 2010 Sweden: The plurality 47% of Swedes want their country to bring its troops home from Afghanistan, while
only 36% think they should stay there. The Sifo poll for Aftonbladet was conducted October 18, 2010. At the time of the
poll, the number of Swedish soldiers killed in the war stood at five. [32][33][34][35]
August 2010 Norway: Half of Norwegians want their government to pull their troops out of Afghanistan, in a dramatic
drop of support. The plurality 49.4% of Norwegians want the withdrawal of their troops from Afghanistan, while 36%
thought the soldiers should stay there. The InFact poll was conducted at the beginning of August 2010. At the time of the
poll, the number of Norwegian soldiers killed by the war stood at 9. [55][56]
June 2010 Italy: The overwhelming majority 79% of Italians want their country to begin withdrawing troops from
Afghanistan starting either immediately (35%) or in 2011 if conditions permit (44%). Only 20% think that it is too early to
set a timetable and that their military should stay as long as it takes. The majority 59% of Italians want either all their
troops withdrawn (the 35% plurality), or the number reduced (24%). 34% support keeping the number at current levels,
and only 4% support a troop increase. The Transatlantic Trends survey by the German Marshall Fund of the United
States was conducted over the month of June.[61]
Note: Data taken from Wikipedia, “International public opinion on the war in Afghanistan,”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_public_opinion_on_the_war_in_Afghanistan, April 26, 2011
.
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June 2010 Canada: Opposition to the war in Afghanistan reached a record high in Canada. The majority 59% of
Canadians oppose their country's military involvement in Afghanistan, up from 56% in April, and the highest level of
opposition registered yet for the question used. Support fell to 37% from 39% in April. "Strong opposition" to Canada's
involvement in the war, held by the plurality of Canadians, increased to 33%, while "strong support" dropped down to a
minority of only 13%. Nearly half of Canadians, 48%, believe it was a mistake to send military forces to Afghanistan,
while 34% thought it was not. The plurality 30% of Canadians think the war will eventually end in a negotiated settlement
that gives the Taliban a small role in the Afghan government, 13% see the Taliban having a significant role in the Afghan
government, 16% think the U.S.-led forces will be militarily defeated, while only 6% continue to expect a clear military
victory for the U.S.-led forces. The majority 57% of Canadians also think that their government has not been providing
enough information on the war in Afghanistan. The Angus Reid poll was conducted June 11–12, 2010. At the time of the
poll, the number of Canadian soldiers killed in the war stood at 147. [68][69]
June 2010 - Japan: The majority 53% of Japanese want the U.S.-led military forces removed from Afghanistan "as soon
as possible", while a 35% minority believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should continue until the
situation stabilizes. The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010. [71]
June 2010 - Spain: The plurality of Spaniards, 49%, want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from Afghanistan "as
soon as possible", while 43% think the U.S.-led military forces should stay in that country until the situation stabilizes.
The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010. [71]
June 2010 - Pakistan: The majority 65% of Pakistanis want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from Afghanistan
"as soon as possible", while only a very small 7% minority believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should
continue until the situation stabilizes. The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010. [71]
June 2010 - United Kingdom: Under half, 49%, of Britons think the U.S.-led forces should stay in Afghanistan until the
situation stabilizes, while almost as many Britons, 45%, want their troops to be withdrawn from Afghanistan "as soon as
possible". The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010. [71]
June 2010 - China: The majority 54% of Chinese think the U.S.-led military forces should be removed from Afghanistan
"as soon as possible", while only an 18% minority believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should continue
until the situation stabilizes. The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010. [71]
June 2010 - France: The majority of people in France, 52%, want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from
Afghanistan "as soon as possible". 47% think the U.S.-led military forces should stay in that country until the situation
stabilizes. The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010. [71]
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June 2010 United Kingdom: The majority 73% of Britons want their country to begin withdrawing troops from Afghanistan
starting either immediately (33%) or in 2011 if conditions permit (40%). Only 26% think that it is too early to set a
timetable and that their military should stay as long as it takes. The majority 65% of Britons want either all their troops
withdrawn (the 40% plurality), or the number reduced (25%). Only 27% support keeping the number at current levels,
and only 7% support a troop increase. The Transatlantic Trends survey by the German Marshall Fund of the United
States was conducted over the month of June.[61]
June 2010 Germany: The overwhelming majority 79% of Germans want their country to begin withdrawing troops from
Afghanistan starting either immediately (35%) or in 2011 if conditions permit (44%). Only 20% think that it is too early to
set a timetable and that their military should stay as long as it takes. The majority 67% of Germans want either all their
troops withdrawn (the 50% plurality), or the number reduced (17%). Only 24% support keeping the number at current
levels, and only 7% support a troop increase. The Transatlantic Trends survey by the German Marshall Fund of the
United States was conducted over the month of June. [61]
June 2010 France: The majority 75% of French citizens want their country to begin withdrawing troops from Afghanistan
starting either immediately (36%) or in 2011 if conditions permit (39%). Only 23% think that it is too early to set a
timetable and that their military should stay as long as it takes. The majority 57% of French citizens want either all their
troops withdrawn (the 40% plurality), or the number reduced (17%). 37% support keeping the number at current levels,
while only 4% support an increase. The Transatlantic Trends survey by the German Marshall Fund of the United States
was conducted over the month of June.[61]
June 2010 Australia: Australians are growing increasingly frustrated with the war in Afghanistan and nearly two-thirds of
Australians want their government to withdraw their country's military from Afghanistan. The majority 60% of Australians
want their troops withdrawn from the war in Afghanistan, while only a minority one in four think they should stay at their
current level. Demand for a withdrawal was from both sides of the political landscape. Both the majority 61% of Labor
supporters and the majority 55% of Coalition supporters want their troops to be withdrawn. The poll conducted by
Essential Research was published by coincidence on the same day that three Australian commandos were killed in a
helicopter crash in Afghanistan, bringing the number of Australian military deaths in the war to 16. [65][66][67]
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June 2010 - Poland: 44% of Poles want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from Afghanistan "as soon as possible", while
42% believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should continue until the situation stabilizes. The Pew Global Attitudes
poll was released June 17, 2010.[71]
June 2010 - Jordan: The overwhelming majority of Jordanians, 81%, want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from
Afghanistan "as soon as possible". Only a 13% minority believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should continue until
the situation stabilizes. The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010.[71]

June 2010 - India: Under half, 42%, of Indians, the plurality, believe the U.S.-led military presence in Afghanistan should continue
until the situation stabilizes, while 35% want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from that country "as soon as possible". The
Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010.[71]
June 2010 - Turkey: The majority 67% of Turks want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from Afghanistan "as soon as
possible", while only an 11% minority believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should continue until the situation
stabilizes. The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010.[71]
June 2010 - Indonesia: The majority 62% of Indonesians want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from Afghanistan "as soon
as possible", while only a 19% minority believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should continue until the situation
stabilizes. The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010.[71]
June 2010 - South Korea: Just under half, 49%, of South Koreans believe the U.S.-led military presence in Afghanistan should
continue until the situation stabilizes, while 38% want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from that country "as soon as
possible". The Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010.[71]
June 2010 - Russia: The majority 53% of Russians think the U.S.-led military forces should be removed from Afghanistan "as soon
as possible", while only 24% believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should continue until the situation stabilizes. The
Pew Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010.[71]
June 2010 - Germany: The majority 58% of Germans want the U.S.-led military forces to be removed from Afghanistan "as soon as
possible", while 40% believe the U.S.-led military presence in that country should continue until the situation stabilizes. The Pew
Global Attitudes poll was released June 17, 2010.[71]
June 2010 - United Kingdom: The majority 55% of Britons oppose their country's military involvement in Afghanistan, while 38%
support it. The majority 56% of Britons also believe their country erred in sending military forces to Afghanistan almost nine years
ago. Asked about the eventual outcome of the war, the plurality 34% expect a negotiated settlement that gives the Taliban a small
role in the Afghan government, 15% expect a negotiated settlement that gives the Taliban a significant role in the Afghan
government, 11% expect a clear victory by the U.S.-led military forces, and 10% expect their defeat. The Angus Reid poll was
conducted June 4–7, 2010. At the time of the poll, the number of British soldiers killed in the war stood at 292.[73]
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May 2010 - Australia: The majority of Australians remain opposed to their country's military involvement in Afghanistan. The
majority 54% of Australians want their country to not "continue to be involved militarily in Afghanistan, up from 51% in 2009, while
43% thought it should, down 3% from 2009. The majority 55% said they were not confident that their country's aims in Afghanistan
were clear, and only a minority 26% thought the war in Afghanistan was "the greatest threat to Australia's security at the moment".
The annual poll reflected the third year in a row with majority Australian opposition to their country's military involvement in
Afghanistan. (In 2007, the poll found Australians divided on the issue, with 46% opposed and 46% in support.) The 2010 Lowy
Institute Poll released May 31, 2010 was conducted in March 2010.[74]
May 2010 - New Zealand: Over three quarters of New Zealanders, a large 77% majority, want a total or partial withdrawal of their
country's troops from Afghanistan. The plurality 40% of New Zealanders call for a total withdrawal of their military forces from
Afghanistan, 37% call for a partial withdrawal. Only a small 10% minority wanted all troops to stay there. New Zealand's military
contigent in Afghanistan consists of 70 SAS soldiers based in Kabul. The Research New Zealand poll was conducted May 18–25,
2010.[75]
April 2010 - United Kingdom: Over three in four Britons, a large 77% majority, call for the withdrawal of their country's military forces
from Afghanistan, and an end to British combat operations there, within a year. Less than one in seven disagree. The numbers
reiterated the findings from six months before in November 2009 when the large 71% majority of Britons called for the withdrawal of
their troops within a year, and when almost half called for an immediate withdrawal. The majority 51% of Britons think that the
continued presence of British troops in Afghanistan increases, rather than diminishes, the risk of terrorism in the United Kingdom.
The IoS/ComRes poll was conducted April 16–17, 2010. At the time of the poll, the number of British soldiers killed in the war stood
at 281.[77][78][79]
–15, 2010.[80]
April 2010 - United Kingdom: The majority 59% of Britons oppose their country's military involvement in Afghanistan, and less than
a third, 32%, support the operation. The majority 60% of Britons also believe their country erred in sending military forces to
Afghanistan almost nine years ago. Asked about the eventual outcome of the war, the plurality 32% expect a negotiated settlement
that gives the Taliban a small role in the Afghan government, 16% expect a negotiated settlement that gives the Taliban a
significant role in the Afghan government, 12% expect a clear victory by the U.S.-led military forces, and 9% expect their defeat.
The Angus Reid poll was conducted April 9–12, 2010. At the time of the poll, the number of British soldiers killed in the war stood at
281.[81]
April 2010 - Germany: The majority 62% of Germans want their troops to be brought home from the war in Afghanistan. The SternForsa poll was conducted April 8–9, 2010. At the time of the poll, the number of German soldiers killed in the war stood at
43.[82][83][84]
March 2010 - Canada: The overwhelming 79% majority of Canadians oppose their troops staying in Afghanistan in a combat
mission beyond the end of next year, rejecting the U.S. request for Canada to reconsider its decision to withdraw its troops in 2011.
Less than one in five, only 16%, would support such an extension. The majority 80% of Canadians think the violence in Afghanistan
will be same (50%) or worse (30%) at the end of 2011, while only 6% think there will be a decrease in the violence. The Angus Reid
poll was conducted March 30–31, 2010. At the time of the poll, the number of Canadian soldiers killed in the war stood at 141.[85]
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February 2010 - United Kingdom: The majority 63% of Britons want their next government, to be elected in a general election expected in May, to
commit to removing their country's armed forces from Afghanistan by the end of this year. The majority 64% of Britons also think the war in
Afghanistan is unwinnable. The response to the question was virtually unchanged from November 2009, suggesting that Operation Moshtarak, the
massive 15,000-strong military offensive, has not swayed public opinion. The Newsnight / ComRes poll was conducted February 19–21, 2010. At the
time of the poll, the number of British soldiers killed in the war stood at 263.[86]
February 2010 - Netherlands: The majority two-thirds of the Dutch, 66%, think Deputy Prime Minister and Labour leader Wouter Bos is correct in
firmly opposing another extension and insisting on the withdrawal of Dutch troops from Afghanistan by the end of year, as scheduled and as had been
promised. Bos stated: "By the end of this year, the last soldier should have left Uruzghan. We're keeping our promise to the Dutch people." The
plurality 49% of Dutch voters want their troops withdrawn and the mission completely ended, while 38% supported looking at other options. The
Synovate poll for NRC was conducted February 17–18, 2010.[87][88][89][90]
February 2010 - United Kingdom: The majority 52% of Britons oppose the war in Afghanistan, and the majority 55% believe their country made a
mistake in sending military forces to Afghanistan. The majority 55% of Britons also state they have a clear idea of what the war in Afghanistan is
about, but at the same time almost half of Britons, 47%, feel that the British government has not been giving them sufficient information about the war.
Only 29% think the government has provided the correct amount of information. The Angus Reid poll was conducted February 16–17, 2010.[91]
y forces to Afghanistan. 33% thought it was a mistake, and 19% were not sure. The Angus Reid poll was conducted February 16–17, 2010.[92]
February 2010 - Canada: 49% of Canadians oppose the military operation in Afghanistan, while 47% support it. The majority 53% of Canadians think
their government provides too little information about the war in Afghanistan, while only 29% think it has provided the right amount of information. The
Angus Reid poll was conducted February 16–17, 2010. At the time of the poll, the number of Canadian soldiers killed in the war stood at 140.[91]
February 2010 - Netherlands: The majority 58% of Dutch want their troops to be withdrawn from Afghanistan, while 35% support keeping them there.
At the time of the poll, the number of Dutch soldiers killed in the war stood at 21.[93]
February 2010 - Netherlands: According to a monthly poll by the Dutch ministry of defence, only 33% of Dutch people support the Dutch military
participation in Afghanistan, while 36% oppose it.[94]
February 2010 - Canada: The overwhelming 80% majority of Canadians want their military to leave Afghanistan as scheduled in 2011. The HarrisDecima poll was conducted February 1–10, 2010.[95][96]
January 2010 - Netherlands: Just under half, 49%, of respondents in the Netherlands support their country's military role in Afghanistan, while nearly
as many, 45%, do not. The margin of error of the poll was not reported. The Maurice de Hond poll was conducted January 30, 2010. At the time of the
poll, the number of Dutch soldiers killed in the war stood at 21.[97]
January 2010 - Germany: Nearly two thirds of Germans and majorities amongst all political party groups reject the increase of German troops in
Afghanistan. The majority 65% of Germans oppose sending more of their country's soldiers to Afghanistan, while only 29% support it. Their
government, however, announced a further increase. The large majority of Germans, 76%, think the US-led military effort in Afghanistan will fail,
while only 18% think it will succeed. The Politbarometer/Mannheim poll for public broadcaster ZDF was conducted January 26–28, 2010.[98][99]
January 2010 - France: The majority 56% of French voters want their country's troops to leave Afghanistan, while 41% disagree. The majority 85% of
French voters think the situation in Afghanistan is deteriorating, while a minority 13% believe it is improving. The BVA/Canal+ poll was conducted
January 26–27, 2010. At the time of the poll, the number of French soldiers killed in the war stood at 39.[100][101][102][103][104]
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January 2010 - France: An overwhelming 80% majority of people in France oppose sending any more of their country's troops to Afghanistan, while
only a minority 20% support doing so. The Ifop-Humanité poll was conducted January 20–22, 2010. The poll was published as a conference on
Afghanistan opened in London, and Britain's Sky News reported French President Nicolas Sarkozy saying "France will not send another single
soldier".[106][107][108]
January 2010 - Germany: An overwhelming 80% majority of Germans oppose sending any more German troops to Afghanistan. The Forsa Institute
poll was conducted January 20–21, 2010. Despite knowing this, German Chancellor Angela Merkel announced a week after the poll that she would
deploy yet another 500 troops to Afghanistan, with still another 350 on stand-by. Even among supporters of her own political party, the majority 77%
opposed sending more soldiers, while among supporters of the other political party forming her center-right coalition, opposition to sending more
soldiers was even stronger still at 86%. The majority 70% of Germans demand a withdrawal by 2015: The plurality 32% of Germans call for an
immediate withdrawal, another 24% call for a withdrawal by the end of 2011, 14% want a deadline of 2015. Only 25% said they should remain
longer.[108][109][110]
January 2010 - Czech Republic: The majority 53.7% of Czechs oppose sending any more of their country's troops to Afghanistan as their government
has proposed. The SANEP poll was conducted January 5–21, 2010.[111][112]
January 2010 - Denmark: Support for military involvement in Afghanistan slipped below 50% in Denmark. A plurality 48.7% of Danes support the
military operation, while 41.1% of Danes want their troops to be withdrawn from Afghanistan, and 10.2% are undecided. The Jyllans-Posten /
Ramboell Analyse poll was conducted January 11–14, 2010.[114]
January 2010 - Germany: A new record number of Germans want their country to pull its military from Afghanistan immediately. The majority 71% of
Germans want their country's troops withdrawn from Afghanistan "as soon as possible", and only a minority 27% support the military involvement in
Afghanistan. An overwhelming 83% of Germans oppose their government sending any more troops to Afghanistan. The ARD/Infratest poll was
conducted January 4–5,
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Introduction
Part Seven of this series addresses an issue that is absolute critical to pursuing the war in Afghanistan and the chances for any
meaningful grand strategic victory in the war. As Vietnam showed all too clear, tactical victories, and even apparent strategic success,
have no value unless they produce stable and lasting favorable results.
It currently seems unlikely that the odds of such success are more than even if one only considers the problems in Afghanistan. The
previous briefs in this series – and a wide range of unclassified studies and reports -- raised the following critical issues:
• GIRoA’s current lack of popularity, trust, and integrity at every level from Karzai to local governments, compounded by
favoritism, corruption, power brokers, and the impact of criminal networks.
• Tensions between the US and ISAF officials and commanders at every level in GIRoA and especially with Karzai.
• Regional, sectarian, and ethnics divisions within Afghanistan, GIRoA, and some elements of the ANSF.
• Uncertain moves toward negotiation and political accommodation with the Taliban that could result in either its return to power, or
new – and possible violent – splits of the country.
• The uncertainty as to whether current tactical gains can be scaled up to cover the entire range of critical districts in the strategy, be
transitioned to ANSF control within the required timeframe, and offset Taliban and other insurgent willingness to wait out the US
and ISAF presence and overcome tactical defeat by fighting a war of political attrition.
• Uncertain US and allied popular support for the war, willingness to sustain success if it clearly does develop in 2011 and 2014, and
willingness to fund the required effort before and after transition.
• Pressure to create an ANSF capable of transition that could offset real progress with artificial deadliness, and be followed by a
refusal to fund the force for the need timeframe after transition.
• A civil aid effort in governance, economic, and stability operations that is vastly expensive but cannot meet current development
goals, and so far have not shown it can be effective or properly managed and assessed in the hold, build, and transition phases of
the war.
None of these very real risks are necessarily “war stoppers.” All wars involve the risk of failure, and no one can ever guarantee
lasting strategic and grand strategic success. The practical problem, however, is that the war is not simply being fought in – or for –
Afghanistan. The stability and future of Pakistan alone is critical, and so is its willingness to put an ended to Al Qa’ida, Taliban,
Haqqani, and other sanctuaries inside Pakistani territory.
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Ignoring and Understating A Key Strategic Reason for the War

Pakistan is strategically far more important than Afghanistan, and plays a critical role in any ability to achieve even a limited form of victory
in the war. This has been recognized in the unclassified portions of US President’s Quarterly reports to Congress since mid-2010.
As is the case with GIRoA’s lack of capacity and public support, the lack of Pakistani support for the fighting against Al Qa’ida, Taliban,
Haqqani network, and other insurgents and extremist was recognized as a critical challenge in forming the new strategy, As is the case with
GIRoA, the lack of Pakistani activity and support was seen as a threat equivalent in many ways to the insurgency.
The US has succeeded in pushing Pakistan towards some forms of cooperation, but Pakistan clearly continues to provide covert support for
Haqqani and elements of the Taliban. Pakistan continues to seek influence over Afghan Pashtuns, and see Afghanistan as a key area for
competition with India. It is not a strategic partner as distinguished from a nation with limited common interests with the US acting under
considerable US pressure, and constantly seeking its own advantage.
It is also obvious from media sources, and US and Pakistani official statements that many of the tensions between Pakistan and the US/ISAF
have grown rather than diminished. It is also clear that unless this situation can be reversed, gains in Afghanistan may not have any strategic
meaning, any political settlement within Afghanistan can become unstable or a prelude to defeat, and pursuing the war cannot produce a
stable outcome or have grand strategic meaning.
As unclassified metrics and narratives in this brief make clear, however, there is far too little official report on this critical aspect of the war
to address the role of Pakistan in meaningful detail.
More broadly, there are virtually no unclassified reports or metrics that show the current state of Al Qa’ida in Pakistan and the world, that
track the possibility of denying terrorists and extremist some form of sanctuary, and provide an overview of the operations and strength of
threat forces in both Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Future US Strategic Interests in Central and South Asia
The failure to fully address the strategic impact of Pakistan has been compounded by a broader failure to treat the Afghan War in net
assessment terms and to examine its grand strategic impact:
• It is not clear that US resources and strategic interests make a US focus on Afghanistan, Pakistan, Central Asia, and South Asia the kind of
strategic priority that justifies anything like the current scale of wartime and aid expenditure. If the US and its European allies are
increasingly pushed towards hard strategic trade-offs, East Asia, the Gulf, Africa, and Latin America all seem to be of more grand strategic
importance.

Source: President Obama, Report to Congress on Afghanistan and Pakistan, March 2011, White House, April 5, 2011 ,
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• Russia and China have natural sphere of influence and far more reason for investment and economic competition in Central and South
Asia. It is not clear that the US private sector in particular will seek a major role in Central Asia that justifies a sustained strategic
presence.
• Much of the current focus on estimates of the value of a “new silk road” and “1.4 trillion in Afghan minerals” seem little more than efforts
to justify the war and interest in the region, or a “triumph of hope over experience.” Best-case outcomes based “wishtimates” are not a
case for either assuming Afghanistan has great strategic value or can suddenly become self-financing and develop. The same is true of
Central Asia.
• Stability in Afghanistan will have limited strategic value at best if instability in Central Asia and Pakistan become critical problems – a
possibility that is all too real.
These are not decisive arguments against the war, any more than the problems raised by Pakistan. They do, however, illustrate the need for
far better strategic and grand strategic analysis of the reasons for the war, of what “transition” really means in strategic and grand strategic
terms, and for creating narratives and metrics that are based on reality and ruthlessly objective metrics.
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The Challenge of Pakistan

6

“Winning” Must Still Address Seven Centers of Gravity
•Defeating the insurgency not only in tactical terms, but by eliminating its
control and influence over the population.
•Creating an effective and well-resourced NATO/ISAF and US response to
defeating the insurgency and securing the population.
• Building up a much larger and more effective (and enduring base for
transition) mix of Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF).
• Giving the Afghan government the necessary capacity and legitimacy (and
lasting stability)at the national, regional/provincial, district, and local levels.
• Creating an effective, integrated, and truly operational civil and civilmilitary effort. NATO/ISAF, UN, member country, and NGO and
international community efforts.
• Dealing with Pakistan both in the NWFP and as a potential failed state.
Finding stable relations in India, Iran, “Stans,” Russia, and China
• Making effective trade-offs with other US domestic and security interests
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The Challenge of Pakistan
• Pakistan is as or more complex than Afghanistan
– Tribal and religion overtones, yet strong national identity, multiple ethnicities, most desire some form of democracy, a
worsening economy but a nuclear weapons state

• Foreign intervention resented in most of the country
– Predominantly an Indian issue, but strong resentment against the US and UK; appears to be growing against Taliban

• Tribal values and traditional core beliefs still dominate large parts of the country
– “Outsiders” trying to impose new ideas and beliefs create tension; nature of tribal traditions can supersede Islam

• Army is perceived to be more capable (and dependable) than the government
– Regarded as a positive influence in the FATA and NWFP because they are locally recruited and able to work within local
systems

• Large numbers of internally displaced people from years of fighting, a poor economy
and natural disasters
– Potential breeding ground for the Taliban…but offers opportunities for counter-radicalization programs

• Violations of Pakistan sovereignty may contribute to radicalizing the population and
diminishes credibility of the Government of Pakistan
– Demonstrates an inability of the government; perception they cannot protect their own; exacerbates anti-western
sentiment

Staying the course in Pakistan as important as staying the course in Afghanistan
Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security
Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009
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President’s Quarterly Report: March 2011
• “Pakistan is central to our efforts to defeat al-Qa’ida and prevent its return to the region. We seek to secure
these interests through continued, robust counterterrorism and counterinsurgency cooperation and a longterm partnership anchored by our improved understanding of Pakistan’s strategic priorities, increased civilian
and military assistance, and expanded public diplomacy

• “With regard to al-Qa’ida’s Pakistan-based leadership and cadre, we must remain focused on making further
progress towards our ultimate end-state, the eventual strategic defeat of al-Qa’ida in the region, which will
require the sustained denial of the group’s safe haven in the tribal areas of western Pakistan.
• […] Large elements of Pakistan’s military remain committed to maintaining a ratio of Pakistani to Indian forces
along the eastern border. This deprives the Pakistani COIN fight of sufficient forces to achieve its “clear”
objectives and support the “hold” efforts, while encouraging pre-engagement aerial bombardment that
increases the number of displaced persons, and causing available Army forces to be bogged down with “hold”
activities because there are insufficient trained civilian law enforcement personnel to assume that
responsibility
• Pakistan security forces remain largely static during this reporting period (Oct. 1 – Dec. 31, 2010),
generally focused on maintaining the security of previously cleared areas in the FATA and KP and
continuing to support flood relief operations
• In January, Pakistani military and paramilitary forces began Operation BREKHNA, an effort to clear
militants from Mohmand Agency using 6,000 Pakistani security forces along with ISR assets and ISAF
ground troops and fire support on the Afghanistan side of the border. This effort expanded to include
some operations in neighboring Bajaur Agency. It is important to note that this is the third time in the
past 2 years that the Army has had to conduct major clearing operations in the same agency; a clear
indicator of the inability of the Pakistani military and government to render cleared areas resistant to
insurgent return
• […] What remains vexing is the lack of any indication of “hold” and “build” planning or staging efforts to
complement ongoing clearing operations. As such the re remains no clear strategy towards defeating
the insurgency in Pakistan
Source: President Obama, Report to Congress on Afghanistan and Pakistan, March 2011, White House, April 5, 2011 ,
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DoD on the Role of Pakistan: April 2011
Within its borders, Pakistan has a pivotal role to play in U.S. efforts to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al-Qaeda and its affiliates; to help bring about
and ensure a durable political solution in Afghanistan; and to promote and sustain long-term regional stability so the United States does not again
face a region that is home to terrorist sanctuaries.
Pursuing a long-term U.S.-Pakistani strategic partnership based on a foundation of mutual interest, mutual respect, and mutual trust guides a wholeof-government, civilian-military effort. The long-term goal is for the U.S. strategy to lead to enduring linkages between the United States and
Pakistan; stronger trade and investment ties; continued and deepened military and intelligence relations that support regional stability; and a secure
Pakistan linked to its neighbors through a growing economy enabled by improved security.
There are significant hurdles to reaching that vision. The history of U.S.-Pakistani relations is fraught with negative perceptions on both sides,
leading many in both countries to see the others’ pursuit of strategic objectives as being driven by transitory national security interests. To date,
efforts on both sides have yielded some progress in improving this relationship. However, it will take a long-term relationship to overcome years of
mistrust in order to achieve a long-term strategic partnership based on mutual interests.
The U.S. approach with Pakistan is to build an effective partnership that advances both U.S. and Pakistani interests – while also demonstrating to
Pakistan that the United States will remain a strong and long-term supporter of Pakistani security and prosperity. Central to this effort is aligning
both U.S. and Pakistani interests in the near-term with respect to denying safe haven to all violent extremist organizations. Although great strides
have been made in the U.S.-Pakistani bilateral relationship over the past two years, heightened sensitivities regarding Pakistani sovereignty can set
back this progress.
…Operational and tactical coordination between ISAF, ANSF, and Pakistan’s security forces has improved in quality and quantity over the past two
years; however, significant challenges remain in building mutual trust and cooperation between Pakistan and Afghanistan, given the complex
.
historical
relationship between the two countries.
Insurgent capacity continues to be supported by sanctuaries and logistical support originating in Pakistan, and insurgents will likely retain
operational momentum in areas where these support structures exist. Consolidating security gains made during the reporting period requires more
progress with Pakistan to eliminate these sanctuaries. Although putting pressure on insurgent sanctuaries in Pakistan would not be sufficient to end
the Afghanistan conflict in the near-term, it would fundamentally alter the strategic balance of the conflict in favor of ISAF and the Afghan
Government.
Pakistan’s military leadership has improved cross-border coordination with ISAF and the ANSF. Since October 2010, a series of high-level meetings
between Afghan and Pakistan military leaders have gradually improved communication and cooperation, particularly in the border region. At the
most recent high-level meeting, the 33rd Tripartite Commission in March 2011, ISAF and ANSF leaders met with Pakistani Army leaders in Pakistan
for discussions on increasing cooperation and communication along the border.

Source: DoD, “Report on Progress Towards Security and Stability in Afghanistan; US Plan for Sustaining the Afghan National Security
Forces, Section 1203 Report, April 2011, pp. 59-60 & 105.
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Mapping Key Areas of
Impact on the Afghan War
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Official border crossing points between
Afghanistan and its neighbors

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 62
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Trafficking routes and unofficial border
crossing points in Afghanistan 2008

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 61
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Drug Trafficking routes in Pakistan

Source: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Country Profile: Pakistan, Accessed April 18, 2011. Available at
http://www.unodc.org/pakistan/en/country-profile.html
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NATO Supply Routes through Pakistan

Source: “NATO supply lorry in Pakistan hit by blast,” BBC News, October 5, 2010, Available
at http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-south-asia-11475180
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FATA’s seven agencies and Baluchistan

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 124
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Federally Administrated Tribal Areas (FATA)

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 122
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FATA Annual Development Program Funding
(in PKR billions)
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Total ADP Funds
Education
Health
Communications

2001-2002
1.18
0.456

2005-2006
4.607
1.1
0.993

2007-2008
6.6
1.395
0.708
1.909

2008-2009
7.616
1.606
0.829
2.193

2010-2011
15
2.675
1.279
3.826

Source: Government of Khyber Pakhtunkwa, http://www.khyberpakhtunkhwa.gov.pk/Departments/BOS/fatadevstat-ADP-tab-105.php;
“Pakistan Index,” Brookings Institution, http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Files/Programs/FP/pakistan%20index/index.pdf; One
Pakistan News, http://www.onepakistan.com/news/local/peshawar/57329-Fata-ADP-For-2010--Unanimouisly-Approved.html
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Tribal Connections at Afghanistan/FATA
(Pakistan) Border

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 130
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Average daily vehicle crossing in FATA
2007-2008

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 122
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Afghanistan/Pakistan Border: Baluchistan Province

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 132
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Refugee camps and heroin seizure
locations in Baluchistan, 2002-2008

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 137
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Operations and
Challenges in FATA and
Baluchistan

23

Afghan and Pakistani Operations

Source: Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, March 2011
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Afghan-Pakistan Military Operations: March 2010
Largest deployment
of PAKMIL forces
on the western
border of Pakistan in
the nation’s history,
with over 130,000
PAKMIL deployed
to the FATA and
Northwest Frontier
Province (NWFP).
More than 100,000
PAKMIL troops
were moved from
the eastern border
with India.

“Department of Defense, Report on Progress toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan/United States Plan for
Sustaining Afghan Security forces, April 2010, defenselink.mil (publications), p. 32
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Tribes and Insurgent groups in FATA and
Baluchistan

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 123
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Major Offensives in the FATA and KPK: 2008-2011

Source: Varun Vira, “Pakistan: Violence versus Stability: A Nation-Wide Net Assessment, CSIS. – Unpublished Paper
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Growth in PAKMIL Force Numbers in the FATA
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Source: Adapted from data included in Haider Mullick, “The Pakistani Surge,” July 2010, Available at
“http://www.aspi.org.au/publications/publication_details.aspx?ContentID=262&pubtype=-1
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National Security Force to Militant Casualty Ratio (2007-2010)
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Pakistani military casualty figures are contested. South Asia Terrorism Portal (utilized here) for example notes 469
Security Forces killed in action in 2010, whereas Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies counts 641. There are no
further breakdowns for casualties, but it assumed most in 2010 are as a result of PAKMIL operations in the
FATA/KPK.
Source: SATP @ http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/database/casualties.htm
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National Security Force to Militant Casualty Ratio in 2010
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Militant KIA 308 323 341 325 206 643 699 819 683 644 390 373
Security
65 40 42 32 31 49 64 69 63 80 59 47
Force KIA
Source: Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies Monthly Security Reports (Jan 2010 – Dec 2010)
Note: There are no further breakdowns for casualties, but it assumed most are as a result of PAKMIL
operations in the FATA/KPK.
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National Security Force Casualties in 2010
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Source: Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies Monthly Security Reports (Jan 2010 – Dec 2010)
Note: There are no further breakdowns for casualties, but it assumed most are as a result of PAKMIL operations in
the FATA/KPK
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Population Displacement in the FATA is Often Severe
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Source: Community Appraisal and Development Program, “Understanding FATA: Volume IV,”
http://www.understandingfata.org/files/Understanding-FATA-Vol-IV.pdf
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Public Opinion in FATA
Who should take responsibility for security in FATA

FATA Public Support for Military Operations
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Source:
1. CAMP, “Understanding FATA
Vol. IV”
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3. New America
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Tomorrow, “Public Opinion in
Pakistan’s Tribal Regions,”
September 2010,
http://www.terrorfreetomorrow.
org/upimagestft/FATApoll1.pdf
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The Challenge of Development in the FATA and KPK
(2) Educational Enrollment

(1) Literacy Rates
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(3) Population Per Hospital Bed
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1. Pakistan Ministry of Finance, FATA Government
2. FATA Government, http://fata.gov.pk/files/MICS.pdf
3. KPK Government,
http://www.khyberpakhtunkhwa.gov.pk/Departments/BOS/fatadev
stat-health-tab-83.php
4. See Slide 12.
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Violence in Baluchistan
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Source: PIPS Security Reports 2008-2010, Human Rights Commission Pakistan, “Annual Report 2006,”
PIPS, “Counterinsurgency in Balochistan “
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Human Development Statistics for Baluchistan

Access to Drinking Water

Village Electrification

Female Primary Enrollment

Primary School Enrollment

Female Literacy Rate

Literacy Rate
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Source: Pakistan Ministry of Finance, http://www.finance.gov.pk/survey/chapter_10/10_Education.pdf ;
Noor ul-Haq, “Afghaz-e-Haqooq-e-Balochistan, Available at http://ipripak.org/factfiles/ff118.pdf
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Nation-wide Patterns of
Conflict and Violence
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Pakistan Military Expenditures

Military Expenditure
(in hundred billion Rs.)
Military Expenditure
(as % of GDP)
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Source: SIPRI Arms Expenditure Database
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Summary List of Militant Groups across Pakistan

Source: Varun Vira, “Pakistan: Violence versus Stability: A Nation-Wide Net Assessment, CSIS. – Unpublished Paper
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Summary List of Militant Groups across Pakistan - II

Source: Varun Vira, “Pakistan: Violence versus Stability: A Nation-Wide Net Assessment, CSIS. – Unpublished Paper
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Significant Internal Violence across Pakistan in 2010
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Attacks
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EthnoPolitical
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383

69
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214
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685

Source: Adapted from data in Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies, “Pakistan Security Report 2010”
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Provincial Breakdown of Militant Attacks (2008-2010)
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Attacks by Type in 2010
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Source: Data collected by PIPS in “Pakistan Security Report 2010 “
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Trend in Attacks by Type: 2009 vs. 2010
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Pakistani Security Force vs. Militant Casualties
(2007-2010)
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Source: South Asia Terrorism Portal
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IDP Displacements across Pakistan (1,000s)
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A State Under Demographic
Pressure and Facing a Major
“Youth Bulge”
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Pakistan’s “Population Bomb”
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Pakistan’s Youth Bulge in 2010

Source: US Census Bureau, International Database, http://www.census.gov/ipc
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Critical National Educational Challenges
Literacy Rate
Gross Primary Enrollment
Gross Secondary Enrollment…
Gross Tertiary Enrollment (University)
Primary school teachers trained to teach
Primary school Gross Tertiary
teachers trained Enrollment
to teach
(University)
Series1

85.10%

5.20%
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10
Total Expenditure 17.07 21.65 25.37 24.6 30.9 34.5
% of GDP
2.24 2.5 2.47 2.1 2.05 2.3

Source: Based on figures by the Pakistan Ministry of Education and the Pakistan Ministry of Finance; included in
http://www.moe.gov.pk/Pakistan%20Education%20Statistics%2007-08.pdf ; http://www.finance.gov.pk/survey/chapter_10/10_Education.pdf;
http://www.moe.gov.pk/Pakistan%20Education%20Statistics%2007-08.pdf ; http://www.finance.gov.pk/survey/chapter_10/10_Education.pdf ; and Center for
Universal Education at Brookings,http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Files/rc/papers/2010/06_pakistan_education_winthrop/06_pakistan_education_winthrop.pdf
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The Problem of Pakistani
Perceptions
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FATA Public Support for Pakistani Military Operations
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Source: Community Appraisal and Motivation Programs, “Understanding FATA” Reports 2010
and 2008
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Decreasing National Hopes for the Future
Question: “As far as you are concerned, do you think that the new
year will be better or worse than the last one?”

Results suggest decreasing hope in Pakistan over the last decade
(though things are slightly better than last year's historic lows...)

Source: Gilani Poll conducted by Gallup Pakistan
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National Public Opinion Polls

Source: Pew Research Center, April 29, 2010, http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1683/pakistan-opinionless-concern-extremists-america-image-poor-india-threat-support-harsh-laws
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US Aid, Drones, and ISAF
Lines of Communication
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U.S. Drone Strikes in the FATA (2004-2011)

Source: Long War Journal, http://www.longwarjournal.org/pakistan-strikes.php
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U.S. Drone Strikes by Militant Group

Targeting now prioritizes
Haqqani and Gul Bahadur
networks

Source: Long War Journal, http://www.longwarjournal.org/pakistan-strikes.php
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U.S. Drone Strikes by FATA Tribal Agency

Significant shift from South to
North Waziristan through 2010-11

Source: Long War Journal, http://www.longwarjournal.org/pakistan-strikes.php
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Civilian Casualties from Drone Strikes Decreasing
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Source: Data adapted from material provided by Peter Bergen and Katherine Tiederman, “The Year of the
Drone,” New America Foundation. Available at http://counterterrorism.newamerica.net/drones#2011chart
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NATO-Related Attacks Increasing
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Source: South Asia Terrorism Portal, (April 18, 2011),
http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/database/natoattack.htm
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U.S. Military Assistance Has Been Extensive
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